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Reagan confirms diplomatic relations 
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Reagan yesterday confirmed that be 
has been involved in 18 months of 
secret diplomacy with Iran and autho- 
rized the transfer of "small amounts" 
of weapons to that country. But he 
insisted he was not trying to ransom 
American hostages in Lebanon or tilt 
toward Iran in its war with Iraq. 
After telling reporters he was being 
forced to speak out by widespread 
misinformation about his dealings with 
Iran, Reagan acknowledged he sent his 
former national security adviser, Rob- 
ert McFarlane, on a secret, four-day 
mission to Iran last spring "to raise the 
Hostages not ransomed with weapons 
diplomatic level of contacts" with Ira- 
nian officials. 
"Since then," Reagan said in his 
hastily arranged national broadcast 
address, "the dialogue has continued, 
and step-by-step progress continues to 
be made. 
"Due to the publicity of the past 
week, the entire initiative is very much 
at risk today," the president told the 
nation in an address prepared for 
broadcast from the Oval Office. 
Reagan said it was "utterly false" 
that the weapons shipments to Iran, at 
a time when the United States had 
imposed an embargo on such deliv- 
eries, were intended to ransom the 
Americans held hostage in Lebanon. 
Nor, he said, had the United States 
"undercut its allies and secretly vio- 
lated American policy against traffick- 
ing with terrorists." 
'"THE UNITED STATES has not 
made concessions to those who hold our 
people captive in Lebanon-and we 
will not," Reagan insisted. 
In authorizing the transfer of what he 
called "small amounts of defensive 
weapons and spare parts for defensive 
systems to Iran," Reagan said he was 
trying "to convince Tehran that our 
negotiators were acting with my au- 
thority." 
Ana he said he wanted "to send a 
signal that the United States was pre- 
pared to replace the animosity between 
us with a new relationship." 
The president went on to say that 
"the most significant step which Iran 
could take ... would be to use its 
influence in Lebanon to secure the 
release of all hostages held there." 
"Some progress has already been 
made," Reagan said. "Since U.S. gov- 
ernment contact began with Iran, there 
has been no evidence of Iranian gov- 
ernment complicity in acts of terror- 
ism against the United States." 
Reagan said there were four reasons 
for the secret diplomacy: renewal of a 
relationship with Iran, which has con- 
ducted an ardently anti-American pol- 
icy since the overthrow of the U.S.- 
backed Shah of Iran in January 1979; 
bringing "an honorable end" to the 6- 
year-old Iran-Iraqi war; elimination of 
state-sponsored terrorism and subver- 
sion, and "to effect the safe return of 
all hostages." 
Mr. Rogers may 
speak at spring 
commencement 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
A television personality most University students remember as 
the man who always wanted to be their neighbor has been recom- 
mended for an honorary doctorate degree, but it is not known 
whether he will speak at the spring commencement. 
Fred Rogers, host of PBS' Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood, was 
recommended to receive the honorary doctorate in humanities by 
faculty members and the Board of Trustees for his commitment to 
humanity and his role in educating children for the past 25 years, 
Dwight Burlingame. vice president of University relations, said. 
Burlingame said that he expects to hear Rogers' decision to speak 
at the commencement exercises within three weeks. 
"Tentatively we anticipate he will be here to receive the degree at 
pring commencement," be said. 
Burlingame said that unlike most commencement speakers, 
Rogers does not charge a fee. 
''His basic philosophy is he wants to share ideas with students, so 
he has a policy for not charging for commencement speaking," he 
said. 
BURLINGAME SAID most speakers would charge from 
(150010125,000. 
To measure student response to Rogers as well as other possible 
commencement speakers, Burlingame enlisted the help of Barry 
Wurgler, Undergraduate Student Government student welfare coor- 
dinator, who conducted a survey of 155 juniors and seniors within the 
past two weeks with Kenneth Crocker, assistant professor of 
marketing. 
The survey asked students to choose their favorite category or 
type of commencement speakers. These categories included foreign 
dienitary, journalist, entertainer, noted educator, sports figure, 
politician, University professor and a famous University alumnus. 
The first choice for a commencement speaker was an entertainer 
or television personality, which received a 75.5 percent response. A 
famous University alumnus was the second choice with a percent- 
age of 65.2 percent and the third choice was for a noted educator, 
which received a 61.9 percent response. 
The survey also asked students to respond to the past six spring 
commencement speakers. 
D See Rogers, page 3. 
Stars come down to Earth 
by Michelle Fisher 
staff reporter 
When you walk in this room 
you notice something un- 
usual. The room is round with 
a domed ceiling. A continuous 
screen stretches above you, 
behind you and surrounds 
both sides of you - much like 
the universe. 
No, it's not something out of 
Star Trek; it's the Universi- 
ty's planetarium, located in 
the Physical Sciences build- 
ing. 
For some people, their link 
to the stars begins with an 
understanding of the uni- 
verse. The planetarium offers 
an opportunity to view the 
stars (or at least images of 
them) and learn about va- 
rious aspects of the universe. 
To reveal the images of the 
nighttime sky, a star projec- 
tor is used to protect parts of 
the universe thai cannot be 
seen with the unaided eye, 
such as the planets and stars, 
Dale Smith, director of the 
planetarium, said. It can also 
show how the sky looks at any 
hour of the day, at any time. 
"When you see this artifi- 
cial sky that we can produce 
with special lenses, we hope 
you will be inspired enough on 
clear nights to go and see the 
beauty of the real sky," Smith 
said. 
THE PROGRAM begins 
when the lights go out, and 
you lean back in your chair to 
capture a vision of the night- 
time sky fwr|iHpg you. 
Smith beans the show with 
a star talk that shows the 
current evening sky and 
points out the major constel - 
Planetarium director Dale Smith with some of the equipment which makes the planetarium's visual 
effects possible. 
lations and famous stars. 
The second part of the pro- 
gram includes "The Universe 
of Dr. Einstein," highlighting 
physicist Albert Einstein's 
discoveries that changed the 
scientific world. 
Programs such as this one 
can be seen on Tuesdays and 
Fridays at 8 p.m. and Sun- 
days at 7:30p.m. 
The winter program begin- 
ning after Dec. 12 is titled 
"It's About Time." 
"The first and foremost 
goal is the link between the 
universe and the commu- 
nity," Smith said. "We want 
to bring the excitement of 
science to the community." 
Smith said the planetarium 
is part of a cultural triad, 
along with the University's 
music and theater produc- 
tions. 
Last year, nearly 8,000 peo- 
ple from the surrounding 
schools, University and com- 
munity took advantage of the 
opportunities the planetar- 
ium offers, Smith said. 
O See Planetarium, page 4. 
Prof writes book on hunger 
by GregConnel 
staff reporter 
A newly-published book by a 
University history professor 
may create some controversy 
about aid programs for nations 
suffering peacetime famine, as 
it sheds new light on the causes 
of and cures for world hunger. 
Ronald Seavoy, author of 
Famine in Peasant Societies, 
said outside attempts to help the 
hungry can avert the present 
starvation of the people, but 
they do not cure the problem. 
He said the reason people 
starve in countries such as Indo- 
nesia and India is not from infer- 
tile land or lack of agricultural 
knowledge, but from their social 
systems and attitude toward la- 
bor. 
"They live with the subais - 
Ronald Seavoy BG News/Alas Horvath 
tence compromise, that is, they 
grow lust enough food to last 
until the next harvest, on the 
assumption that every crop year 
will be normal. When there is a 
poor crop year, they experience 
hunger, and when there are are 
consecutive poor crop years 
they often experience famine 
conditions," Seavoy said. 
In planting minimum amounts 
of crops to last until the next 
harvest, they seek to minimize 
labor inputs, be said. Labor has 
a low social value, so children 
perform much of the labor. In 
India, the landowners transfer 
the labor to the hereditary land- 
leas laborers at the bottom of the 
Indian caste system, Seavoy 
said. 
IN ORDER for the peasants to 
raise their standard of living, 
they must convert to a commer- 
cial society, and begin to accept 
the use and value of money, he 
said. 
"Local governments could 
make this happen by greatly 
increasing money-taxes, (taxes 
paid with currency as opposed to 
other mediums such as food)," 
he said. "But the post-colonial 
governments that run these na- 
tions are not strong enough to 
assert this type of policy." 
Higher taxes would force the 
peasants to either devote more 
D See Seavoy, page 4. 
Celeste picks chief of staff 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Gov. Richard Celeste ap- 
pointed a private management consultant yester- 
day as his new chief of staff, succeeding Raymond 
Sawyer, who plans to return to private law prac- 
tice in Cleveland. 
Celeste said at a news conference with his new 
top aide, Carol Lukensmeyer of Cleveland, that 
she will join Alex Shumate, his legal counsel, to 
provide an outstanding management team "and 
the backbone of the office." 
Lukensmeyer, 41, has served as president of 
Lukensmeyer Associates Inc. in Cleveland and as 
a management consultant in both the public and 
private sector. 
The Iowa native and Case Western Reserve 
University graduate is a consultant for a coal 
development venture with Exxon Corp. in Colom- 
bia. 
Celeste said Lukensmeyer also has served his 
administration periodically as a consultant since 
late 1982 when he was organizing the office for his 
first term. 
"It is a bonus that her career has included work 
with governments, small business and large in- 
dustry," Celeste said. 
Shumate will take on additional administrative 
responsibilities in a manner that will free the 
governor from some of the day-to-day duties of the 
office, Celeste said. 
Bloodmobile breaks record 
byUndaHoy 
staff reporter 
This week's bloodmobile has 
broken the northwest Ohio re- 
cord for most pints of blood 
collected in a six-hour period. 
On Tuesday, 317 pints of blood 
were collected, breaking the old 
record of SI pints set by a Nov. 
8,1984, University bloodmobile. 
For the first time, a publi 
city campaign was used to re- 
cruit donors for this week's 
bloodmobile. 
Judy Goris, volunteer blood 
chairwoman for the Bowling 
Green Red Cross, said the cam 
"I know the publicity helped. It (the turnout) 
has never been this good before." 
- Judy Goris, Red Cross blood chairwoman 
had a big impact on this 
k's donor turnout. 
"I know the publicity helped," 
Goris said. "It (the turnout) has 
never been this good before." 
Goris compared last April's 
visit, a five-day bloodmobile 
that had a first-day turnout of 71 
donors, with this week's first- 
day turnout of 144 donors Mon- 
day. 
I 
Yesterday, the 27 beds used in 
the bloodmobile were occupied 
almost all day long with donors, 
Goris said. 
As of Wednesday, the blood- 
mobile had collected 706 pints of 
blood and deferred 50 prospec- 
tive donors. 
TRACY COTTLE, a sopho- 
more communication disorders 
O See Bleodmobue, page 3. 
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Basking in infamy 
Is it art? 
Or is it just a bunch of rods sticking up out of a 
marble block? 
It's safe to say that everyone has his or her own 
opinion of the Harry Bertoia wind chime sculpture, 
ranging from a cultural addition to the center of 
campus to a waste of University time, space and 
money. 
It's even been argued that the recent vandalism 
of the structure was intended as a statement on the 
sculpture's supposed worthlessness as art. 
Well, that's stretching it more than a bit. 
We suspect that the persons who did their mid- 
night rearranging of the chimes had more beers 
under their belts than they did art on their minds. 
Another possible reason for the chimes' destruc- 
tion is that the frail metal stalks were easier to 
bend than, say, the heavy steel plates of Don 
Drumm's "Bridge Over Troubled Waters," over by 
the Commons. Or maybe the vandals didn't have a 
can of spray paint handy. 
What's interesting is mat someone decided they 
wanted to be irresponsible, disrespectful or just 
plain stupid for a few minutes one night, and it's 
sparked a week-long flood of conflicting opinion 
and controversy, all because someone wanted to be 
irresponsible in their treatment of an unorthodox 
piece of sculpture instead of the side of a campus 
building. 
Forget for the moment the question of whether 
the Bertoia sculpture is art. It was senselessly 
destroyed, and that's enough. Bending the chimes 
into the shape of a metal fountain was no different 
from spray painting the side of a campus building. 
Architecure is art, too. 
No doubt the vandals are congratulating them- 
selves for their deed, a glow of self-satisfaction 
growing with each column, letter or cartoon ap- 
pearing in the pages of The News, or every com- 
ment passed around the campus. 
They might as well have taken a can of spray 
paint to the side of a building. It would have taken just as much imagination and creativity. 
A touch of 'the force* 
# 0? Jk 
by Craig Hergert 
After all these years of living 
up to his reputation as the Great 
Communicator, Ronald Reagan 
has finally slipped up. 
Ever since, in March of 1983, 
he gave his Strategic Defense 
Initiative the green fight, he has 
been chiding the media for re 
ferring to it as "Star Wars." 
He's got it all wrong. He ought to 
be delighted. 
Of all people, the president 
must realize that he has made a 
basic mistake in communica- 
tions. He has chosen the confus- 
ing, highbrow expression rather 
than the one that would play 
better to the people. 
When you near "Stategic De- 
fense Initiative," what do you 
think of? No doubt something 
like a khaki-colored chessboard 
in some old room at the Penta- 
gon with little markers being 
moved by men who don't know 
how to dress well. Borrring! 
But when I say "Star Wars," 
what's your response? You get 
excited, right? You picture Obi- 
wan Kenobi dueling Darth 
Vader, Luke Skywalker and Han 
Solo blasting those funny-shaped 
6lanes (what are those things on 
le sides anyway, storm win- 
dows?),  and the Death Star 
blowing up entire planets. 
Now that's more like it! 
If we taxpayers are going to 
MrteSlMNT,       VWlWCHeARDFtm,    WHY\Atvj-r- 
Letters 
Disillusioned by 
the theft of rings 
This letter comes in response 
to the theft of two rings taken 
from an Offenhauer East sixth 
floor bathroom on Aug. 28. 
Those rings were of great senti- 
mental value to me. One was a 
pre-engagement ring. It was 
gold with two very small di- 
amonds on it. My mother gave 
me the other ring shortly before 
she passed away. That one was 
gold too and had one diamond 
with two rubies on either side. 
An inscription on the inside read 
"To BAB 6/5/82". 
I am outraged that someone 
would be so dishonest and not 
return them, even anonymously. 
I have not only put an ad in The 
BG News offering a reward, but 
I have also posted signs and 
shown a great concern to the 
other residents on my floor 
about their return. 
This letter might be another 
dead end in the fight to have my 
rings returned, but I hope it will 
prove that even though we would 
like to trust those people around 
us, it is not always possible. 
Here is a message to those 
who have stolen and to those 
who will steal in the future: 
Theft could happen to you too 
someday. Be assured that you 
will not appreciate having any- 
thing stolen from you so think 
twice before stealing fom any- 
one else! 
Beth Broady 
819 Offenhauer East 
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211 West Hall 
be shelling out $80 billion over 
the next eight years for research 
and somewhere in the neighbor- 
hood of several hundred billion 
for full deployment (some neigh- 
borhood!), I suggest that we 
have the right to be, if not bene- 
fitted, then, at the very least, 
entertained. 
Besides, nobody pays atten- 
tion to a project called "Strate- 
gic Defense Initiative." Last 
spring I gave a questionnaire to 
seventy-tive composition stu- 
dents who had just finished writ- 
ing their proficiency exam on 
the threat of nuclear war. Sixty- 
five of them, a whopping 87 
percent, either confessed that 
they didn't know what SDI was 
or gave answers that were 
clearly incorrect. Evidently the 
term Strategic Defense Initia- 
tive" didn't impress itself on 
their memories. 
But "Star Wars," with the 
president's hearty approval, 
would. 
All I'm asking from Ronald 
Reagan is some consistency. 
The man did come from Holly- 
wood, after all. 
In addition, many of his past 
communication coups made ef- 
fective use of his Hollywood 
roots. Who will ever forget the 
time he declared, "Go ahead, 
make my day" to congressmen 
who were considering passing a 
bill he had said he would veto. 
Given this track record, it's 
downright foolish for President 
Reagan to embrace the stodgy 
term "Strategic Defense Initia- 
tive." It's time he jilted it and 
began   romancing   the   other 
name. 
The about-face wont, I think, 
cause a credibility problem. He 
can always claim that he's been 
calling the project "Star Wars" 
all along and mat it's been the 
press that has been stubbornly 
referring to it as SDI. 
Who among us would care? 
We like the guy too much. I 
mean, who are you more in- 
clined to side with: the president 
of your country or Sam Don- 
aldson? 
Now that President Reagan 
has the wheels in motion for this 
project, he naturally wants to 
keep them moving, and that 
means acquiring the support of 
the public. Using the name of 
one of the most popular films of 
all time would help him do so. 
And he could employ more 
than the first film, or the first 
trilogy for that matter. The 
president might recall that 
George Lucas originally in- 
tended to make three "Star 
Wars" trilogies. After finishing 
the first one, he squelched this 
plan and turned his attention to 
Erejects that didn't involve in- 
ir-galactic settings or little 
green characters who say things 
Eke "Hungry I am." 
But lately Lucas hasn't been 
faring so well. I'm not sure 
President Reagan had the mis- 
fortune of seeing "Howard the 
Duck," (does he have a Bad 
Films Adviser?) but I did. 
Whooh-eee! If George is tired of 
producing bombs like that one, 
maybe he could return to "Star 
Wars." Only this time, he could 
film one for The Gipper. 
I can't think of a man who 
would be more able to convince 
him than the president. Talk 
about charm! I wouldn't be sur- 
prised if he could get me to do 
something contrary to every 
fiber of my being - like cleaning 
my desk. 
What I'm modestly proposing 
is that George Lucas, the man 
who teamed up with Spielberg 
for "Raiders of the Lost Ark" 
and Michael Jackson for "Cap- 
tain EO," give us one more 
dream match-up. I'm proposing 
that he team up with his presi- 
dent. 
While Ron's researchers are 
busy putting the high-tech nuts 
to the nigh-tech bolts, Lucas can 
be writing scripts, designing 
sets and coming up with silly 
names for all the people in- 
volved. And think of the artistic 
challenge! Even Mr. Lucas' cel- 
ebrated imagination will be 
hard put to invent something 
stranger than "Caspar Wein- 
berger." 
AU the while the project is 
being tested, Lucas can roll the 
cameras. 
This way, if those know-noth- 
ing critics of SDI, I mean of Star 
wars, such as, er, Carl Sagan 
should somehow turn out to be 
right and the system turns out 
not to work any better than 
anything else technology has 
come up with, at least we'll have 
some neat films to watch. 
I'll even offer a title for the 
first one: "The Deficit Strikes 
Back." 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
the English department, is a 
columnist for The News. 
Peddling her wares 
by Scott Munn  
Dana softened the dorm lighting until there 
was just enough to tease the brushed-aluminum 
cooking pan which complimented the velvet 
drop-cloth in the center of the room. Crowding 
the pan was an assortment of kitchen utensils, a 
stack of semi-fine china and a gaggle of impres- 
sive-looking goblets. 
"These,' Dana purred professionally, "will 
make a delightful additon to your post-graduate 
residence." 
She was addressing a hushed assemblage of 
students who mulled over and examined the 
word "delightful." The dorm room they each 
wore like a badly-tailored suit hardly boasted 
such an adjective. The "residence" they were 
Presently enjoying spared not an inch of extra 
reathing space. 
As they dreamed of the spoils of their di- 
ploma, Dana brought them down to earth, 
peering at a pert young sophomore named Sue. 
"Where do you plan on living after school?" 
The sophomore blushed. "Dave and I hope 
to - um - marry, and share an apartment up in 
Toledo." 
There were coy smiles around the room. Dave 
was her steady. 
Dana understood such things. "Of course. 
And do you plan on moving into an empty 
apartment? No, I'm sure you don't. Perhaps 
your parents will be kind enough to lend a 
helping pan, the odd spoon, a few dishes. Not 
that I'm knocking Mom and Dad - certainly 
not. But don't you think it's time you began to 
plan your future, your way, with a little help 
from a friend?" 
Glowing reassurance, Dana prodded a young, 
neatly dressed junior. "What's your name?" 
"David." More coy smiles. 
"Oh, so you're the lucky one. Well, Dave, the 
fact that you're here shows your responsibility 
to your future. David - if I may call you Da- 
vid? - what if your plans don't work out?" 
He gave her a startled look which she quickly 
countered with a disclaimer. "Of course they 
will. But life is full of surprises, you know. This 
pretty gal may very well leave you for a nice 
young man she has in her stable back at home. 
And where would that leave you? In an empty 
apartment, with no cookware to boot" 
Dave gave Sue a dirty look. 
"Oh, I'm sure it won't happen," Dana 
soothed. "But that just shows that you simply 
must be prepared for life's little eventualities. 
She gazed about the room, kindly Inquired of 
another young student "Is your grandmother 
still alive?" 
The student gave her a puzzled look, slowly 
shook his head in the affirmative. 
Dana: "Of course she is, and a strong woman 
I'll bet. Her years have been productive ones, 
I'm sure. As her pride and joy, can you think of 
anything she might desire, any need which is 
wanting? Think now." 
He did. "Well, maybe a live-in housekeeper to 
help her around the house - " 
"Cookware. Right," Dana chuckled wisely. 
"Anybody who's been around that long has 
probably worn out something besides her heart. 
Surely those items she uses everyday - that 
bent, rusty fork, that dinged-up old cooker. You 
might consider a wise present to your dear, 
forgotten old grandmother." 
Dana was in full swing now. "But that's just a 
thought. What you're really concerned with is 
your bright future, and our place in it. 
"A number of local representatives around 
the country, like myself, visit college campuses 
because we're concerned about you! That's 
right! We know what a rough world it is out 
there and we know our cookware can be a part 
of your future." 
Only one or two of the students were hooked, 
but no one left for fear some free prize would be 
given out at the end of the presentation and they 
would miss it 
Dana burbled on. "Now, Plan One is an 
assortment of - if I may be frank here - not our 
top-of-the-line wares, but reasonable facsim- 
iles. Not all of us can afford the very best, so we 
strive to accommodate those elements of so- 
ciety. 
"Plan Two is a little better, a lot more 
expensive and comes with a lifetime guarantee. 
The life of our company, that is. 
"Plan Three is our super-deluxe edition of the 
finest we have to offer. It sells for an outrageous 
amount of money but as you know, you get what 
you pay for and often much less.'1 
Dana momentarily halted her smooth mono- 
logue, keyed to the atmosphere. 
"Oh, please don't worry yourselves about 
something as trivial as the payment plan. Your 
monthly installments will blend in with all your 
other bills: Bursar, food, books . . . I'm sure. 
And you'll be making a fine investment in your 
future and ours!" 
At this crescendo there arose polite applause. 
Dana, enthused, began to approach the clos- 
est student near her when the door burst open 
amid startled screams. 
"FREEZE! BG VICE! Nobody move!" 
The modishly dressed campus security detec- 
tive strode firmly up to Dana, roughly, hand- 
cuffed her and shook nis head from side to side. 
"Dana, Dana, Dana. Trying to cheat innocent 
young students from their hard-earned money, 
eh?" 
Dana sputtered. "What are you talking 
about? I'm providing them with a much-needed 
service. You have no right to do this." 
The detective cut her short. "We have every 
right in the world. You see, the only people 
allowed to take money from students is the 
University. You're on private hunting grounds, 
and you'll have a long time in the cooler to 
contemplate your scheming and your man- 
icured nails. Let's go." 
As they exited the room a dissatisfied mur- 
mur ran through the crowd. There was to be no 
free gift after all. 
Munn, a freshman undecided major from 
Tiffin, is a columnist for The News. 
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 
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Murder suspect's status pending 
by Don Lac 
news editor 
Wood County Juvenile Court is expected to 
determine in the next two weeks Whether a 
fanner Perry sbure Heights man, charged in 
the I960 murder of a University freshman, 
wffl be tried as an adult. 
Rojelio Garcia, 22, also known as Roy, 
faces charges of murder and arson in Juve- 
nile court. Garcia was the last of five sus- 
pects to be arrested for the Nov. 16, 1940, 
murder of Stephen Bowers. 18, of Canton. 
Garcia was 17 at the time of the murder. 
Garcia was extradited from Houston, 
Texas, and placed in Wood County Jail on 
Nov. 5. He was arrested July 31 by FBI 
agents in Texas. 
Garcia had been on the FBI's fugitive list 
since 1965, when Wood County Prosecutor 
Betty Montgomery asked them for assis- 
tance. 
Bowers, a bouncer at the former Redwood 
Bar, refused to allow five males, whom he 
believed to be underage, to enter the bar. A 
fight ensued in the rear parking lot after the 
five tried to sneak back in. 
Redwood is now known as Uptown. 
Two of the other four men were arrested 
the night of the stabbing and a third was 
arrested Nov. 20,1980. Two of the three were juveniles but were certified to stand trial as 
adults. All three were sentenced to life in 
prison for murder. 
A FOURTH suspect, who was IS at the 
time, surrendered to police about a year 
after the stabbing. He was convicted of 
felonious assault and was sentenced to an 
indefinite term with the Ohio Department of 
Youth Services. 
The juvenile court has not yet set a date 
for a probable-cause hearing, a county pros- 
ecutor's spokesperson said yesterday. The 
hearing will be to determine if there is 
sufficient reason to bind Garcia over to the 
grand jury as an adult. The grand jury will 
determine if there is enough evidence to try 
Garcia for murder. 
Rogers  
a Continued from page 1. 
Last year's speaker, Sydney Harris, a columnist for the Chicago 
Sun-Times, received a response of 61.3 percent. 
The speaker for the exercises in 1985, Charles McDowell, a 
commentator on Washington Week in Review, received a response 
of 28.8 percent. Steve Bell, anchorman for ABC News and the spring 
commencement speaker in 1984, was more popular than those two, 
with a percentage of 67.8 percent, while author Fran Lebowitz, who 
spoke in 1983, received a response of 32.3 percent. 
Carl Menninger, founder of the Menninger Clinic, a psychiatric 
hospital in Nebraska and the speaker in 1962, received a percentage 
of 31. The most popular speaker was television personality Phil 
Donahue, the 1981 speaker, with an 80.6 percent rating. 
A third survey question asked students to choose a speaker if 
anyone possible would be able to speak. 
Bill Cosby received 10 votes, while David Letterman followed with 
9 votes. President Reagan tied University alumnus Tim Conway 
with 7 votes. 
A question which asked students their response if Rogers were to 
be the spring commencement speaker received a positive response 
of 39.4 percent. 
Bloodmobile  
D Continued from page 1. 
major tried to give blood and 
was deferred due to low iron 
content in her blood. 
A five-time deferred, two-time 
donor, Cottle said she will try 
again the next time the bloodmo- 
bile comes. 
"I know that somebody out 
there is going to need blood," 
she said. "I feel good that I'm 
helping somebody else." 
As part of a program for her 
floor in Batchelder Hall, Resi- 
dent Adviser Amy Malaska 
asked the residents of the floor 
to donate blood in the name of 
Heidi Davis, a family friend. 
Currently undergoing chemo- 
therapy at Rainbow Babies' and 
Children's Hospital, the 14-year- 
old Davis, a Mansfield resident, 
is having kidney complications 
and may need surgery. 
Malaska, a junior administra- 
tive management major, knows 
of 10 girls who donated blood for 
Davis. 
Freshman music education 
and performance major 
Cheryle Dodson donated for Da- 
vis. 
Dodson said she appreciated 
how the nurses took the time to 
explain the donating procedure. 
Kathy Bell, a freshman music 
education major, also donated 
for Davis. 
"I was very nervous, but they 
(the volunteers) calmed me 
down," Bell said. "Ill do it 
again." 
BO News/Peter Fellman 
On Cue 
Phil Tuttle. senior education major, takes a shot on one of the 
pool tables In the Buckeye Room of the Student Onion. The cold 
weather drove many students, Including Tuttle, to find activities 
indoors. 
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TODAY IS THE LAST DAY 
TO APPLY FOR A PRODUCTION 
POSITION ON THE BG NEWS STAFF. 
APPLY AT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT, 460 STUDENT SERVICES. 
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Spot's Special 
Italian Hoagie 
Expires 11/26/86 
Double Steak & 
Cheese Sandwich J 
Expires 11/26/86 
On sde at Kmko's: 
9 KODAK 
FLOPPY DISKS 
$1.00    $1.20 
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$1.80    $2.30 
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Also sold In 10-packs 
kmko's 
113 RAILROAD ST. 
(Behind Dexter's) 
Time Is Running Out 
Next week is the 
last week for 
Senior Portraits! 
This week is SHOT and next week 
is tilling up. Don't be left out of the 
best senior section ever. 
Call 372-8086 to schedule 
your appointment today. 
Don't be a blank spot in your classmates' memorlesl 
- 
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Econ class sent adrift 
by John Meola 
staff reporter 
, A coil containing water for a heating and cooling 
system in the Education building broke yesterday 
afternoon and flooded Room 115 at about 12:30 
p.m., causing an Economics 304 class to be dis- 
missed early. 
The class was being taught by Donald Ster- 
nitzke, professor of economics. 
The coil was located in a machine room near 
Room 115. 
Jim Romaker, supervisor of the plumbing shop, 
was not certain of what caused the breakage, but 
he attributed it to the unusually cold weather the 
area has been experiencing. Highs yesterday 
were only in the 20s, and today they are expected 
to reach into the 30s. 
"This is the first hard cold snap of the season 
and this is the first real big event that has taken 
place this season," Romaker said. 
Romaker estimated that 300 to 400 gallons of 
water leaked from the coil. He said that water was 
two inches deep near the lower side doors of the 
auditorium-style classroom. 
The spillage was cleaned with a water vacuum 
by custodians before a 2:30 p.m. psychology class 
was to be held in the room. 
He said that fixing the coil will be difficult since 
it is placed in an area that is difficult to access. 
However, it is expected to be fixed sometime soon. 
ONE STUDENT who was sitting in the top row 
of the auditorium when the incident occurred said 
that the event did not frighten her. 
Maree Dennis, a senior marketing major, said, 
"The students started laughing. I thought it was a 
mouse or something." 
But she then stood up and noticed what looked 
like water comine through the doorway. 
"I stood up and I saw the water. It didn't look 
like water at all. It was black. I saw it moving like 
a spilled glass of water or water coming out of an 
overflowing toilet," she said. 
"We didn't stay too long. He (Sternitzke) was 
almost through with the notes so he let us go early. 
Usually the class lasts until a quarter to one, but 
he let us go at 12:15," Dennis said. 
While the rest of the building was not affected, 
Romaker said that there may not be heat for a 
while in Room 115. 
Planetarium  
i   Continued from page 1. 
"Uusually about half of the 
audience is from town and the 
rest from the University. We're 
hoping for such a mixture," 
Smith said. 
In addition to the star talk, the 
planetarium offers rooftop star- 
gazing following the Sunday pro- 
grams. 
Though the program is free to 
the public, the planetarium de- 
pends on donations for continued 
operation and growth. 
Seavoy- 
[ ] Continued from page 1. 
energy into the production of crops, or to sell their labor to someone 
else, he said. 
Seavoy said industrialization is not necessary for the conversion to 
a commercial society, and he cited Ireland and Denmark as 
countries where commercialization has improved the standard of 
living without the aid of industrialization. 
Seavoy said the idea for the book came while he was working as a 
geologist on the Indonesian island of Borneo in 1970. 
"I spent a year and one half there with a crew of four other men, 
living with the 700 villagers. The peasants did not produce enough 
surplus rice to feed us so we had to ship food in by helicopter," he 
Lining It Up 
Welder Gene Kammeyer of Mack Iron co. 
Photo/Chip Thonwon 
Ines up a railing on the deck of the Jerome Libary. 
Phone service to be updated 
by Beth Thomas 
staff reporter 
LUNCHEON SPECIAL 
1/2 Super Sub 
Chili or Salad 
$2.39 
GOOD ALL DAY 
No coupon necessary 
352-4497 Free Delivery ('4 minimum) 
Phone service may be discon- 
tinued twice in November and 
December while the Telecom- 
munications Office updates the 
phone system. 
On Wednesday. Nov. 26 and 
Monday, Dec. 29, between 7 a.m. 
and 8 a.m., Telecommunications 
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QUARTER- 
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HALF- 
WHOLE PIE 
?ggS2H^= 
$1 OFF 
ANY SMALL OR 
MEDIUM PAN STYLE 
OR THIN CRUST PIZZA 
Eip»n12J1Mt 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
352-4600 
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E. W00STER 
$2 OFF 
ANY LARGE 
PAN STYLE OR 
THIN CRUST PIZZA 
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PHILOSOPHY 
Special Courses of Interest Spring 1987 
Philosophical Psychology 
Philosophy B340 
Section 3600 2:30-4:00 TR 
M. Robins 
This course will deal with a new interdiscipline called "cognitive 
science," an amalgam of psychology, philosophy, artificial intelli- 
gence, and linguistics. The main contribution of this approach lies in 
the new theory of mind that emerges - the mind as an information 
processor. An examination of this theory, its conception of the various 
sciences of the mind and its relation to other approaches, will be the 
principal objective of the course. A secondary objective will be a look 
at the influence of cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence on 
recent work in philosophy, particularly in epistemology, moral 
philosophy, and action theory. 
The following two textbooks shall form the bulk of the required 
reading: 
Paul M. Churchland's Miner and Consciousness, and (ohn R. Searle's 
Minds, Bains, and Science. 
Reason and Decision 
Philosophy C340 
Section 3601 9:30-11:00 TR 
C. Morris 
An introduction to the theory of rational decision-making. The 
course will cover concepts and elements of rationality as they inform 
and illuminate individual and social choice. 
The following three textbooks shall form the bulk of the required 
reading: 
Allan Feldman's Welfare economics and Social Choke Theory, Frank 
Zagare's Came Theory: Concepts and Applications and Michael 
Layer's Playing Politics. 
will change the system's hard- 
ware and software. 
Richard Conrad, director of 
computer services, said Tele- 
communications chose those 
times to update the system be- 
cause most students will be gone 
for Thanksgiving and Christmas 
breaks and most University of- 
fices will not be open at that 
time of day. 
"We figured it was the best 
time in the entire year to impact 
the fewest number of users, he 
said. 
He said all phones will experi- 
ence an outage for about 10 or 20 
minutes during the updating, 
and may have problems later in 
the day if the new equipment 
needs to be adjusted. 
"The possibility exists that 
there may be service outages 
during the day," he said. "Ev- 
eryone will experience outages 
during the few minutes in the 
morning." 
He said the system must be 
updated in order to ensure serv- 
ice from the company that sold 
the system to the University. 
"WE NEED to remain current 
in the operating system to be 
assured of AT&T's support," he 
said. 
The equipment will be up- 
dated Nov. 26 and the program- 
ming will be updated Dec. 29. 
Conrad said the updating is 
being done in stages so that if a 
problem arises, Telecommuni- 
cations will know which part of 
the system is causing the prob- 
lem. 
"It is analogous to installing a 
new computer and may require 
a period of time to de-bug (ad- 
just)," he said. 
He said the system will need to 
be updated on a regular basis. 
"It is something we'll 
blv do once a year," he said, but 
added that most updates won't 
require changing both equip- 
ment and programming. 
ave up to 
on quality 
developing 
and printing 
by KODAK 
We'll give you the high- 
quality processing you 
want (or your precious 
color pnnls Bring in your 
color negalive film today 
and ask us for quality color 
processing by Kodak s 
own lab Get brilliant 
results tor all your tavorite 
pictures 
Hurry! Offer runs 
No».1(T through Ml. 
$1off12and15exp. 
$2off24exp. 
$3off36exp. 
November 16"-December 6* 
Ask tor See how good your prints 
can really be...Ask for 
quality processing by Kodak. 
Roger's Drugs 
135 N. Main 
352-7575 
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Court halts Perry power boost 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Nuclear Regu- 
latory Commission issued a full-power oper- 
ating license for the Perry nuclear power 
plant yesterday, but a federal appeals court 
put the license on hold a few hours later. 
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Cincinnati issued a stay late yesterday 
preventing the plant from going to full 
power until a dispute over the licensing gets 
further consideration. The court agreed to 
give the case high priority. 
The northeast Ohio plant received permis- 
sion yesterday morning to generate electric- 
ity at full power for the next 40 years. Even 
before the appeals court's stay, however, 
the plant operators indicated they expected 
further delay in going to full power because 
of pending legal action by Perry opponents. 
The $4.6 billion plant, on the Lake Erie 
shore 35 miles northeast of Cleveland, has 
become the 99th U.S. nuclear power plant 
licensed by the NRC to operate at full power. 
Approval for the license came last Friday 
by a 4-1 vote of the NRC. 
Russ Marabito, NRC spokesman in Chi- 
cago, said the license was signed yesterday 
by Harold Denton, director of the NRC's 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. 
PERRY RECEIVED a low-power license 
last March that let the plant operate at only 
5 percent power. A full-power license would 
enable Perry operators to begin increasing 
power to 100 percent, a process that would 
take several months. 
Before the appellate court's stay, Cleve- 
land Electric Illuminating Co. spokesman 
Lee Bailey said he was pleased to get the 
license. CEI is the operating utility. 
"Well meet any other roadblocks that 
might come up as they come," he said. 
When the appeals court issued its indefi- 
nite stay shortly before 5 p.m., Bailey said 
be had no immediate comment. Even if the 
plant started going ahead yesterday with its 
move toward full power, it probably 
wouldn't have reached 100 percent power 
until late winter. 
Gov. Richard Celeste withdrew state sup- 
port for the Perry emergency evacuation 
plan last August and appointed a three- 
member task force to review it. The team 
had asked the NRC to delay a vote until the 
review could be completed. 
Goodyear threatened with takeover 
Akron mayor asks community officials to appeal to Congress 
AKRON (AP) - Akron Mayor     tempts by corporate raiders. SAWYER CALLED for legis-     also noted that every G< 
Thomas Sawyer told officials in 
36 communities yesterday to go 
to Congress with their concerns 
over an attempted takeover of 
Goodyear Tire b Rubber Co. 
Sawyer, a Democrat who was 
elected last week to a first term 
in the U.S. House, made the plea 
to mayors of 35 other commu- 
nities in a teleconference 
beamed by satellite from New 
York. 
He asked for their help with 
his testimony next Tuesday be- 
fore the House Judiciary sub- 
committee, which is examining 
corporate takeovers. 
Sawyer said Congress and the 
Securities and Exchange Com- 
mission need to examine this 
country's "hands off" policy re- 
garding   hostile   takeover  at- 
Goodyear is the object of a 
takeover attempt by a group of 
investors led by Sir James Gold- 
smith, a British-French finan- 
cier. Goodyear has been forced 
to try to sell a number of its 
holdings, including its Akron- 
based Aerospace Corp., in an 
effort to drive up stock values. 
The company also is warning 
of layoffs in a restructuring pro- 
gram. 
"Goodyear is under siege and 
our communities and citizens 
are caught in the crossfire," 
Sawyer said. "A major part of 
Goodyear's stock is now in the 
hands of a raider and... specu- 
lators who follow such activity 
with all the ethics and morals of 
sharks." 
lation that provides for solid, 
long-range economic planning 
ana investments that will not 
leave industry vulnerable to 
"economic terrorism." 
"Goodyear is threatened by 
corporate raiders for all the 
wrong reasons," Sawyer said. 
"Our system should reward 
Goodyear for its long-range out- 
look, not punish it. We simply 
can not stand by and be raped. 
Goodyear is the largest em- 
ployer in Akron, with one of 
every 20 Akron residents work- 
ing tor the company. Sawyer 
oodyear job supports three to four other 
obs in the Akron area. 
"It's a frightening prospect 
for my community, said Sa- 
wyer. "There is a crisis level of 
fear and uncertainty." 
The attempted sale of the 
Aerospace division prompted a 
lawsuit yesterday by the United 
Auto Workers union, which 
claimed in U.S. District Court 
that the proposed sale to Martin 
Marietta Corp. would violate a 
collective bargaining 
agreement with the union. 
Aquino ally 
murdered 
MANILA, Philippines 
(AP) -One of President Cora- 
zon Aquino's leading leftist 
supporters was found bru- 
tally murdered yesterday, 
the day she returned from 
abroad to a capital swept by 
rumors of coup plots against 
her. 
Police found the mutilated 
body of Rolando Olalia, presi- 
dent of the Partido ng Bayan 
(People's Party) and the mil- 
itant May 1st Movement la- 
bor alliance, in a ditch on the 
edge of the capital hours after 
his family reported him miss- 
ing. The body of his driver 
was found two miles away. 
Antonio Cuenco, political 
affairs minister, said the kill- 
ing "further aggravates" the 
crisis in Aquino's govern- 
ment, which has been split by 
Defense Minister Juan Ponce 
Enrile's criticism of her poli- 
cies. 
During her four-day visit to 
Japan seeking aid for the 
crippled economy, Manila 
was rife with rumors that 
disaffected military officers 
linked to Enrile would strike 
against leftists to provoke a 
violent response as a pretext 
to take over the government. 
Gen. Fidel Ramos, the 
armed forces commander, 
declared the military's loy- 
alty to Aquino. Ramos and 
Enrile, who also was defense 
minister under Ferdinand 
Marcos, led the military-ci- 
vilian uprising that forced 
Marcos Into exile last Feb- 
ruary and brought Aquino to 
power. 
ENRILE AND Ramos said 
they knew nothing of Olalia's 
disappearance. A maid who 
answered the telephone at the 
defense minister's home after 
the bodies were found said he 
was asleep and she refused to 
wake him. 
GLEMBY'S International 
Haircut-a-Thon 
$5.00 
Memorial Hall Lobby 
9:30am - 5:00pm 
—Tuesday, Nov. 18th— 
Proceeds benefit Miss BGSU 
Scholarship Pageant 
Third Annual Conference on 
Ethnic Studies 
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The Pultizer Prize 
winning author of 
"ROOTS" 
"The family: Find the 
Good... and Praise it" 
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Wed., Nov.19 
University Union 
Grand Ballroom 
FREE-OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
'presenting 1986-87 Hollis Moore Lecture 
Thin., Nov. 20 
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Delta Zeto 
Theta Chi 
Volleyball 
Tournament 
November 15, 1986 
One Of The Nation's 
Leading Employers Is 
Now Interviewing 
On Campus. 
One of the largest employers in the U.S. is accepting appl 
and scheduling appointments 
for interviews. The Depart- 
ment of the Navy is 
offering management .^ 
opportunities in ,       ~ ^-' <JV\ 
electronics, engineering, f\       \--^j.lt%^\ 
nuclear propulsion, / •  } 
systems analysis and       T<S£%. 
other vital fields. 
ications 
> m 
These positions provide strong 
technical and general management 
training, rapid professional growth and 
immediate executive responsibility. 
To apply, you must be no more than 34 years old, have a BS or 
BA, pass aptitude and physical examinations, and qualify for 
security clearance. U.S. citizenship is required. 
To make an appointment for an interview, sign up at your Career 
Placement Office, or call:    (216) 676-0490 
OUR NAVY REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE AT THE  STUDENT CENTER 
18  NOVEMBER   1986 
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Gridders fate determined at UT 
_•* 
by Ron Fritz 
managing editor 
In his press conference Tues- 
day, Bowling Green head coach 
Moe Ankney looked back on his 
playing days, when he faced the 
University of Toledo. 
In particular, he remembered 
a gaine the Falcons won in the 
last few minutes against the 
Rockets in 1963. A late touch- 
down pass by BG's Jerry Ward 
beat UT 22-20. 
But Ankney isn't into reflect- 
ing or dreaming - especially 
California dreamin' - as the 
Falcons prepare to face the 
Rockets tomorrow at the Glass 
Bowl at 4:30. 
If BG wins and Miami is 
beaten by Eastern Michigan, the 
Falcons will be making a return 
trip to the California Bowl. How- 
ever, Ankney said he isn't con- 
cerned about the Redskins' 
game. 
"I don't giv e a damn what 
Miami does, Saturday," the 
first-year head coach said. "I 
don't know what the players are 
thinking, but I'm not concerned 
about the Cal Bowl. Either way. 
I don't know how the players will 
react" 
Ankney said he is more con- 
cerned with beating the Rockets 
and winning a share of the Mid- 
American Conference title. 
"Beating Toledo and winning 
a share of the championship 
would be the sundae," ne said. 
"The Cal Bowl would be extra - 
like the cherry on top. I want 
the sundae." 
THE FALCONS will know 
prior to game-time if they still 
nave a shot at going to Califor- 
nia. Miami hosts EMU at 12:15 
p.m. KSU is at Western Michi- 
gan for a 1 p.m. contest. 
UT finds itself in a similar 
postion. If the Rockets beat BG 
and Kent State and MU lose, UT 
will be locked in a five-way tie 
for the MAC championship. 
Rocket coach Dan Simrell 
said be isn't concerned with the 
possibilities of a share of the 
MAC title. 
"So many things have to hap- 
pen for us to share the title. I'm 
not even going to consider it," 
Simrell said. I'd like to take 
care of BG and end the season on 
a five-game winning streak. 
Anything else that happens, 111 
let it take care of itaeff." 
UT is 6-4 overall and 4-3 in the 
conference. The Rockets have 
won their but four games, in- 
cluding a 36-14 win over Central 
Michigan last week. 
Leading the Rocket upsurge 
has been the running of tailback 
Kelvin Farmer. Farmer leads 
the MAC with 1,363 yards rush- 
ing. 
"I'm very concerned with Kel- 
vin Farmer. We have to stow 
him down." Ankney said. "At 
this time, he's the best running 
back in the conference. They'll 
give him the ball a lot. 
"Our defense has to stop the 
run and force Toledo to pass." 
ON OFFENSE, BG has to run 
the ball well, according to Ank- 
ney. The Rockets are second to 
but in the MAC at stopping the 
run. They give up 206.4 yards a 
game rushing. Against the pass, 
UT is second only to the Falcons. 
However, the Falcons are av- 
eraging just 92 yards a game 
rushing. Ankney said the run 
will open up quarterback Rich 
Daddn, who needs 218 yards to 
break Brian McClure's school 
record for yards passing by a 
"If we give Rich time, I think 
we can pees on them," Ankney 
said. "But Toledo has 15 years of 
starting experience to mar sec- 
ondary. They may be the best in 
the conference." 
Simrell said BG is playing 
good football and should be up 
for Saturday's game. He said a 
share of the title would be quite 
an accomplishment for the Fal- 
cons. 
"A lot of people wrote both of 
us off. But BG came back and 
has gotten better and better," he 
said. "Being in the position to 
win its second straight title is a 
credit to both their players and 
coaches." 
The Falcons lead UT 27-19-4 to 
a series that dates back to 1919. 
BG's last win at the Glass Bowl 
was a 17-6 triumph in 1960. Last 
season, the Falcons shut out the 
Rockets 21-0 to clinch the Cal 
Bowl trip- 
Cagers 
sign area 
prospect 
Bowling Green women's 
basketball coach Fran VoU 
announced the signing of Erin 
Vick, a 5-10 forward from 
Maumee, to a national letter 
of intent 
Vick was named the North- 
ern Lakes League MVP and 
earned second-team all-Ohio 
honors but season. She aver- 
aged 21 points for the Panth- 
ers and set a record-high for 
points in one game (35) and in 
one season. 
"Erin is an outstanding ath- 
lete from an outstanding ath- 
letic program," VoU said. 
"She has played her basket- 
ball under the excellent lead- 
ership of coach Marty 
Kalmbach, one of northwest 
Ohio's most successful girl's 
basketball coaches." 
Swim teams host 
Eastern Michigan 
Bowling Green will take part in a variety of sports action this 
weekend. 
The men's and women's swim teams will host Eastern 
Michigan tomorrow at 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. in Cooper Pool. 
The BG spikers, 22-7, travel to EMU today for a crucial 7:30 
^m. Mid-American Conference match. They finish with Cen- 
al Michigan tomorrow at 4 p.m. 
The nationally-ranked hockey team visits Franklin Park 
Arena in Chicago to face CCHA-member Illinois-Chicago. Both 
today's and tomorrow's games begin at 8:30 p.m. EST. 
Both the men's and women's cross country teams will visit 
Normal, 111. tomorrow to take part in the NCAA District IV 
competition. 
The football team visits rival Toledo tomorrow at 4:30 p.m. 
in what could bring a second consecutive MAC title to the 
Falcons. 
The weekend ends with the women's basketball team playing 
the Brown and Orange Classic in Mansfield, Ohio Sunday. 
BG icers visit red-hot Flames 
by Tom Skemivti? 
assistant sports editor 
Over the years the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association's throne has predomi- 
nantly been occupied by the league's elite - 
Bowling Green and Michigan State. 
Western Michigan ana Lake Superior 
have sported occasional coup d'etats to the 
hierachy, but Illinois-Chicago? 
Never. 
The notion of a UIC threat might be 
brushed off as an act of jest. 
Vet after 10 games, BG's next opponent is 
sitting in fourth place in the CCHA and 
ranked ninth in the nation by the WMEB 
Radio Media Poll. 
The Flames are definitely nothing to joke 
about and the second-place Falcons (9-1, 7- 
1) know it as they enter this weekend's 
series in the 'Windy City.' 
"I think we all realize that every team 
gets up for us." BG's Brian Mebarry said. 
"It's especially true for Chicago because 
they've had a lot of trouble with us. They're 
going good right now and I think they'll be 
up for the weekend." 
Evidence to support Meharry's conclusion 
can be found in the Flames' 5-4 overtime 
defeat of CCHA-frontrunner Michigan State, 
tost Friday to East Lansing. 
"They (UIC) played us very well," Spar- 
tans' coach Ron Mason said. "If they play 
with the same type of intensity and get some 
good goal-tending, Bowling Green will be in 
for a battle. They have much more balance 
thisyear." 
UIC COACH Val Belmonte agreed with 
Mason's assessment of his team, saying his 
players have the right mix of talent and 
have a bright outlook on their future. 
"The chemistry between our players is 
very good," Belmonte said. "We're very 
positive right now, but anything different 
wouldn't be right. We're just taking one 
game at a time." 
Despite the Flames' 7-3 overall record and 
5-3 CCHA mark this season, history will be 
working against them as they skate with the 
second-ranked Falcons. 
In 22 games, BG owns an almost perfect 
21-0-1 record against UIC. Included are six 
Falcon' wins last season, two coming in the 
CCHA playoffs. 
Despite the Flames' incompetence 
against BG, Belmonte said his 196647 team 
has nothing to do with previous squads. 
"This team is totally different from any 
other team," the coach said. "The past is 
the past. Well go into the game with the 
same attitude as any other game." 
OFFENSIVELY, THE Flames are led by 
a pair of juniors, Jeff Nelson and Rob Klenk. 
Nelson, a center, has tallied five goals, 14 
assists and 19 points while Klenk, a right 
wing, has scored a team high nine goals. 
\f   WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS    WE-NESS WE-NESS 
"WE-NESS" AWARDS 
WE-NESS — CONCERN FOR OTHERS, 
FRIENDLINESS, 
HELPFULNESS AND KINDNESS!!! 
These people have been selected as recipients of the prestigious "We- 
Ness" Awards. Their kindness and helpfulness towards students has 
been noticed and Is appreciated. Many thanks to them. Their efforts 
single them out. and they are to be highly commended. 
>oooooo« loeeooooQooooa 
WANTED 
Deb Heineman 
Assoc. Director, Financial Aid & Student Employment 
JoannNavin 
Nurse Clinician, Health Center 
BUI Mays 
Production Manager, University Union 
Betty Yarns 
Cowling Psychologist, Counseling Center 
Marjorie Miller 
Assistant Professor, Home Economics 
Dr. Ronald Hunady 
Assoc. Professor, Management 
Janet Schnnpp-Lee 
AsBstaot Professor, Edaabx 
Lisa Perm 
Unit Director, Alpha Chi Omega 
Carroll Feasel 
AecontOert, School of Art 
Dr. C. Sam Benson 
Assistant Professor, Aerotechnology 
MarcyGUl 
Unit Director, Sigma Pfai Epsflon 
Sandi George 
Assistant Director, Placement Sheryl Berger 
Gradate Assistant, Honors i-rogram 
CONGRATULATIONS!!! KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!! 
The "We-Ness" Committee 
E-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS WE-NESS   WE-NESS WE-NESS 
ALL EDUCATION MAJORS 
PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH 
FALL SEMESTER, 1987 
OR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1988 
You are required to attend 
a sign-up and information meeting: 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19,1986 
CAMPUS ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION 
MEETINGS AT: 8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 a.m. 
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 pjn. 
ATTEND (WE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING 
Stove Holmes Tony Fresas 
Eric Chelovltz fireg Bresh 
Todd Evans Sam Anderson 
Bill aelruich Tom Weber 
Ban Baslnski Cralg Parker 
Steve Tedder Ken Bakos 
Rich Schnlppel Serin Kovescl 
Jeff Phillips John Blackfan 
Paul Harvey Todd Raymond 
Kirk WUlburger Bary Brush 
Chris O'Connor Mickey Coon 
Hay Flint Bragg Wangler 
John Leslie Bus Wegener 
Ben-Howe Chris Round 
Mark Slot Steve Rhodes 
Todd Hardy Brag Moore 
CralgDonnan Tirso lavarro 
Brad Krider Troy Breenwalt 
Bru Muller BUI Hinds 
Brent Bembold Jerry Batt 
lie Bum Tony Fellback 
Chris Halo Mike Ryan 
Darin Panrjalanrjan Shaun Armstrong 
Kent Haoeman Tim Hulchlns 
Chris Hottris Jason Keller 
Justin Braen Jell Walker 
Sarld C. Warner ■111 Luttmer 
Scott Killer Ken King 
Jon Felton Matt Donohlo 
Hike Thompson Mike lodeno 
Bich wmtsrateller Bary Brewer 
John Belcher Scott Springer 
Bubba McBurk Jamie lewcomer 
Jim Sharp Jerry Stayer 
Bob Kelson Tony Dillon 
Brag Maddox Date Mchellch 
Icon Anderson John Wood 
Stewart West Todd Hawley 
Ralph Boldbach 
Mark Petranal 
Pike neighbors 
Bob Preusser 
Buster Beck 
Steve Case 
Erik DeBtefano 
Pete Laub 
1111 Klausman 
Jeff Westbrock 
Eric Ackerman 
Scott Banda 
lick Kopplnger 
Jim Perrone 
Spanky Baiter 
Save Stevens 
Calten Braen 
Aaron Kraft 
Steve Tedder 
Mike Worstell 
Troy Fraker 
Jimmy McTelgh 
Roger O'Conner 
Dan lurkholder 
Danny Kelly 
James Lewie 
MlkeMcBulre 
Brock B. Hoover 
Rod Andrews 
Kodak Schnlppe 
Alpha Zl Jailbreak 
November 15,1986 
HM OOOOOOOOOOOO 
Classifieds BG News/November 14,1M6 7 
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS 
•ATTENTION AD CLUB MEMBERS' 
Don't no a* ,**•, movH»--Thl Mora 
&
"W Hie Ad, Hie Harder it Wormr (Pan 
■ and IV). Jon u> « 4:00 p.m. Friday. 
>*"»<!»•< 14 in 20» EOucMon Adnaeelori 
• oreySI.OO 
A Square Dance 
Sponeored by the American Dam Aeeoc 
on Saturday. November 1S at 8:00 * 1 00. Al 
»•> Wood County FMrgroundr Foe more rtor 
melion cae 354-090S 
DROP EVERYTHMO... 
. except your drawerat 
Announcing, th* noxt UAA meeting 
REJOtCE 
Monday. Nov. 17. at S 00 
P.3. Bring man. 
FMA FALL FASHION SHOW! 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17. 1:00 P.M. 
JOE t BROWN THEATER. UNIV. HALL 
"On the Cover" 
FREE ADMISSION 
OAVEL MEETING 
Monday. Nov  17m at 8:30 p m 
2nd Door Waal Hal Lounge 
Al mataaWd reportere-pteeee at1end< 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
• •Doughtnut and Cottee Shop- ■ 
Monday-Friday 7 30 • Noon 
Lobby-Education Btdg 
"Lei us help you start your morning rlghtr 
Theta Cr. VoeeyOaf Tournament 
Happy Hour. 
Novemoer T4rh 4-8 p.m. 
Howard's 
Band: Loved By MaVme 
WrOTFM 104 
LOST & FOUND 
Found. A pat ol glasses In tan a brown case In 
Iront ol BA BuUng Friday. November 7 Pa* 
up el Campus Selety S Security 
RIDES 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Al your typing needs 
Prompt I Prnleeelcinal 
Oars 352-4017  
Pregnant? Coneeme? Fraa pregnancy taat. ob- 
lectlve MsjBenJaj, By appositrnarit or vraaVln. 
Calnow 364-HOPE  
TYPHO SERVICES lor al types ol papers 
nosjdaiQ rasserlann. on Xaro» Memory Wraer 
352-3087 trom 8 s m   to 9 p m 
Are the ma semester bajee getting you down? 
Whet about in exchange to Northern Arlaone 
or Sonome State In Cektamla 7 You can do It 
through rational Student Exchange Find out 
mora on Monday. Nov. 17. 3 30. M^ Ad- 
rnrxatraaon 
BQ News maelBig for vcJunteers-wnters and 
Prwor/eptiere-avery Sunday. 8 pm . 210 
West Hal For luntier mlormatlon cell 
3722803 
Criminal Justice Organisation 
MEETING ON TUESOAY NOV 18. AT 8:00 
P M IN 302 HANNA HALL JUDGE BACHMAN 
FROM THE WOOD COUNTY MUNICIPAL 
COURT WtU BE SPEAKING ON JUOtCIAL 
PROCESSING AND SENTENCING PRE- 
CRIMINAL AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE MAJORS 
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND 
HUMAN SERVICES CLUB 
People Helping People 
There wl be a meeting this Sunday. Noa. 11 In 
the Living Canter of the Home Ec Bunding al 
1:00 p.m. Al majors welcome Bring a friend' 
MHIons Gutter Night 
See the BGSU Goners and the Dan Faenrea-- 
Ctins Buuea Quartet Sunday night, 11-18. at 
MRon'a (above Trade Winds, donwtown BG). 
9 30-130 No cover No manmum 
PHt# MWQftbOfS 
Gel psyched to party at Jasoraakl Have we got 
a mystery bottle lor you) 
Lava. 
X, Handcuffed 4 Ready 
SENIORS 
IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE H DECEMBER 
20. 1S88 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES 
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE 
PLACED BY NOVEMBER 15. 1B88 PLEASE 
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER 
IN THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY 
PHONING 372-2851 IF YOUR ORDER IS 
PHONED IN PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE 
nua Monday. Nov 1 7th. Woman for Women 
wi meat In the UCF lounge to share our ideas 
and undervtanrjng with one another 7-0 p m. 
Al are welcome Cat 372-2281 lor more xifor 
Ride daaparataly needed lo Detroit 
MeftocoHen Airport Friday. Novemoer 21 I 
wl pay lor al gas Pis an eel Robin at 
372-5818 
PERSONALS 
<IM CAN BE Y0UM1 
Student Legal Services needs 
a maw logo and » wavwj to 
pay $100 tot the jnlnrr 
Please submit Ideas to 
Student Legal Services 
office on the third 
floor ol the Uraon 
15 00 HAIRCUTS FROM QLEMBYS7 
YES. ITS TRUE1 GLEMBY'S WtU BE 
MOLDING A HAIRCUT A THON ON TUESDAY. 
NOV. 18, M THE LOBBY OF MEMORIAL HALL 
FROM 9:30-5:00 P M CASH OR CHECKS 
ACCEPTED BE THERE!  
x.y.z -as you can aaa. the wait « over' 
Tomorrow la reveatl "Truat Mai" n be a batat! 
Can you "make it bum" without hurting 
yourselt? Be there or find yourself wisrwng you 
hadl Go Alpha Petal  
'"IAIN DUNCAN*" 
Thank you tor a vary laacmatmg Monday even- 
ngf I reefy enjoyed your company, and the way 
you moved' I am truly sorry lor the problem thai 
arose I hope as goes «M Beat of luck si n 
■notal H T s Y A 
M. H A . 
LiaaS 
'"SUTJE RICH ADS'" 
Congretulelioni on being elected Paftaeenlc 
Secretary'You wa do 6 lantaatK fob'I'm so pro- 
ud ol youlLova, Beth 
"Deb and Art" 
Congratulations   on   your   Theta   CN-P1   Phi 
Isvefcenng   It's about Hmal 
Donna and Petty 
"KEN THE MAN" 
Happy 21 at Birthday1 
Let's keep the streak going for another great 
I love you Dorms 
'Jenny Moeer* 
Congnntaatjons on becoming a Peer Fedatator 
We are ao proud oi you! 
Love, your Kappa sisters 
■Je" AralenaeV 
Panhat could not have elected a better Presi- 
dent' CongraMatlonal You're the beat' Love. 
your big. Cheryl 
'Susa MchardV 
Congratulations   on   being   elected   Panhel 
Secretary We are so proud ol you You'l do an 
excellent Jobl 
Love, your Kappa sisters 
'WANTED: TONY PRESAS' 
Saturday night la slmoal here. 
The raght ol Jaaoree*. the beet party ol the 
Y»an 
You 1 start out at Downtown drinking some 
bear. 
But don't gal too confidant because your cap- 
tures era near1 
Youl be roped A bed ft put on a bus. 
But where you're going I can't discuss' 
Once you gat there youl meet your data, than 
we'l party A dance ft celeoratel 
Love, Your Alpha » "Mystery   Date 
ALPHA GAMMS 
TONIGHTS TEA rS SORE TO BE OUR BEST 
THIS YEARI WE ALWAYS HAVE A GREAT 
TaYtE WITH YOU QUYSI SEE YOU THERE' 
THE BETAS 
Alpha Saga. 
Gat psyched lor the Voaayoel Tournament on 
Saturday Make sure you el are up lor breakfast 
« 8:30. 
Love. 
Your DZ coaches 
Laura. Keeey. and Susan 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
JAILMEAK  M 
heaarrrredl 
ALTHOUGH THE WATER IS FROZEN. 
THE DUCKS HAVE GOT SKATES 
GO DELTA U 
Attention BGSU 
The BG Chapter of Faroes of America" wl be 
meeting Sat. Nov 15 at the "Heue." Al 
members are expected to be Obnoxious 
Rude, Hungry, and Traraty' Aleo a specie! 
welcome to al Fatty Alumni, eepedafy "Fatty 
Saho" our guaat oi honor tor the raghfa 
leettvthes Ptaaaa beware whan Fatties unite It 
k) scary so look your cupboards lade your food 
and stay dear, the Fettles vr* be here! 
Attention Slg Ep Dates: John ft Ben. 
A warrant la out lor your erreet. 
a MgM ki |ell with only the beat. 
You'K begin at Downtown al T:M or so. 
but who is your date you went to know. Drink 
a tear beera and soon you win aaa, arrive In 
Fremont e Wile after nine, to find your data 
leering eh so line. 
Wall be dencen end partying all night long, 
Alpha Xl'a and Ug Ep's lust can't go wrongll 
GET EXCITED! LOVE. THE ALPHA XIS 
ATTENTION: 
To al the Tom Coxae took-e-ftkes who serened 
ed us si Dating Out THANK YOU! Wa haven't 
bat met lovln laeang 
Love, the RGa 
XXOXOXX 
IE A PEER CONSULTANT 
Aprjecettone are avaaabto in THE WELL (220 
MeeWl   Canter).   11.00-4:00   pm    Monday 
through Thursday   APPLICATIONS ARE DUE 
BY 4:00 P.M., NOV. 17. ItM. 
■eat Motel   Student special $22 00 ooubxT 
Cal 353-7114 lor reservations 1 mile south of 
Downtown on RI 25 
Hgtuaka- 
Congratulations on your new position aa V.P 
of Rho CN's   I knew you could do if Just 
remember I'm always hare It you need my help 
or lust someone to eaten I love ya Sue'! 
-LI" Wendy 
BfJHetincn 
Why does e sweet gal Ike ma hang our with a 
derelict axe you? So I can have the parted 
Jaabreak data! Get excited cause I can't waif 
Love, your Kite XI friend 
Brathaua 
Friday Afternoon 
Happy Hour 
Starts 3:00 p.m. 
Bring Your Fan For Processing lo 
The Picture Place 
ri the University Union When you bring nn your 
fan register to win free processing for the reel 
ol the semester Hurry' Offer ends soon 
BROCK HOOVER 
You're under arrest tor a nlgnt with the best 
Searched and handcuffed you wi be-get 
psyched lor Jasoresk 
An Excited Alpha XI' 
BROTHERS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Congratulations   on   a   successful   Tuck-In 
Service 
Love. Your Crescent Gale 
Brothers ol SAE 
The fun wd slan soon 
And we al can't watt 
Cur you guys are specie! 
And not to mention • GREAT! 
Get psyched tor the Ma! 
Love the Skvters ol PI Beta Phi 
Business Students 
Friday ia your last chance lo vole lor your 
Favorite Turkey Teacher In the BA Lobby Pro- 
ceeds go to the Kidney 
Foundation 
Delta Sigma PI 
CALL 2-5742 and help me wish 
Sandy Sharp     ' 
a happy 20th birthday' 
Love. TAY 
CARRIE ROADS 
Amazing how 2 Mars of Coolers can give you 
a dHfararrt perspective on Ills! The Alpha 
Gems think you're the graaleet. and wa all 
tore you total 
Slaters ol AGO 
COME   SEE   WHAT'S    NEW   IN    1(88 
FASHIONS' 
FAIL FASHION SHOW 
8:00 MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
JOE E. BROWN THEATER 
Concerns about sexually transmitted 
diseases? Listen to Perspectives, Monday 
Nov. 17. 5:00, HI FM WBGU 
CONGflATULATlONS TO THE BETA HOCKEY 
TEAM FOR A WELL PLAYED SEASON WE'RE 
S1H1 YOUNG. BUT GAINING MOMENTUM 
SPECIAL THANKS TO COACHES TODO 
BUMETT AND PETE REK.LY AND "ED" WHO 
WAS IN THE "HACK 8*0"  
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE BETA FOOT- 
BAU TEAM FOR THEIR VERY SUCCESSFUL 
SEASON A SPECIAL THANKS TO CRAIG 
SUMMERS FOR TAKING US THERE 
COreuaVaTWATrON* TO CAROLYN BORO- 
NER AND ROB OELANEY ON THEIR FIJI PtNN- 
MO. THE BROTHERS OF PM OAMMA DELTA 
General utenone Pa\E Feooaaa 
teem lor winning the fraternity 
championship. GO PI KAPPA ALPHAM 
COFINNA QOERTZ (PUDLEY) 
Happy 20th Birthday and you didn't think I 
cared Love ya, your Sissy Sue and Roomie 
DELTA ZETAS 
LaTa gat payched" Only a taw mora hours until 
Happy Hours begat' 
Delta Zeta- Theta Chi 
Vofteybal Tournament 
November 15. 1986 
a 
Once upon a Umo a handsome woodcutter fel 
In love with a fair maiden but that waa once 
upon a tana Hope you're looking forward lo 
writing a new chapter tonight Sag Ep Gataby- 
xrfs do It up right Cru; 
FMA FALL FASHION SHOW! 
8:00 P.M.. MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
JOE E. BROWN THEATER 
Friday afternoon 
Happy Hour 
3 00pm at Brstheue 
Oary Brush 
The hsndcuft■ are ready and I have the key. I 
know you'll have tun In prison with me! 
Lota. 777 
Great American Smokeout-Nov 20 
Have a healthy heart-slop smokmg 
Student Wetnees Canter 
GROOVY RECORDS 
426 E WOOSTER (BEHIND DAIRY MART) 
MON-SAT11-8 
HALLIE MtlLER. 
thanks lor the taat on Wednesday' Your are a 
super Friend I'm ao proud of youlLova. Holly 
Hat) Warded-Now taking appacahons lor posi- 
tion In a high energy area raght dub Friendly 
nature and out-going persrjnaaty a plus Limited 
positions avalabie lor xidivxjuals under 21 
Flextble schedule lor car pocang, apply in par- 
son at Henry J's Fun Drinkery. Glenbyrne 
Center, attar 8:00 p.m dafy 
Hockey at aVChicago Frl 8:25 
Footbal Saturday-Pragame 4 p.m. 
AM 880 WF AL 8 88.1 FM W8GU 
Hockey Saturday on AM 880 only 
hDCKEY WGHT IN BOWLING GREEN 
LABATT'S HAT TRICK SPECIALS 
MFWE-DUFteNG-AFTER   EVERY   FALCON 
GAME 
POLL YE YES PIZZA-440 E   COORT-352-9638 
HOLLY JENSEN 
HAPPY BtRTHDAY HON! YOU ARE A REAL 
PALI LETS DO LUNCH 
LOVE. SABRINA 
JAILBREAK 86 
KAPPA BIOS-- 
WANTED DEAD OR AUVE 
JAMK 8LAVM 
HAPPY BIRTHOAY TO YOU TOO! 
DKHLOVE. 
USA 
Jeffrey' a at the Inn 
Now Open 4 p.m   dally 
Including Sunday 
Entoy your favorite cocktail 
In our new lounge 
Jennifer Peiegyl 
We're ao proud to have the 1887 Penhellenlc 
Council Treeeurer aa our roomlo! We knew 
you could do It Youl oefailtary be the beat! 
JERRY STRAYER 
Gat Payohad for JAILBREAK '88 - and ma! 
jJrT 
Congratulations on your election to IFC Presi 
dent. I'm ao proud ol you1 
Love. Christy 
so you the* you rwve Jeaoreek al figured out? 
Wei your REAL data a reedy to party w«h you' 
Gat excited to IHxaty mee! me1 
-Your Alpha XI dale' 
JaranyMcVelgn 
Are you ready to party on Sat night? 
We I both look ao scatty 
dreeeed In al bkack and al wtata! 
Though you know not who I am. 
here a a ems* due: 
I met you in daae a year ago. maybe two1 Wa ve 
periled together at perHee and teas youl know 
who I am. 
II be the one wah your Key! 
Saturday raght. I cant wan 
Jaaoreak date party 111 be great' 
So get excited and dent be late 
It's aknoal tana to meat your cad mate. Your 
Alpha Xi Dale 
Judy Mclntke. 
Thanks lor aj the hard work that you put Into 
Parents Day It waa a huge success' Love your 
Kappa swlers 
KAPPA DELTA ttOUSEBOYS 
CHRIS AND JOHN- 
YOU GUYS ARE TERRIFIC. 
THANKS FOR EVERYTWNQI 
LOVE-THE KDS 
KAPPA DELTA CONGRATULATES 
JENNIFER PALAOYI 
lor bexng elected Panhel 
Executive Treeeurer 
KAPPA Sk3S 
Gat payched tor a wed tme Friday raght Ware 
ready, are you? 
Love, the Alpha Che 
KAPPA SKIS 
It was great seeing al ol you m your iialaiisa 
taat raght Wa had a tantaabc Hma and cant wall 
lo get together again   Possibly In the NEAR 
future 
LOVE. THE PHIS MUS 
Keeey Baker. 
Happy Birthday' I love my big! 
DZ love and eepedaffy mine- ■ Susan 
P S Gel excited tor an unbeeevable weekend! 
KEN 
LOVE IS GREAT WHEN SHARED WITH 
ONE INSTEAD OF TWO! 
JUDY 
Kenneth Joseph Bakoa 
We're ki the ring tor round no 2. 
But the) Unto I know al about you. 
Who lo take waa not a tough choice, 
To ma you stand out among aft the boys 
That Saturday, lots of tun wet be found Once 
again, you're Jaabreek bound 
I Cant Wattlll 
Love. Saturday's Date 
Kick the Hablt 
Before you kick the bucket 
Message from Student Weftnees Center and 
Amertcan Cancer SocaMy 
KIMBY 
THANX for befevtng m ma I don't know what l 
would do without your Inendshio   GET IT UP! 
Luv-Cheile 
KOMMEN SIE TO POLLYEYES PIZZA! 
440 E COURT-FREE DELIVERY- 352-9638 
MITWOCH UNO SAMSTAG-5 P M -1 AM 
IMPORT NIGHT BEER SPECIALS 
WIR HABEN ZEHN DEUTSCHE BIEREN' 
LAMBDA CHIS 
Twaa the night before the tournament and aft 
through ma house, not a creature was stknrig. 
not even a mouse The learn members were 
nestled, al snug In their beds while visions ol 
victory danced n the heeds'" Gat a good raght 
steep and be ready to wmlLove. your DZ 
coachee Jinny and Donna 
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity congratulsles J«n 
Thorpe on being elected I F C PresKJenl A|ob 
very wel dona by the old IFC Exec Good 
kick New Exec!! 
Laurel. 
Two months ago you wrote your number on my 
hand And over since that raght I ooukmt be 
UT Jay Anne 
I love you 
Welcome to my XI ramey 
Love. Your tag 
III   MONICA I 
Hay Alpha Xl Ha. 
You re aura tots of fun 
The bkj-etae hunt 
hae already begun 
Aa you know I'm one 
lo ataarya be Ha 
But tor you to laid ma 
I (ait can! wen 
LISABUCHER 
Happy Bfrthdey to the beat Tecaala oYlnkr Norti 
of the RB Grande Get reedy lor 23 shots' Love 
TBJ 
Llea Wefcer- 
You're a latrrnc person and DON'T lorDa> a 
Hope you have a terrlnc UrthrJay   I low. yet 
Youre ■ PI88A"  (Thafa New Yawk lawk 
DeHa Keppa Ha love and mme. Jarrae 
LITTLE MATT SMITH 
Get P8TCHED lot ataataaW 
You've dona a Great Jobl Oetta «t«a an) 
number one and ao are you 
MANY THANKS TO MY CHI OMEGA SISTERS 
FOR THE SUPPORT YOU'VE GIVEN ME THE 
PAST FEW WEEKS ALSO, A SPECIAL 
■mANKS GOES TO DEBBIE. MARGE. KM 
AND DEMISE READING' 
LOVE. DENtSE AVER 
MARK PETRAHAI 
Youre a wanted man-thru and thru. 
JAILBREAK '87 ■ saved ■»' for youl 
Youl be sen! straight to lalk-haridcutra end 
an Alpha XI Jaatxeak wB aura be a Dal1 Get 
payched tor Christmas' 
Love, 
your Alpha XI 
Mature Steve. 
Too   bad   rrunga   wont   be   HAPPENaN'   at 
Dedewns DecaUone Your "E " 
Ask Mr  Bobokts for the answer next time And 
tel Grandma I said Nl 
Keep cranKxi the AC DC 
Love. Your me Ache XI 
JaaTiraali ■ only a few days away 
"The beat Hma yet" youl have to say Artvmg m 
tavxtcutta you arl ba 
But do not worry, II have the key 
Dancing and Sinking the whole raoht through 
Just me, the Alpha XI and you 
Your Alpha Xi date' 
Mr Party 
Happy 21at Btrthoay! Youl gat your preeent 
attar   It wl be wrapped In Red Love  - Party 
Chk* 
NORTH COAST NETTERS- 
TOMORROW-S THE DAY 
THAT ALL WILL SEE 
WHO THE BEST VOLLEYBALL TEAM 
WILL BE" 
Gat payched lor happy hours today at 4 
DZ Love  your coach. Donna 
OLDIES kUOMT-atONDAY'8 
POUYEYES PIZZA 
Own. Mamas and Papas. Beetles 
Cruee m for roesd bock tunas ANO 
ROILED BACK BEER PRICES 
Fraa Oeevery 440 E Court 352-9838 
Order ol Omega 
la Ha let quota ol the wee 
"Knowledge la Hta money. 
the mora you have, the mora 
you crave." -John Billings— 
Paul Morse 
Let's put al our differences aside and have a 
o«u! al Jaabreak.Love. you know who 
PERSONALS CORRECTION: 
Congratulations to the Delta Upeaon's awesome 
hockey team. Beat of kick In the pteyofts 00 
DUCKSI 
Pale Brown Hope you have a great 22nd Birth- 
day. Also tharata for spending the past year with 
I love you. Teresa 
PETE LAUB 
GET READY FOR JAILBREAK 
ITS GOING TO BE A GREAT WEEKEND! 
LOVE ALWAYS. 
YOUR LITTLE ALPHA XI 
Pete Laub 
Happy 1f» Birthday 
I love you so much 
You're the Greatest' 
Love. Heavy 
Continued on page 8. 
Improve Your 
Income Potential & 
Career Opportunities. Get an MBA. 
If you are about to graduate from college or have already, you can 
greatly increase your employabilily and income potential by 
obtaining an MBA from Ohio State. Our full-time two-year MBA 
program is designed to provide professional management 
education. It is one of the top 25 programs in the country and has 
many unique features, including: 
• no prerequisite course work 
• open to students with nonbusiness backgrounds 
• specializations in just one or two management fields through elec- 
tive course work 
• an integrated curriculum that will give you a solid foundation in 
management tools and concepts 
• a high level of student and faculty-student interaction 
• a curriculum accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate 
Schools of Business. 
We offer a full range of career-counseling and placement services. 
Recent graduates have found positions with recognized lead- 
ers—these include: 
Strategic product planner, Pontiac Motors 
Marketing research analyst. General Mills, Inc. 
Management consultant, Arthur Andersen & Co. 
Financial analyst, Hewlett-Packard Company 
Commercial lender, National Bank of Detroit 
Management systems analyst, Procter at Gamble 
Assistant product manager, Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation 
Distribution analyst, Clorox Company 
Export control analyst, IBM Corporation 
Find out more—call or write for our free brochure. 
Director, MBA Programs 
The Ohio State University 
112 Hagerty Hall 
1775 College Road 
Columbus, OH 43210-1399 
(614)292-8511 The Ohio State University 
MARK'S 
Large 1 Item Pizza 
•4.00 IN-HOUSE & 
CARRYOUT. NO DELIVERY 
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
UP. 11-17-M 
**.   SF»OT"*J 
PHH-Al>£LI>HIA STYLE STIiAK SANDWICHES 
THE BIG FINALE! 
If the CONES CRUSH, MAUL and/or 
DESTROY the rockets: 
Sunday, Buckets of 50 Spot's Wings Only "7.50 
If the CONES Are CAL BOWL BOUND 
Sunday, Buckets of 50 Spot's Wings Only «7.00 
GO CONES It LA TER MIAMI!! 
SPOT'S PICKS: 
College: Penn State       Pro: Cleveland 
WE DELIVER ALL DA Y 
lla.m.-l:30 a.m. MON.-FRI. 
1 p.m.-l:30a.m. SAT. 
1 p.m.-12:00a.m. SUN. 
352-SPOT 125 E. Court 
Classifieds BG Newt/November 14,198C 8 
Continued from rjBge 7 
OeB v-baB Team a   loved by MBtone' 
aaaaaBB 4-8, be tare! 
Low. your coechee 
mi OAMMA 061TA 
HU 
TWO   OOOO   NAMES   FOR   ONE   GREAT 
FRATERNITY 
Spring 07 Rush: w... looking 
lor * lew good men. 
Ara you kxtung tor I good tfeastray? 
Be. Tsa »lll|tM I. 
Wa-« hate* he* Friday night 
Happy Hours wm ■ami you up 
'Tl you pal thai Wwi cup 
BZlaap, 
PHI TAUS AND 2BTS 
THE PHI MUS ARE SURE LOOKING 
FORWARD TO OUR FANTASTIC 
PHI TAU-ZBT-PHI MO THREE WAV 
HOW COULD WE LOSE1 
LOVE. THE PHI MUS 
MlaVJaV 
Thara'a no nd and tare's no grB. but Saturday 
regM ntaiMlMI 
LOVE. THE KM 
PI Kappa 
"md a graat Mam we nava' Baal ol kick n tna 
OZ-Theto CN Voesybsi Toumamant Youl do 
gradl Oat peyched' 
Your Coaches- uea and Amy 
PI PMH-KAPPAS 
MONMOUTM0UO 
Tho HEW TradMon IIBG 
Look For It' 
Oac 6. 1986 
PIPWS-KAPPAI 
PRE NEW YEARS EVE 
HAPPY HOOPS 
Friday. November 14. 5 00-8 30 p.m 
UPTOWN 
For AHA Members 
3uestio.it about aexually transmitted 
dtoaaaaaT Ualan lo Perspectives Monday 
Nat. 17, (:00 , M.I FM WBOU 
HAVE A SUPER OAYI GOOD LUCK AT INITIA- 
TION TOMORROW! 1 KNOW YOU'LL 00 A 
GREAT JOBI LOVE. JEN 
SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE 
TO OUR PLEDGE EDUCATORS JERRY BATT 
AND TOOO MOTTO THE EIGHT WEEKS IS 
FBSAU.Y OVER. AND NOW ITS THE EVE OF 
CM-TOWN WE WANTED TO TELL YOU HOW 
MUCH WE APPRECIATE ALL OF YOUR PA- 
TIENCE HELP. UNDERSTANDING ANO HARD 
WORK OVER THESE PAST WEEKS WELL 
NEVER FORGET YOU. OR ALL THAT YOU 
HAVE DONE FOR US Mil MAKE YOU 
PROUD OF US IN CHICAGO 
swtCERELY, "YOUR BOYS" 
THE FALL 1MB 
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON PLEDGE CLASS 
SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE-SAE 
Sally Senator 
Haraa to our Social Chairman .. 
You dM an excassnt |ob on putting ma Parents 
Day  Data  Party   togathar    It  raaty  waa  a 
SUASMNa SOCCESSI 
Love maPiPNa 
SCHWEITZER - NO. 41 
IT'S YOUR LAST MAC GAME OF YOUR COL- 
LEGE FOOTBALL CAREER IT SEEMS LIKE 
YESTERDAYTHAT YOU CHOSE BOVAREN'T 
THEY THE LUCKY ONES! TOLEDO JUST 
DOESN'T KNOW WHAT'S GOING TO HIT 
THEM DO THEY?! THINK YOU'RE 
AWESOME    LOVE. MISSY 
O'Caneds It only I ooufcl sing on-key. an? 
trufcaaer-Rowdy' Now that* maturity Isn't mat 
a vaamlp? That's NOT hi* car! Let s drag-face' 
Where's Via Laan Maan Orange Mac tana wren 
you need It? At Fnach'a? Yaa. I can lump a 
tonoa wayioul a towel1 I don't care If Gretzky la 
your ooudrv-totos w*. always ruto! Love  ya 
Tha Btonic Woman 
Scon Me*. 
la a wanted boy 
TNa a} from your IVal Alpha XI Toy 
he's a Dan mats alwaya to trouble 
By me end ol the night we I both aaa double 
Gat excaed tor Jaabreek  88 
Cm ra gom be a graat n>! 
Te ear D*R ViBiytil Team 
Saturdays ta day 
Thai everyone wa free 
What a gnaat combnaaon 
The Dew and Dee Zee 
Wel par, and pay 
TB KB and d ma day 
Check out moae Oaaa 
■ what lhay'l M say 
Be ready at 10:00 
thalt whan the lun «d bagel 
Lara show mem our oaaa 
So go took tome e-l 
Love yout 02 ooachee, 
Denao. u» a Dana 
Sanded BwSBtora 26%-50%"oFF 
Jsene N TNnga. 531 Rktge 
Aaw Opan Sunday 12 5 
Sigma Nu Votsybsl Team. 
Gat paychad tor Saturday1  Ware ready to 
coach you to a ytctorylLova. your DZ ooachee 
SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO 
JAN. 3-11,   17 
TIB*   INCLUDES     TRANSPORTATION.    AC- 
COM00ATKINS. PARTIES, CONCERT, UFT 
TICKETS 
I2M ((100 DEPOSIT) 
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
•OK SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT, 10H 
CLOTHING PURCHASE DISCOUNT AT VB(- 
BW3 SKI SHOP-TOLEDO. SIGN UP IN UAO OF- 
FICE, 3RD FLOOR UNION. SUN UP IN NOV. 
TO BE ELKMKE TO WIN A GIFT CER- 
TIFICATE FROM SUNDANCE. 
STEVE VEDDER 
I knoar It's euppaaad to ba a surprise 
You probably won't believe your eyes 
When you gat to |eHbree> you will free 
Thai ell along your data haa bean mal 
Saa yaa Saturday nlghti! 
SUBLEASE. HAVEN HOUSE 2 BEDROOM 
lurraahed apartment   Female needed Spring 
'87 S13S month Cat 372-5408 
Tha FUle look lorward lo ■ PHI lube lee with 
ma ALPHA PHto Lafs show me FIJIs from 
Weatam a WBJ3 TUBE. 
Theta Chi Voaaybal Tournamen! 
Happy Hours 
November 14m. 4-6 p.m. 
Howards 
Band Loved by Melons 
WKJTFM 104 
THETA CHIS 
Our Ha Friday night wB ba GREAT, hope you're 
excited, because wa cant watt. 
KAPPA DELTAS 
TkiaHapner 
Tha big hunt a Unsay here Whan it's over wa'l 
catobrsto at Marks wart bear I aaa so excited 
whan I tound out I got you   Whet an awesome 
tag true team wa'l be ua two I love you Tina 
my eater and frtond. XI love and mine untl tha 
end1 Your anxtoua big 
Tina, 
Thanks tor making this peat year the bast one 
ot m, Ufa. The kwa and friendship wa share 
la only going to gat stronger. Happy A nnlver- 
earyl Ba prepared tor e wild turkey shoMIII 
I tore you, 
Tom 
TeaT 
Although you are not a data party guy. 
come along and give II a by 
At Msbresk you wi be al mine. 
ao make aura you are al Downtown on time1 
Love, your Alphe XI Dee* data 
To Mark and SeoB 
Ou- PI Kapp dates, 
ire stand Saturday 
We lust can't wall 
Ba ready tor Downtown. 
Its wet the begimmg 
Than onto the bus. 
By than youl bo grkirang 
Wei drink end dance 
■ the sun dee*. 
We're your Alpha XI Dales 
And lul ol surprises! 
TO MY MANVILLE BOOMMNES- 
Thanka tor making my 2let my beat! I'm  total 
ly" paychad because I'm 21 and you guys are 
eJweyanghtl 
Love. 
Your paranoid roomie 
Wanted 
Rich Schnlppel (Kodakl 
I've heard you're a btaat with or without "Jen- 
ny". Are you ready for bondage? I am. 
Low. 
an excaed Alpha XI Oaaa pledge! 
AXO • AXQ • AXQ a AXQa AXO • AXQ • AXQa AXQ a AXO • AXl 
es 
x 
< 
a CONGRATULATIONS 
s   JILL ARSLANIAN 
S   THENEWPANHEL   B 
\ PRESIDENT B 
3 
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU! 
Love Your Alpha Chi Omega Sisters 
StgEps 
0*1 set' to bump t span 
You guya are out of sajhtfii 
Qaaaby • torvght » hsppy 
hours ere too 
« wad time awaits Bui welch 
whet you do causa 
Tomorrow* ta) fag Day' 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON ALL THE WAYII 
Love. CoBain, Eva. 4 Kan 
SIGMA OH VOLLEYBALL TEAM- 
BUMP   SET SPIKE 
GET PSYCHED TO WM THE TOURNEY! 
Wa love our team" 
Your coaches - 
Donna, Robin, end Pern 
TO OUR KAPPA SIGMA DATES 
BB. Todd. Dave. Stow. Chrte. CraJg. Jamie. 
Eric, Greg, CMS R 
Alpha X) Jtebreek a only a day away 
It's now One to party and play 
Al 7:30. youl meet at Downtown 
Where your dotea a* not be round 
FVath tha key as leel as you can. but 
do not fuse because youl be crushed 
and looked up. youl find ual 
Keppa Sig Alpha a. a good thtngl 
Love, your Alpha Xj dates 
To our Sigma Cm datoa, RICH. STEVE. DAVIO. 
MATT, EMC. JOHN and STEVE: 
TNa to tt, "The ShoM" a lonight. 
Our roi n the hay wd be Our*) Sits1 
Add some s*g* and some Gammers and what 
do you gat? 
A Turkey Shoot night thai we el won't torgetll! 
So tore drink Wad Turkey, and ehunttn' wel 
go... 
SIGMA CHI-ALPHA GAM-the BEST combo!! 
love.   Your  AGO   datoa    Andrea,   Chraty. 
kteen. Laele. Las. Janet and Sneeey 
TO OUR THETA CHI COACHES 
JM. CALVIN AND JOE 
with three super coaches as you alar* 
Our PH. Mu Footbel Teems aeaaon 
went ao vary far 
So here's to you and everything 
you ye done. 
Wa may have bean stooped short. 
but ■ waa wel worth me funl 
LOVE. THE PHI MUS 
To the Alpha Xi Delta lootbel coechee Jason. 
CMS. S John 
Thank you tor three etreight wine, el your sup- 
port and most of stt for faaj bemg our coaches1 
Love, tha Alpha XI lootbel payers 
To  the  DZ  coaches snd  the  Lambda Chi 
Voaaybal Mam. Good Luck this SsturrJaylllTh* 
Lambda Cha 
To the Gamme Phi Voaaybal Team (Linda, Con- 
rat. Uee). Thsnx for hdptog the 3 stooges IRoy. 
Scott, and ma other heplni paryer) to an ev 
tereettng and BeBPaaaB iseaon. Please do not 
hot)  our voaaybal scatty  (or lack  thereof) 
ageanat ua. ware raaty swell guya Love. 
The Lambda Cha 
To the WANTED men of 724 E Wooahx 
Todd Evans 
Kirk Wsburger 
Jafl Phaaps 
Paul Harvey 
Youl soon ba put under look and key 
tor an awesome night In |ax with an Aloha XII 
Lev*. Your Jaabreak datoa 
Todd Raymond S Dave Stevens ol 204 
EXFYour Alphe XI Jaabraak uatoe can't warms 
you see who we are so don't ba atsBut Knit, 
youl be cuffed S carrtod sway GET 
PSYCHED-wal see you on Saturday!  
TONYA CLAUS-Happy 22ndi 
Get ready tor a WILD time tonighl! 
Be careful our camera's ready lor another pro 
rnacuoua balcony ahotl 
Love. LBJ 
Typhg and Word Proceaalng Services and 
Besumes Theea end oassrtahons AloZDsts 
across from Uhknana. 352-5042 
WANTED 
DAVE WARNER 
A aarrawl Is out tor your erreet, 
s itfaM In |*H with only Ihe beel. 
Ba al Downtown at 7:30 or a* 
Ba reedy to party, be ready to go. 
Get excrled to heve tots ol lun 
because being wrth you will be number one! 
love. Your Alpha XI Data 
Wanted 
Den BurkhoUer t Hob Cart 
The warrant a out tor your arrest so w* hop* 
route ready to party wati the bast. Our 
numbers wt match and scon you I see lust who 
your Alpha XI datoa wB be Gel excrled tor 
Saturday! 
Love Xi Deles1 
AXO • AXQ • AXQ • AXQ* AXO • AXQ • AXO* AXO •  AXQ 
Wanted Crekj Parker 
Get excited tor some fun 
Cause tares tot* of drinking 
lo be done! 
88 Jaabreak wB be ta beat 
a/a a party make al tha rsaH 
Your excited Alpha XI Dee* Oaaa 
Wanted Sigma CN Detes 
John H , Mickey C , Steve R . Brad K., Grant 
G . Brant R , Bruce. Todd R , Dave S    Todd H 
II a now BBS tor ta) two 
beel events ol the year, 
Turkey Shoot end Jaabraak are 
IVaey here 
Youl get to tat Paragon Room and 
search el around your tmaohtng 
rvnbor wB soon bo found. 
Jaabraak M wB ba ta pace to ba. 
wel etert out the night 
by unlocking you wati our key 
G**. paychad! 
Your Alpha XI Oaaa Datoa 
WANTED 
RCOUM 
ALPHA XI DELTA JAUBREAK 
FMTENC 
UFEI 
WANTED BILL HBNOB 
Tomorrow a the day you wB see 
Who your JAUBREAK date wB be 
fl unlock your cuffs whan you ■ 
For a crazy night of dancing snd beer' 
Wel parly tor hour* In our back 1 white 
Ott out of hand- wa might i 
So get exated tor lots ol tun. 
JAftJMM   ee w* be a memorable one' 
Love. 
Your Alpha Xj Del. 
WANTED:   DAN   BtJFIKHOLOEB  ANO   ROB 
CLARK 
The Bra* las con- s. yes Jaabreak I hera- 
Ths one the onry-beet date party ol me year 
Youl bo* be landcuftod and ua you must and 
You'd bettor atari preying mat we I be kind 
We're tat onaa wan ta kay. tars right us two 
You don't knoar us, but a* know you- 
So you'd bettor atari tonkin' around BG 
You need ultoduslogellomeliiey' 
Good Luck-See ye boll Saturday i 
Lota, your Alpha XI Detoa 
WAKTBD: —C ACKWBUN 
A werent a out tor your erreet 
Araghtlnalw«honlytheb*eI 
Try and plead IraiOuaril and you wB saa 
Tha tat Alpha » a me one with the key' 
WANTED GUSWEGENER 
Ol me charge I'm sura you a* ewwe 
You caii escape ao doni nan ear* 
You ar* Baajpiasa to a night of lun 
wati an Alpha XL do you knoar 
which one? 
Al ACha XI Jaabreak I wB wall 
With ma keys lo unlock your 
hsndcuttod BBSs 
wsl dancs and party al raght long 
with you a* my data, it can't go wrong1 
WANTED: JON FELTON 
Atora XI Babraak a aanost here 
Wsl neve lots or tun dancing and dmung beer 
Who your data a you'd raaar guess, 
But the ame aal IBM wi ba tha beel 
So gat excaad snd ready to party sf raght long. 
Al Alpha XJ Datta Jeanrsali. you can't go wrong! 
Saa you tomorrow! 
Your Alpha » dak) 
WANTED: KAPPA SKI JAMIE NEWCOMER 
Tha day tor your sentencing has flnaBy come 
Tha fudge In the court says Saturday's tha one! 
Tha verdict wB be ready at seven o'clock. 
•'Downtown" to the place your curls   a*J be 
boxed! 
Gal me your sawyer and rl get you free. 
II ba waiting tor you with s odd beer and s 
keyll 
Wel ceabrale your release, the escepe wi be 
oaks 
You doni know who I am. but youl know alter 
M ALPHA XI JAILBRCAK!! 
Lov*. your Alpha XI date 
WANTED kaokey Coon 
You Ian* been arrested to attend 
IB) beel dale party around, 
Youl atari Ihe raght right 
rartying st Downtown 
Once you arrive the excitement 
wB be greet, 
You wB lava to find your 
matching number lo find your dale 
One* you laid me wel Nm al night. 
Al an Alpha » Oat* parly. 
nothing etee could ba rlghtl 
Love Your one and only Alpha XI 
Wailed: NCK KOPPINGER 
You are found aunty by ma ALPHA XJ 
Coma Saturday. In handcufta youl ba 
I've wsited ao long lor Has day to come, where 
wel finely most and have tots of fun. 
Do you t** at Jaabraak youl aaaty run free? 
Its imposetxe now causa tha xi'a got YOUR 
ksyt 
Warned: PtXE JAK.BREAK DATES 
Mcuulre, Gary, Scnlpps. I Jaeon 
Round and round the names go. who's your 
dele? Nobody knows, the awaited rate la 
eaaoet bars, your data* are iwychad, so 
dan'l lean you better atari thinking and gel 
some rssl because Saturday nH* you'll be 
party*' aah tha beel! 
TIT Your Alpha XI Dales TIT 
Way lo go Jason Zsear wrth the 
Game winning ftou gosJ snd Scott 
Bsctosy with the fumble recovery 
sger at Bel SUM Good Luck to *■ 
PIKE Varsity Athletes ma Saturday 
GO PI KAPPA ALPHAIH 
We love our Phi Da* Voaaybal Teem! 
Low), your DZ coechee. 
Room S Betsy 
WELCOME TO THE FAMILY GRANO UTTLE 
TRAYCE DRAIA AND GREAT GRANO UTTLE 
SUSAN GUILD! CONGRATULATIONS UTTLE 
WENDY CHARLES AND GRANO UTTLE SAN- 
DY UW3ANSIC WITH KEEPING THE FAMILY 
TTtAOrnONS AUVEH XI LOVE ANO TONS OF 
Mtal-STACY  
WHAT A SEASON! 
WAY TO GO PHI MU FOOTBALL TEAM 
Wlajptoltoa Not 2 snd 3 
Tha Chicago rcadtnp may ba off. 
but the weekend of tun 
definitely a not. 
Together we w* lenorue 
the Toledo ban and mass. 
Tha fair cay has survived Kathy, val. Sue. and I 
but may have never had a wtajpletw gang In 
town. 
Bring ta lasraghts. wrenches, and mayo* our 
boot*. 
Who'* going to warn the man to BEWARE? Got 
peyched tor a great weekend' 
I No. 1 
ZBT Voaaybal Teem 
We've got ta) bad team 
a* cant compaev 
Wa know you guys 
wB we) every game. 
So start getting peyched 
and don't you tear 
Because ZBT victory 
a aamoet here! 
Love, your DZ ooachee 
Student Loana" 
No cosigner, no cnsdtt app 
Cat Stan 1014) 475 6800 
WANTED 
1  Female needed to lutNaas apt   do** to 
campus! Cat now 352-OS44 
1   tomato to lubliaai  apartment tar Spring 
CorasctUea 354-8181  
to   ainlsaoe   arartment   for   Spring 
Ctoaa to campus    S1!5-month t 
atocalc 0*1 Katy-353-3724  
to  eubtaaa*  house  tor  spring 
CHEAP1 C1 Dana 382-5842 
I Mala roommete to subtoeee apt with 3 matoe 
tor Bring '87  $112 60 par  month    Phone 
353-3020 tor < 
1 mate lo subtoeee University VBege apartment 
tar Spring '67. Cal Scot! d 363-6707. 
1 nonsmoking mass luuHsnde to sub is ess * 
on* badroom apsrtnsnt on Third SI. for aprtng 
Cal Jeff M 353-2548 
1 BJaBBBBB I tor spring 
gloss lo oampua. Cal 363-6202. 
1 iuu**waBtoaire)radiubla*i*a 
Vary 
srtrr 
psraaa Nssdod asrairaalil). Cal 353-1548 
1 luunsnato (m) to aili toaas tor Soring Sam. 
(100-mo pka dec I phone Cal 354-6308 
2 FEMALE l*OOMMATES NEEDED TO 
SUBLEASE HOUSE FOR SPMNG SEMESTER 
LOW RENT. CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 
362-2T76. 
2 people lo sub la* of s 4 person Campus 
Manor BBBaBBBt, cal Greg 362-B660 after 
e oo p.m. 
2 njommstol nsaded tor Spring lemeettr 
House on E Wooster. $480 lliaulir - 
uaBtoa. 372-3804 
2 i.uimasas 10 III! llaai tor Spring aemettor 
Vary ctoaa lo cassava Cal 363-2348. 
I waited to sublet house on 
Wander St Cat 35*0624 
natfesad i 
lurntohad   1    badroom   apartmanl    aprlng 
semeator  FBVJT laONTHS RENT FREE! Cat 
Ross 352-6741 
Looking tor one tomato rooms** to stars race 
2 bedroom arartment on Ftti Street Deposit 
steady pax) Cal 363-3616. 
SUBLEASE 2 BEDROOM FLWMSHED APT 
FOR SPRHG 87 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS 
WITH BALCONY CALL 354-8103 
luommsla   tor   spring 
Close to campus   $118 month It m 
at 363-0131  
OPEN-MINDED FEMALE TO SHARE 2 
BEOFtOOM. FURNISHED APARTMENT AJR 
COfaDITIOtaNG GAS HEAT. CABLE TV RENT 
NEGOTIABLE CALL RCHARD EVENINGS AT 
364-8700 
QjtlsMll Large one 
spatiktnl Tenant pays 
Mas or Beth 3520282 
unkarathsd 
only PodlCal 
t to 
THED OF CAMPUS? 3 people needed lo 
subleaas 3-parson atkliimsnl for spring 
ssmsitar ntestiiariM rant, good location. 
pod. tree ostaa Cat desperate graduating 
seniors by Dso. 1 for mors sitoiisalluii d 
363-1681. 
r Spring I 
•   llMldir   or   aiiealds    Call 
WANTED 1 fsmeto luuivnett for aprlng 
111  Ctoaa to campus Cal 363-1865 
Wsnted 2 temets non-smoking roommates tor 
Spring lemtstor lo »ve m two story house 
$363 tor similar $ unmet' CM 353-0661 
WANTED FEMALE TO SUBLET A NICE. LIKE 
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER IF WTERESTED. CALL 353-4217 
HELP WANTED 
ACTORS WANTED 1 ma*. 20-40 anrTT 
tomato, 8-12. One year contract tor al adVarta- 
tig. Must ba abts lo perform, be photogervc 
Submit photo and caeadle. or video, to be con 
atoarad tor audttton Cal 353-2222 tor asmpls 
acrtpl. WOODLAND MALL. BOWLttQ GREEN 
ADVERTBNG SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
n*ed*d tor Tha C*ajsdan, campus minority 
nswapaper Oaai vekable saiae exehence wh»s 
earning commission and eupportmg the 
nsaapspsr Contsct ArJvertalng Manager Slu 
dent Pubtcstlons. 214 West Hal, 8 am -5 
pm Mon -Fd. 372-2608 
COULD YOU BE A BOSTON 
NANNY? 
Are you a loving, nurturing parson who enjoys 
spending time wrth clxMren? Live In lovely, 
suburban neighborhoods, entoy excesent 
saartoa, bsnsflts, your own tvlng quartore and 
tYnBed working hours. Your round-trip transpor- 
tation to provided One year commttmsnt 
nsosssary Cat or write Mrs. Faoh. Claocara 
Ptocamanl Sarnie*. Inc (CCPS), 148 
Buckmmsler Rd , BrookJna, MA 02148 (817] 
668-6284 
Fun loving, outgoing, and energetic people 
wanted to fB bartender snd wsitrssa posatons 
Al agee accepted Flexible scradulng for car 
pods. Ptoese apply In person to Dsnna. Tuse- 
day thru Sunday attar 8 p.m d The Fun Pace 
k) Work    Buttons. Fit   25 N . Perrysburg 
Make hundreds weekly mating circUars' No 
ouotsal Lenttsl Rush sen addreeaed stamped 
envelope AM MAR 258 Robertson. Daot. P4. 
Bavarty Has. CA 80211  
Occasional babysitter. Close to campus. 
353-1862.  
Part-time 1 fiat-urns bsrtsndara s cocktal 
werlress-weiter tor Hoaday km. French 
Quarter    Perrysburg    AppBraoona now being 
CO-OP CORNER 
Graduate students with strong research and 
report wrtjrig skat, knowledge of SAS and *x- 
patterns on BM-PC to nsaded to work to 
marketing departmenl for hrge Insurance Bm. 
Jurtor or Senior C S rruaor with 3 2 GPA need- 
ed to do rndntonsnea progrsrnrnstg tor toed 
company    $350 week   to   start!   Exceeent 
opportunity' 
Ctovstond wee parks needs Soohomoree or 
Juraora tawealed In outdoor sducabon or en- 
vironmental studios who work wel wtm people 
Panect starting pttce' 
> orSr ClarnatrymeSxanMctodtoaorklor 
mslor environments! agency In greater 
Ctovstond. Mud be famsar wrth computer data 
SSiipaasBnil and data managemenl   Don't wait! 
Elyne. Ohio heatth firm a lookng lor eccountlng 
etudsnts who need lo gaa) work experience 
batons tajy graduate Mud be Jr or Sr wtm 
2 7 GPA and sdlmotlvdad Itnowtodg* ol PC 
and Lotus hetoful Two podsona avaaabia! 
Toledo srsa graphlca Brm a looking lor a Jr or 
Sr art major apecttlrxg In design, photography 
and sudto-vlsud methods The) to a perfect 
pace to gdn work experience Stop wtvat 
you're doing and c*l> 
Nabonel corporation a looking lor talented Jour- 
neasm. or P.R. student wNh creative writing 
akBs to work wrth their Human Resource 
Managemenl deportment Students wB work 
closely wtm employ***, news media, communi- 
ty Naders snd other organization*. Tha la an 
outstendVvj rxjpottunrty' 
The cat goes out to al Ji or Sr MIS. Accl . 
Mktg . or Finance maprs with 3 0 GPA lo work 
lor torgs rational finance)! institution m 
Ctevetond. Otso Student mud lave strong ac- 
counting skis, and knowledge of Lotus would 
ba ratpfii 
V YOU ABE LOOKING FOR EXPERIENCE, 
CALL 372-2451 We can hdpl 
Physical Therapy Axle-must be abto to work 
between 8 am snd 2 pm. Mon -Fn Cat 
Wood County Nursing Horn*. 8-4.30 Phons: 
353-8411  
SEE NEW YORKi Energetic Mothers Helper 
wati good sans* d humor wanted lor New York 
City wee lor 8 months lo one year 19 yesrs- 
musl drive, non-smoker   Stan soon aa oonve- 
isant. Ooportuniry to travel with tomsy. Ex- 
snd rstosanosa necessary Write 
i Vail. 11 Gordon Ridge Cheppaqua 
NY. 10514, or cal (814) 236-5266 
frwereanuii: "How to And your own coop or 
memento on Wednesday, Nov. 12th d 
7 30-8 30 pm to 111 South Hal - NOW a the 
lira to Stan looking for summer opportunities 
Don't mas II Cal 372-2461 for more Informa- 
tion.Bring your Co-op slogan snd logo ktoss to 
Room 238 Adrrwi Bvv. h, Nov 24. 18S6'A> 
winners wB ba announced In the BG News on 
Novsmbsr 25.1888 Questions' Call 
372-2451 Over $200 worm of pruas and gats 
wfl bo given away so ad nowiW* can stB us* 
mors OS .Accounting, Procurement & Produc- 
tion Management. Marketing A Sales students 
tor Spring Semester Csl 372-2461 "EARN A 
FUTURE WHILE YOU EARN A DEGREE" 
Wanlad: School rerxessntdha tor coaagate 
sporting company. Great pay Cat cosset 
1-813-346-2009 
FOR SALE 
1871 CHEVY MAUBU AC AM-FM. POWER 
STEERING. SNOW TIRES GOOD WCIRKtrG 
CAR $200 OR BEST OFFER CALL 
353-3428- 
1873 Chevy Nova Rune great, body good, SB 
ceesrrt writer trsraportsrjon $460 cat Pd 
363-2706 
ATTENTION 
Rom Lsbordory's Bkxxtorrecd and Research 
Departments Introduce* the perfect gal for 
every student We have recently ttotetopad a 
revolutionary way to clean and dtahtoct your 
areclOMt ktwdry. We are so proud d our pro- 
dud, we guaaast II to work feeler snd better 
tan any expensive ultra-sound dsvloa-wRh s 
100% wrtttsn guarantee Furthermore, wa are 
offering you e specai offer tor a smasd lime on- 
ly, by gtvtng every customer who ptscss en 
order belore November 21. 1986. a free pelr 
of 14 kt. gold ssrrtngs valued d over $361 
They're yours free from Roth Laboratories kajt 
tor eying our product If you we not totsty 
edtsftod with our ctasnar. ernpty sand tha unue- 
ed portion beck lo ua lor s lul relun and keep 
the eemngt a* a gM. 
Fd a lul yea suppry and your has sarrrtng*. 
aand $8 87 pka $1.03 tar flrat ctoat slapping 
snd handing to 
ATTN. Baxiktaacd and nttsach Dspt 
P.O. Box 853 
Bowing Green. OH 43403 
ORDER EARLY FOR CHRUTMASIII 
Can yaa buy Jtapa. Cut, 4>4's Salted to 
drag raids tor under HOOT Call tor licit to- 
day. 402-437-1401 SX1.S2M 
FOR SALE: Dorm airs refrtgaratora tor $60 
GaxlaindBlon CM 352-3408 
FOR SALE  Seen) DP Gym Pack  $250 brand 
new. $200 or beel otter 8233037 after 6:00 
a K True you Can Buy Jeapa tor $44 trough 
t» US government? Gat ta tads today! Csl 
1-312-742-1142 EM. 1784. 
Keep warm tha winter. Grad looking mBtsry 
overcoats I field pickets Vartoty d stytot 4 
slree d a grad coal! Cal 3530321 
Pass* aided, mtsrtscs card, captoe md soft- 
ear*. Everything naadtd tor tdecommunlce 
■ant on me Apple Computor OngM coal 
$600, wB Ml tor $276 or bad offer Cal 
372 5129 or 372-4078, ask tar Bob 
Portable   tanning   bad   for   horn*   uee    Cal 
1-283-3744   McComb. Otto. 
Soara Deceit. I typswratr w. correction 
*bon-$50 Bam DigM Alarm Clock-$10 
AT IT Buasan Board notary Phona-$50 Hind 
hdd push button phon*-$10 Cal cant d 
1-866-1801. 
SnasvCorona electric typewrtsr tar ask) Csl 
372-6788 
FOR RENT 
APT FOB RENT BPRMO $EMB 
Fumaheo 2 bedroom. 2 baa) Vsry Oeen. good 
mgmt, FREE HEAT1 Csl 363<I733 after 5pm 
or 
tnda merrta ctoae lo campus tor Sr- 
ngflimillir 1867 and 1887 88 school y 
1-267-3341. 
Largs 1 bedroom furrashsd apartment, uaatoe 
ndudsd Closa to campus I downtown- 
■vdllbll now 352 8382: 362-5368: 
8BB-3265 evenlnge 
Head tamds to stars house   Need matt to 
Four month aaa* tor 2nd 
>. Cal 362-7368 
*Jan. 3-11 1987 5 
299 
* Cost includes: 
M 
# ' round    trip    irnn>|Mir- # 
i * 6   iii::ti'>    lodging   at # 
lin   bfautiful  Jink-on jj^ 
# Hole    Rarquri    Club * 
Kf-iiri    rondumini- # 
* 4 - day lift lirkel 
m 
, ' partiett,    ronletHk.     iH   * 
fonrert 
' ' preal «ii\iiii>- u. 
ViLinp Ski Shop on 
re mala & cluiliinu 
#Slin up in lo*. to oa * 
* lllllbll tl MR '29 Sun   $ 
# faici iin certniciia.      * 
*• **■ 
* 'loo daioslt raiulred * 
*; aritk tlia-ap 
*SiKn up ,,, ! 40 Office, 
jjj. .'Inl floor Union 
§372-2343 
I # 
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Campus Comments 
m Friday Inton i erviews by Kay Fisher 
Friday photos by Man* Wonderty Campus Comment Question: 
What does it take to be a mover and shaker? 
Sherri Romanskl freshman el- 
ementary education major from War- 
ren: "You gotta be famous, wealthy, 
and a good talker." 
Margaret Taiantlno junior MIS 
marketing major from Seven Hills: 
"Someone with a lot of money, enthu- 
siasm, outgoing. Someone who 
knows what they want and how to get 
It." 
Jimmy Bryan senior IPCO ma|or 
from Pauldlng: "One who enjoys vari- 
ety and living on the cutting edge of 
lite." 
Jell Klrkner freshman sports man- 
agement major from Greenford: "That 
person has to be a leader. He has to 
make things happen." 
Sentics: a new science combining 
music, emotions offered to students 
by Jared O. Wadley 
Copy editor 
A visiting psychology professor from 
Australia Is teaching his unique Inven- 
tion that allows people to understand 
their emotions. 
This semester, Manfred Clynes, a 
dlstlnglshed scientist, Inventor and 
musician, Is teaching a new science 
called sentics - a word derived from 
the Latin word sentlr,' meaning to 
feel. 
He said he has taken the seven 
basic human emotions and has ap- 
plied them to an cycle that allows the 
participant to feel each emotion In 
turn. Clynes said the seven emo- 
tions - anger, hate, grief, love, sex, 
joy and reverence - are expressed 
during a senttc cycle. 
Clynes said a person plays the 
sentics tape which contains eight 
words and a series of clicks. He said 
while the participant sits in a straight 
back chair, he mounts his finger on a 
finger rest. The finger remains on the 
rest during the senttc cycle*, he 
added. 
with the light* dimmed and the 
participant's eyes closed. Clynes said 
the vote* on the tape begins the 
cycle by saying "no emotion," and 
begins mentioning the seven emo- 
tions at different times. 
Between each spoken word, there 
I* a series of dick*, he sold. Altar a 
cHok. the person presses the flngerrest 
m a short motion. Tht* oonttnoe* until 
the 25 minute tape Is over, hesaid. 
He said the best time to do the 
senttc cycle Is In the morning alter 
getting up, otter breakfast or an hour 
before bedtime. It also should be 
done three or four times a week, he 
said. 
Doing the sentlc cycles Is a way of 
discovering subtle forms of expression 
for each emo- 
tion, a new way 
of experiencing 
them and find- 
ing a sense of 
peace and en- 
ergy, he said. 
"This work has 
a lot of promise 
for the future In 
helping people 
live better 
live*." he said. 
"It help* Im- 
prove the qual- 
ity ot life and 
reduces unhop- 
plnen In the 
worid." Mdoy 
Ctynet said sentlc* cycle help* 
people become aware of their emo- 
tion* and makes them feel glad to be 
aft*. 
He *atd he know* several suicidal 
COM* who hove practiced the sentics 
cycle for W days. Alter the sessions 
they decided to stay orrve because 
"no longer prisoners of therr 
Clynes sold. 
"The cycles helped them get rid of 
their repressed feelings," Clynes said. 
"It also helped them communicate 
better and gaves them a sense of 
well-being." 
He added, "Everyone (who uses the 
sentlc cycle) can be a winner. No one 
is a loser because we are winners In 
our ability to express our emotion*." 
He said the sentics package Is 
available at the American Sentics 
Association in 
La Jolla, Calll., 
but will be 
available at 
Bowling Green 
bookstore* 
once he make* 
the necessary 
arrangement*. 
Clyne* said 
he took a leave 
of absence from 
the New South 
Wale* State 
Conservatory of 
Music In Syd- 
ney, Australia 
because he 
was Invited by 
University President Paul Olscamp; 
Robert Conner, psychology chairman 
and professor; and Joak Panktepp, 
psychology professor, to be a Distin- 
guished Visiting Professor ot psychol- 
ogy. 
He said he and Panktepp hove 
been working with chicken* to let* 
the* emotions and behoviors. Ctyne* 
photo by Rob Upton 
said they separated the chickens and 
watched their actions. 
Clynes said he wouldn't only be In 
Bowling Green during his stay. He said 
later this month he will be lecturing at 
Harvard, the Masssachusets Institute 
of Technology and Princeton. He 
plans to return to Australia at the end 
of the semester. 
Born In Vienna, Clynes said his 
Interest In music and science started 
at an early age. 
Clynes said he had a gifted family 
who good background in both music 
and science. 
Thl* Interest remained with him 
even though he and his family had to 
flee Vienna. He said Adolf Hitler was 
killing people by go* extermination, 
so hi* family left the country. 
He decided to combine the two 
Into his work because he enjoyed 
them very much. 
He told he wot an acclaimed pia- 
nist in Australia and began touring at 
in hi* early 20s. Today, he I* a distin- 
guished pianist In the major cities of 
Europe and Australia. 
Clynes said he has a music degree 
from the Jullllard School In New York. 
Ho ha* been presenting his music to 
many people. Including Bowling 
Green residents. Sunday, he gave a 
concert commemorating Ludwig van 
Beethoven's work In Kobocker Hall In 
the Moore Musical Art Center. 
Ho Mid ho wo* pleased with his 
work, and that the music he played 
was an expression of love. Ctyne* 
added that mu*c it "the language of 
tttrOftOftC." 
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University grad turns 
afternoon anchor 
by Kelly Rose 
Friday reporter 
Making career choices early on In 
life can lead to living out dreams. 
Persistence and training led Diane 
Larson to anchoring the noon news on 
Channel 13 In Toledo. 
Larson graduated from the Univer- 
sity In 1982 with a degree In broad- 
cast Journalism. As well as being In 
front of the camera for a half hour 
each weekday. Larson writes some of 
the news stories and decides which 
stories will run. She summed up her 
job as "putting the noon news all 
together In a neat little half-hour 
package." 
Larson began her journalism expe- 
rience In the seventh grade when 
working on her school newspaper In 
Canton. During high school, she en- 
tered a large broadcast journalism 
competition and won. She then de- 
cided broadcast journalism would be 
her future. 
"I enfoyed telling stories verbally 
and I liked the Immediacy of TV 
news." Larson said. 
She received an Internship at 
Channel 24 In Toledo while at the 
University. This led to a full-time |ob at 
the station otter graduation. In the 
summer ot 1963. she became the 
morning anchor, and after a year 
and a half at the station, she was 
named the evening anchor. Larson 
began working at her present job In 
December 1984. 
Larson said the University prepared 
her for her career In broadcast jour- 
nalism In several ways. She praised 
the writing and editing experience 
she got while at the university, but she 
added that there was no way she 
could have been prepared for the 
Intense deadline pressures or being 
at ease In front of the camera, which 
has to be learned through experi- 
ence. 
Larson said she thought ot her first 
job as Journalism 505 because there 
was still more to be learned otter 
graduation. 
Being In the public eye almost 
every day, Larson has become a re 
cognized public figure in the Toledo 
area. Larson said she gets her share 
of mall from prospective broadcast 
journalists who are asking for advice. 
Larson said she encourages students 
to work toward their goal, and she 
often recommends the University as a 
good school to enroll In. 
Larson's present position Is ba- 
sically a 9 to 5 |ob with every weekend 
off. She does have to work holidays, 
but she said she has grown accus- 
tomed to this. She plans to stay at 
Channel 13 at least a couple more 
years and Is In no hurry to leave the 
station. 
But Larson hopes to eventually 
move to a bigger television market, 
such as Chicago, where there are 
more people and money to work with. 
She also hopes to become an eve- 
ning anchor once again before her 
career In front of the camera Is over. 
She said, "I probably have another 15 
years In front of the camera and then I 
want to go Into lull-time producing." 
Realtor active 
in local relations 
by Rochelle Crowe 
Fnclay reporter 
Some people never slow down. 
Richard Newlove Is one of these 
people. 
Aside from being the vice presi- 
dent of Newlove Realty Inc., he 
participates actively In the Univer- 
sity as well as In the local commu- 
nity. He Is also a husband and 
father of three. 
Newlove received a degree 
from the University and today 
he continues his affiliation with the 
campus. 
In 1983, he was appointed to the 
Board of Trustees for a nine-year 
period. This board, made up of 
nine members, makes policy and 
salary decisions. Specifically he 
acts as chairman of the Personnel 
Facilities Committee. The commit- 
tee evaluates protects under con- 
sideration, gets briefed on the 
status of various endeavors, and 
discusses opinions and reports dur- 
ing the board meetings. 
He Is also a member of the Foun- 
dation Board, which determines 
how money supplied by Individual 
corporate organizations will be 
spent or Invested. 
Newlove said he Is proud of the 
University and ranks It at least In the 
top three of Ohio's colleges. 
"Not to say that there aren't 
things that need to be Improved, 
and they will be Improved on. I 
think they always are. But by and 
large, anyone associated with the 
institution can be proud of It." 
He mentioned that enrollment 
has held firm when the demogra 
phlcs say It shouldn't, and one 
reason for the success of the Univer- 
sity Is the "good caliber of stu- 
dents" attending. 
Along with keeping strong ties 
with the University, Newlove Is the 
vice president of Newlove Realty 
Inc., founded In 1964 by his father. 
Al Newlove. Richard Newlove 
mainly works to bring buyers and 
sellers together. 
The Newlove Rental Manage- 
ment Company Is another business 
bearing the family name. Newlove 
plays a small role In this; the day-to- 
day operations are handled by his 
sister, Mary Fawcett. 
Basically, the business caters to 
the property owners' needs by ma- 
naging the responsibilities and 
"hassles" that accompany their 
investment. Newlove also has Inter- 
ests In some apartments that are 
managed by this service. 
Be sure your Christmas list 
includes participating in 
THE BG NEWS 
Holiday Edition 
Monday, December 1, 1986 
Advertising Deadline: Mon., November 17, 4 p.m. 
Reach 17,000 student shoppers and 3,000 
faculty/staff in this special edition - 11,000 
copies in tabloid format to be distributed at 
all regular on and off campus points. 
372-2601 214 West Hall 
m^Mmw rw'f D i' 
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Sax player long-winded' on goals 
Student's versatility evident 
by Kay Fisher 
Friday reporter 
One Bowling Green musician has 
had fhe opportunity to play with one 
ol Bowling Green's legendary local 
bands and famous stars at the Ma- 
sonic Auditorium In Toledo. 
Krlstl Stringer, a previous member ot 
the local band, "Wet Shavers," has 
played saxophone (or various bands 
and musical events during her col- 
lege years. Stringer became a mem- 
ber of the "Wet Shavers" In 1984 and 
stayed with the band for two years 
until their break-up. 
"I knew a guy from the bond and 
he told me they needed a saxophone 
player. I came In and played for them 
and I guess they liked what they 
heard." 
Being a member of the band was a 
fun experience, according to Stringer 
(whose maiden name Is Nlblak). "ft 
was great," she said. "We played at 
Howards a lot, Toledo bars, weddings 
and for private parties. The funnest 
part of the "Shavers" was that we did 
a lot of humorous, tongue-in-cheek 
things. It was like a game with the 
audience." 
Stringer has proven her versatility 
as a musician by playing for perfor- 
mances at the Masonic. 
"One of my last performances was 
for the show, "Stop the World, I Want to 
Get Off," starring Mltzl Gaynor. Other 
performances were for Lena Home, 
Nell Carter, from "Gimme a Break," 
Joan Rivers, and "The 5th Olmenson." 
"Most of the stars aren't too 
friendly," said Stringer. "They kind of 
disappear after they perform. But The 
5th Dimension and Mltzl Gaynor were 
pretty nice. Joan Rivers wasn't bad." 
In the performances, Stringer serves 
as a "woodwind doubler." This In- 
volves juggling different Instruments 
throughout the performance, switch- 
ing Instruments for different parts. 
"You really have to be on the ball," 
said Stringer. "We don't have a lot of 
time to rehearse — usually only one 
rehearsal. During the show you could 
be playing flute one minute, clarinet 
the next, and then to another." 
Stringer and the other musicians 
are chosen for the performances by 
recommendations from directors. "I 
was recommended by the director of 
the Lab Band I play for on campus. 
The recommendation Is trusted by 
the people who are doing the hiring." 
The pay rate for the performances Is 
usually around $19 an hour, accord- 
ing to Stringer. "It's really exciting to 
perform for them, because It's fhe real 
thing." 
Stringer, now a senior, was a music 
major her first two years of col 
lege, buf switched to visual commu- 
nications technology her junior year. 
"This way I don't have to worn/ 
about having all of my eggs In one 
basket." 
Stringer was recently married and 
plans on moving to Florida after grad- 
uating In December. 
"I'm not sure how Involved I'll be 
with bands there," said Stringer. "In 
Florida, the Motown thing Isn't going 
on. There's a lot of taped music and a 
dlsco-lsh type of music, other than a 
lot of live bands." 
For RMervatlons Call 165-13*1 
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Student jocks stir the early birds 
by Betsy Smith 
Friday reporter 
While most students are asleep In 
bed, a lew brave souls are up and on 
their way to the radio station. They are 
not necessarily bright-eyed and 
awake, but after a lew cups ol coffee 
they are ready to wake up the rest of 
the campus. 
These students are the disc lockeys 
for o "Rude Awakening," the morning 
show broadcast Monday through Fri- 
day from 6 a.m. to 10 a.m. by AM 680 
WFAL 
The OJs arrive at the station at 5:30 
a.m. to get ready to go on the air. 
They have to pull the music that they 
want to play and plan some of the 
script tor the show. They also spend a 
few minutes getting each other psy- 
ched to go on the air. 
Dale Stead, program director for 
WFAL said, "The morning show Is the 
core of the day. When the morning 
show goes good, It kicks in the rest ol 
the day." Stead also said that If a DJ 
has a bad morning, the listener can- 
not know It. The station is a service to 
the campus and their fob Is to make 
people happy. 
Rick Clever, a junior business major 
and also a DJ lor a "Rude Awaken- 
ing," said it Is a good experience. 
Clever also said It Is a chance to 
experiment with different Ideas. "We 
do the 'News from the Trashcan' and 
the 'Cafeteria Report' on Thursday 
mornings," said Clever. He also said It 
Is a time when one can be crazy and 
get away with It. 
The purpose ol the morning show Is 
to broadcast to the student. "We try to 
be campus oriented, we give BGSU 
weather, news and sports informallon- 
,"said Stead. 
One aspect about the "Rude Awak- 
ening" Is that the show can be a little 
more outrageous than Toledo sta- 
tions. This Is possible because they 
only broadcast on campus. Stead 
said, "We try to go to the limit without 
pushing It to far. We have a lot of fun 
In the morning." Clever said that as 
long as they use good taste, they are 
pretty much on their own In the morn- 
ing. 
There are 10 different DJs that work 
In teams ol two people per morning. 
Most of them are the better DJs, 
according to Stead. They are out- 
going, creative and know their music 
well. They are also able to Interact 
with comedy and the student body. 
Stead said. Although all of the disc 
jockeys this semester are men, next 
semester It will be almost half men 
and hall women. 
Music plays an important part of 
the "Rude Awakening." Stead said, 
"We do not want to blow people out 
of their beds In the morning." They 
play a variety of music such as Steve 
Wlndwood, Bruce Hornsby. Led Zep- 
pelin, Genesis and Boston. 
P»IN« 
(HrtWlJjbON 
* Rms»rvotions now being lakmn (or Indiana Jonas 
* W« twin • rtnWI coplMl 
Cominf  lift  Wtthi   Cobra • Just Between Friends 
Member and Nonmember* Rentals 
'Nonmembers must show major credit cord 
1093 N. Main behind Convenient Store 
354-1401 
Mon-Sat 10-10       Sun 10:30-8 
American Express, Phillips 76, Union BS 
v. r. »*K*»xx*x**»'**l''nn 
Friday photo by Bill OoWsmrm 
Mark Rein and Mike Fortener, both Junior radlo-televislon-fllm majors, gear up 
for the Rude Awakening Show mornings. 6-10 a.m. on WFAL. 
BOWLING GREEN'S 
NEWEST ALTERNATIVE 
THE 
DRY DOCK 
PRESENTS 
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Balloon delivery an expanding art 
by Beth Murphy 
Friday reporter 
Walking scantily dressed Into a 
roomful ot people Is a way of earning 
money for several University students. 
Costumed balloon deliveries have 
Inflated In popularity over the last few 
years In Bowling Green. A wide range 
of options are available — from the 
services of a French maid to the 
deceptive sophistication of male 
dancer Gentleman John. 
The unusual nature of the Job lends 
Itselt to some strange circumstances. 
Sue Van Schoyck, senior Interperso- 
nal and public communication ma- 
jor, has made about 30-40 deliveries 
so far this sememster for The Balloon- 
man. She dresses-as a French maid, 
Playboy bunny and a kitten. Although 
she said the embarrassment has worn 
off, the memory of one delivery as the 
Playboy bunny still makes her blush. 
"I had to go to some cowboy bar 
on Route 6," she said. Her boss sent a 
male employee with her for safety 
reasons, but she was still nervous. The 
delivery went smoothly, but the worst 
part didn't come until she returned 
home. 
"When I got back, my boss noticed 
there was a rip In the costume on both 
sides vertically down my ribs. I don't 
think anybody noticed, but I was 
really embarrassed." she said. How- 
ever, she added her worst experience 
came when she delivered to the 
junior high school. 
"They were snapping and pulling 
my hose. It was like a little army after 
me," she said. 
Van Schoyck's co-worker Bill Lltty, 
junior graphic design major, hod an 
even wilder situation to relate. Some- 
times he makes his 15-20 weekly deliv- 
eries as a gorilla; but being Flex, the 
muscle man, dressed In tight block 
pants and a black bow tie, has been 
his specialty for two years. 
One night he presented a birthday 
message In a bar to a woman In her 
late 40s. After giving her the balloons, 
he struck some exaggerated muscle 
man poses which Included getting 
down on one knee. That's when he got 
his surprise. 
"She dove on me and put her hand 
right down my pants!" he said. 
Wild crowds don't surprise Jim Tuto- 
row, freshman theater major, any- 
more. He Is a male dancer for Balloon 
Busters and has two aliases —Nlnja 
week are on campus, and last week 
Gentleman John, clad In a tuxedo 
with red accessories and "shades," 
helped celebrate one girl's birthday 
with a half-strip before a journalism 
class. 
"The   teacher   was   really   great 
Friday photo by Alex Horvath 
Costumed balloon deliveries are fun and profitable for Sue Van Schoyck. 
senior IPCO makx, and Bill Lltty, lunlor design major, of The Balloonman. 
about It and thought It was a neat 
Idea. I distinctly remember one guy's 
reaction though. Every time I took 
something off, he'd say, 'I don't be- 
lieve thisl I don't believe this!' " Tuto- 
row said "Then this weekend I hod to 
do one (delivery) In Founders where 
they had no heat yet. We 
heated up the room pretty well." 
Nick and Gentleman John. 
"I usually go In and sing 'Happy 
Birthday.' Sometimes they don't know 
what's going to happen next," he 
said. "Then I strip." After a 10-mlnute 
dance, he Is left wearing only a G- 
string. 
Most of his two or three deliveries a 
Amy Hallenbrook, senior elemen- 
tary education major, also works for- 
Balloon Busters as a French maid, 
Cottontail Cutle and a clown. Her 
most memorable delivery was a birth- 
day message to a middle-aged man 
at a Pembervllle factory. It was during 
lunch and there were about 150 peo- 
ple standing around. At first she was 
embarrassed but said, "It went over 
so well because everybody got In- 
volved. Everybody realizes It's some- 
thing special." 
The delivery job appealed to Hal- 
lenbrook because she was tired of 
working In the cafeteria and wanted 
something different. She went to Stu- 
dent Services and found the position 
listed on the off-campus bulletin 
board. Tutorow said he heard of the 
job through his best friend, who did 
babysitting for the owner. He "pock- 
ets" up to $30 for each delivery. 
Instead of applying for such work, 
opportunity came knocking for Lltty. 
He was welghtliftlng In Eppler when a 
woman walked in. looking as If she 
needed help. When he offered assis- 
tance, she asked him to consider 
delivering balloons. After overcoming 
the Initial embarrassment, he said, 
"Mow It's realty easy to do this. I have 
a good time, no doubt." 
The students agreed It's a good 
way to make money and feelings of 
being nervous or embarrassed disap- 
pear quickly. Van Schoyck com- 
mented that It's easier going Into a 
delivery than leaving because the 
balloons help explain the unusual 
attire. 
Owners of both establishments re- 
quire escorts for their employees Into 
bars and any other time safety is a 
question. Julie Magnusson, co-owner 
of The Balloonman, said she receives 
calls for a male to deliver to another 
guy or a group of guys. These are 
politely refused. Balloon Buster owner 
Lisa Shuler said she gets the same 
type of calls which she also will not 
honor. However, the strangest request 
she ever had was for balloons to be 
sent to a funeral home. 
So the next time you see a gorilla or 
a Playboy bunny drive by with a car 
full of balloons, laugh but remember 
they have tuition to pay too. 
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Lord of flies at drosophila lab 
by Deanna Griffith 
Friday reporter 
More than 2,000 varieties of fruit files 
live at the University, and they're 
supposed to be here. 
Now before you break down the 
doors of K mart trying to buy up a 
lifetime supply of fly killer, let me 
explain why the University Is all abuzz. 
These 400 species are maintained 
at the National Drosphlla Species 
Resource Center. In layman's terms, a 
Drosophila Is a fruit fly. The resource 
center Is located In the Life Sciences 
building, but Is a research center 
Independent of the Biological Sci- 
ences department. 
The center Is headed by Jong Yoon, 
professor of biological sciences. Yoon 
became Involved In Drosophila re- 
search while at the University of Texas 
at Austin. At the time, the University of 
Texas also hod a Resource Center, 
but when Yoon came to the University 
In 1978. the National Science Founda- 
tion asked to have the center trans- 
ferred here because of a lack of 
scientists at the University of Texas at 
Austin. 
According to Yoon, the role of the 
Species Center Is threefold. The cen- 
ter was founded "one, to maintain 
fruit fly stock; two, to supply scientists 
throughout the world with specimens 
and answers to research questions; 
and three, to continue developing 
techniques on how to raise fruit files," 
he sold. 
Yoon said the research from the 
center Is used In the "study of evolu- 
tionary biology, aging and especially 
genetics." Yoon added that the main 
reason for studying fruit files Is genet- 
ics because each species has Its own 
physiological and biological charac- 
teristics. 
The research Is supported by a 
grant from the National Science Foun- 
dation In Washington, DC. 
In addition, the center Is governed 
by the American Society of Natural- 
ists. Yoon commented that the Society 
sets guides and collects Ideas from 
the research. The society also recom- 
mended the University as a site for the 
Resource Center. 
Yoon said that In addition to the two 
previous reasons, the University be- 
t— Fllma page 12 
Friday photo by M OoMsmtth 
Jong Yoon checks the vlles holding 
the residents of the National Droso- 
phila Species Resource Center. 
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Secret group promotes band spirit 
by Kelly Vaughn 
Friday reporter 
"One, two, burp, lour." This may 
mean nothing to moil people, but It 
sent many a marching band member 
rolling In laughter on the practice 
Held. 
The laughter was a result of a sign 
BUFFO had put near the Held mocking 
me director who burped during his 
counting a few days earlier. 
BUFFO Is the BGSU Marching Band's 
version ol Sic Sic. It began In 1976 
when four band members put a sign 
on the practice field to spark enthu- 
siasm before a home football game. 
They developed rules and guidelines 
In order to continue the tradition. 
This secret society, which consists of 
two seniors, two lunlors and two soph- 
omores, disguise themselves In masks 
and derby hats when they "harass 
band members" on Thursday nights, 
according to BUFFO No. 3. The group 
is not supposed to speak when they 
are out hanging up signs In the music 
building and on the trailer In the 
practice field. However, If they must, 
they speak In a "high chirplsh 
voice - two to three words at a time," 
said No. 3. 
The signs BUFFO hang up are 
"psych-up messages that usually 
don't make sense to anyone but band 
members," according to Dave Kuhar, 
president of Kappa Kappa Psl, the 
band fraternity. 
Trumpet player Martin Loveless 
said, "Before home games, Mark 
Kelly, director of bands, reads a 
poem written by BUFFO." 
No. 3 said the only requirements 
are that "It rhyme and be stupid." Last 
week's poem mentioned the people 
who contributed to the band this 
season, the soloists, the percussion 
section, since It was featured, and 
jokes about the songs In the show. 
Kuhar described BUFFO at the 
"spirit of band embodied In people." 
The senior members have their 
choice of being unmasked either at 
the final concert or at the banquet In 
December. This year It will be the 
latter. The remaining lour will choose 
two sophomores In the tall. No. 3 
described likely BUFFO candidates as 
being "dedicated and committed." 
They need to be spirited, but In a 
calm way so they will not be "as easy 
to pick out." The members' Identity 
usually stays secret, although a 
"small circle ot people may guess." 
The name BUFFO Is derived from me 
Italian word buffare meaning "comic 
opera." According to No. 3, he lives 
up to the name. HK reasoning is that 
"calm people can be radical under 
the guise of a mask." He referred to 
BUFFO as an "unorthodox way to 
serve the band." 
BUFFO members meet in a secret 
hideout, which changes every year, 
to plan their weekly onslaught of signs 
and visits. No. 3 found the clarinet 
section received the most ribs. Fresh- 
man Brian Kleffer, mellophone sec- 
tion, feels BUFFO keeps up spirit — 
they're like "cheerleaders of the 
band." 
Freshman flag corps member Ann 
Preston finds the signs with "BUFFO 
sez" in the upper left corner and a 
derby hat In the lower right to be 
"obnoxious, but funny." 
Band members should beware that 
their every move Is being watched: 
no one escapes BUFFO's watchful 
eye. 
Were Buffo, Not Sic Sic! Friday photo by Oayte Mammon 
Six masked band members make up BUFFO, the University Marching Band's 
answer to University spirit organization Sic Sic. 
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Keeping grounds in top form 
by David Skoruptkl 
Friday reporter 
Every place has Irs heroes and stars. 
but not one of them could be where 
they are today without the people o( 
the backstage: the unsung heroes. 
The University has Its own "depart- 
ment" ot unsung heroes — those ded- 
icated Individuals who make up the 
maintenance staff. 
Keith Pogan. associate director of 
plant operations and maintenance, 
has been with Bowling Green for the 
past 10 years. 
Pogan said that there are four divi- 
sions of personnel who work for the 
University: Plant Operations, Grounds 
Crews, Maintenance and Trades. In 
all, (here are 320 workers tor the 
University, Including 18 full-time em- 
ployees at the heating plant on 
Thurstln Avenue. 
"Those are the real unsung heroes," 
said Pogan, "They work 24 hours a 
day, seven days a week keeping this 
University going." 
He said the maintenance workers 
work In either academic buildings or 
In residence halls. There are about 
100 buildings that they are responsi- 
ble for keeping clean. 
Pogan is especially proud of his 
crews because of their hard work. 
"The second most-quoted reason that 
students come here Is because the 
campus looks nice," he said. 
The maintenance workers begin 
their day at either 4, 5 or 6 a.m., with 
the late shift starting at 11 p.m. In the 
Musical Arts building and the Rec 
Center. 
Pogan said the maintenance crews 
get much of their work done In the 
afternoons In the residence halls 
since that Is when most of the students 
are In classes. 
He also said that at WBGU Channel 
27, the workers start at 4 a.m. to make 
sure the station Is clean. "They have to 
get started early before the station 
goes on the air, or else It will get kind 
of noisy," explained Pogan. 
The "Trades" are the carpenters 
and plumbers of the University who 
have, perhaps, the most diverse of 
jobs. 
"They'll go anywhere we need 
them," Pogan said. 
The University also hires part-time 
help to work on weekends. 
Darlene Gallagher Is a custodian 
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Gallagher has been working for the 
University ever since she graduated 
from high school 18 years ago. 
She works In 13 academic build- 
ings, dusting, sweeping floors, clean- 
ing blackboards and bathrooms, not 
to mention emptying wastebaskets. 
"I like meeting the different kids. I 
got to meet the whole swim team 
before they built the Rec Center." She 
said students haven't really changed 
all that much since she first began 
working, but they do seem younger. 
She also said you can tell a lot 
about how the rest of the year will be 
after the first few days of classes. 
"You know It's going to be a rough 
year If the classrooms are dim/. Some 
kids take pride In where they go to 
school more than others, I guess." 
Vlrglna Langley Is a custodian tor 
Founder's Quadrangle. 
She said her busiest days are on 
Mondays since that's lust after the 
weekend parties. Langley likes the 
students In Founder's because she 
said they are pleasant. Her only com- 
plaint Is cleaning the showers every 
Monday because they get quite dirty 
after a week. 
Kevin Slanlon has been a grounds- 
keeper for 11 years. His morning be- 
gins at 7:30, and he works until 4 p.m. 
Slanlon likes his |ob because he gets 
to be outdoors. 
He said one ol his hardest lobs Is 
raking leaves and shoveling snow 
because he has to use hand tools, not 
the heavy equipment. He Is responsi- 
ble for tending the lawn from the 
library to the heating plant. 
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Olscamp: active career, social life 
by Betty Smith 
and Deborah Gottschalk 
Friday reporters 
Although much hat been pub- 
lished about Paul Olscamp, both pos- 
itive and* not-so-poslllve, many 
students still claim they know nothing 
about their University president 
By visiting hit office, or the office ol 
public relation! In the Administration 
building, all ot Olscamps accom- 
plishments can be researched How- 
ever, little hat been told about hit 
personal lite. 
Olscamp wot born In Montreal, 
Canada. The oldest ot three children, 
he hat one brother and one titter. He 
attended the University of Western 
Ontario, where he received hit bach- 
elor ol arts and master's degrees. In 
1962. at the University of Rochester, he 
earned hit doctoral degree In philos- 
ophy 
After earning this degree, he ac- 
cepted a position at an Instructor at 
The Ohio State University. He wat toon 
promoted to attlttant professor, and 
later to associate professor In 1969 
Olscamp wat "unexpectedly ap- 
pointed the associate dean of the 
college of humanities at Ohio State 
University," he said. 
Because this position gave him a 
feeling of accomplishment, Olscamp 
decided to leave OSU and seek a 
higher administrative position. Later 
opportunities came In the form of a 
|ob at executive attlttant to the chan- 
cellor of Syracuse University, and later 
vice chancellor for ttudent programs 
At age 37. Olscamp became presi- 
dent ol Western Washington Univer- 
sity. He spent seven years at WWU 
before coming to Bowling Green. 
The University has several positive 
aspects. According to Olscamp, the 
University has not only a much larger 
campus In comparison with Western 
Washington, but "the problems at 
B6 have solutions whereas the prob- 
lems at Washington do not." However, 
lust like many Bowling Green resi- 
dents, Olscamp prefers the beautiful 
mountains to these llatlands 
As the eighth president ol Bowling 
Green State University, Olscamp has 
specific responsibilities. He states that 
he basically does lour things as presi- 
dent. The first Is to supervise the work 
ol the five vice presidents of the Uni- 
versity. Secondly, he personally par- 
ticipates In the establishment ol the 
goals that the University administra- 
tion wants to accomplish. These goals 
are published In hit annual report. 
Thirdly, he represents the University to 
all constituents such as the state legis- 
lature, alumni, the business district 
and the city of Bowling Green, lastly, 
he Is responsible lor raising money lor 
the University. 
Although Olscamp Is busy with both 
on- and otl-campus duties, he still has 
time to lead an active personal Hie. 
He en|oys both sports and leisure. An 
avid downhill skier. Olscamp enjoys 
watching and participating In ski 
lumping. In addition to skiing, he also 
bikes and plays platform tennis. 
Not only does Olscamp have ac- 
complishments In education, but he 
has both a black belt In karate and 
his pllot't license. He en|oys ffytng for 
both business and pleasure. 
At a native Canadian, one would 
expect Olscamp to take Interest In the 
sport of hockey. In tact, he is a de- 
voted hockey Ian. As he sold. "Ca- 
nadian hockey players are my 
favorite minority group." 
When not working at the University, 
skiing the slopes or tailing. Olscamp 
spends his time reading or writing 
poetry. "I never sit down without 
something to read." said Olscamp. 
Although It may seem that this man 
is incredibly busy, he takes time out 
each semester to teach one class In 
philosophy. "I en|oy leaching a great 
deal." Olscamp said. 
In the future Olscamp would like to 
return to teaching full-time Although 
he Is not sure of the time or college, 
he would like to return to the West 
Coast. He appreciates the area, and 
hit two children. Adam and Rebecca, 
also live In the Seattle vicinity. 
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Photo prof is one-man editor 
Gordon does it all for magazine 
Friday photo by Alex Horvath 
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With an encouraging word or lust a 
friendly smile, James Gordon may 
seem like the average college profes- 
sor. However, to students In me de- 
portment ol journalism, Gordon Is 
much more. He Is the one-man editor 
and production staff tor News Photog- 
rapher magazine, an official publica- 
tion of the National Press 
Photographers Association, pub- 
lished monthly for its 8,300 members 
nationwide. 
Graduated Irom Bowling Green 
State University In 1956 with a bache- 
lor's degree In lournallsm, Gordon 
continued graduate studies at Ohio 
State University and received his mas- 
ter's degree In lournallsm In 1966. 
In addition to being a member ot 
the University lournallsm faculty, Gor- 
don has also been a staff photogra- 
pher for The Blade, Columbus Star, 
and various other newspapers. He 
was presented with the NPPA's highest 
award for  photojournalism   In  July 
1986. 
As editor, not only Is Gordon re- 
sponsible for the content of News 
Photographer magazine, but also for 
typesetting, preparation of camera- 
ready copy, printing and second 
class mailing. This entire process oc- 
curs In his basement, which Is com- 
plete with a darkroom. 
"I was always Interested In photo- 
journalism. I grew up In Rochester. 
New York, near Life magazine. Pho- 
tographers ot Life magazine were the 
heroes of people interested In pho- 
tography In my generation." 
Many students, photolournallsm 
majors nonwlthstandlng, wonder 
what the future holds tor them after 
graduation. Protessor Gordon be- 
lieves that It students don't make a 
mark for themselves as college stu- 
dents, such as In student publications, 
they're going to have a rough time 
after graduation. 
"People hire you on the basis ot 
what you do as a college student and 
as an Intern. Before you can get an 
internship, you have to be able to 
show your Interest in your Held,"he 
said. 
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Fllot continued from pog* 7 
come the site ol the center because 
"BGSU Is recognized as an adminis- 
trator supporting me two founda- 
tions." 
Yoon added, "We have another 
small Molangaster Mutant Center. 
The purpose was to put the two cen- 
ters together." 
In addition to Yoon. the center Is 
staffed by a curator, two staff techni- 
cians, two groduate students and 12 
undergraduates. Their Jobs range 
from recording statistical data to 
stuffing test tubes with the special 
food for each kind of fly. 
This special food Is one of the 
things that makes the center unique. 
According to Yoon, the files from 
Mexico eat meat while those from the 
zraln forest eat fungus. 
He added that the center Is 
unique because It Is the only such 
center In the world. The center also 
has 20 species already extinct In 
nature. 
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■ns ta»V%g vanoua typss ol •Kino. 
O VICTCflY GARDEN A rt> 
pott from tha southsrn Oavdan: 
Natron*. WiidW* Fadaranon ttatv- 
•Hat O s-g Tufts ■haras ssorsts for 
.Mcosssful badfaadmg « Mssss- 
ehoaaoa 
SJOO 
O SPORTSWEEKEND World 
1SK Road Uses for woman, from 
Lisbon. Spam, an ovmvmm of the 
popular Roys' Wmtsr Fas In To- 
ronto (Tspsdl 
• COLLEGE TOOTBALL 
TODAY 
• AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
-John SchnsKlBf swigs Motywoo<l 
Hsross" and Who Carss": 
SoutJisrn PacsV psrfvrns Thing 
About You" and "•■* CufJs.." 
m atarao. (R| 
• FRUGAL GOURMET Con- 
fit rsospss - ussng oooss. oNrAsn. 
port and pasta  In ■tsrso 
JESPNI     HORSE     RACING 
irVssnao*jfofi     u t       lnfNarTwncn*?j. 
(iomlw« Md  (Lrval 
(TMC)   MOV*   ***H    Tha 
U«sndar Hfl Mob" I1B62I Ahc 
GuBfinsss. Slants* Hoaoi»sy 
3:2B 
0     COLLEQI     POOTBAU. 
Psnn Stats at HBM Dams (Livs) 
MO 
• 0 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
UCLA at Wssfsngton (Lnsl 
• PGA OOLF Isuiu Kapshai 
Intsmataonal. final round, from 
MSL. Haws- (Lival 
m GOOO HEALTH FROM 
JANE BROOY'B KITCHEN 
Prspartng hasfttiy foods tfvat luoa 
•Ml But. Gusst dktrnewn Manyo 
Woods. 
m MOVIE **** Monksy 
■uSTNSS 1.931) Man BfOthsra. 
TrtssrvsTodd 
• MOVIE **H Th. 
Wort<it Qrassaat Low" 119771 
Osns WUdar. Carol Kana. 
4*00 
■ QOO AND MONEY A kx* 
at tha oontanta and rsautta of a 
pastoral lattar on povsrty from 
Amanca's Roman Cathoac b»sh- 
ops 10 thaw churchsa. chaasngng 
Catttohca to ra-aaarnna U.S. aoo- 
SJD   MAGIC OF OC PAINT- 
ING 
■SPNI AUTO RACING INRA 
Drag Raong. Fsl Nstwnats. from 
Bnstol. Tsrsv (Rl 
4:30 
0 TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
ITMC) MOVK ** V, "Angalo. 
My Lows" (1883) Angalo Evans. 
Machast Evans 
6:00 
9 BIX LIVES 
0 ECONOMICS USA A look 
at how banks and bustnmss. 
both largs and smal. set to mas- 
imus profrts. Q 
O DANCIN' TO THE HITS 
Mustcsl gussls: Dismarsms 
("Anvthtng. Anything <)'■ Gn-s 
Vaul"). In stsrso 
flD STAR SEARCH 
(ESPN) TENNIS tXTAPA Fastr* 
val. from MSJUCQ (Tspsdl 
MO 
S MUSIC CITY USA 
SNEAK PREVIEWS Hosts 
Jsffrov    Lyons    and    Michsaf 
Msdvsd look st what's nsw at rhs 
W ECONOMICS USA ProMss 
of Soosl Saturrty FamaY Asawt- 
anoa snd Job Corps progrsms Q 
m DREAM GIRL USA 
EVENING 
6:00 
i SATURDAY REPORT 
NEWS 
ALL CREATURES GREAT 
AND SMALL 
0 NOVA An sunwatBOn of 
thrss sSj-aSagill In tha baffla 
agaaw AIDS - dnaj a^atmsnt 
poasibaniaB. hnolng a vsjoons and 1 
dtsngtng bsftavior patlsma as ■ 
mssna of prsvsntion. Q 
• THROB Workara M Throb 
Rsoords irranga bind dstss tor- 
•arfiothar 
• •TAR TREK 
OKO 
■ THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
' '■ NSC NEWS 
■ rTSALIVING 
IEBPNI SCHOLASTIC 
•   SPORTS AMERICA 
fTMO SHORT FILM SHOW- 
CAM 
7:00 
«NEW8 
WE DONT KNOCK Mow- 
srdpsstsrs Na fsaow irlr-pa 
Ssngsrs, back Hags si Toronto ■ 
Cssby Awards; talung sosp to 
h^svvfoundkand •oggsr*. 
• HEE HAW Cohost Mai 
T*S Guaata: Louaa Mandral. 
John Andsrson. 
• MUPPETS Guast Chnato- 
phsr Lsnghsm. 
• SOLID GOLD Scnsouisd 
Jsnat Jackson. Nu Shoot, Gkma 
oring Al Jarrasu W Tuasday. 
*atar Catsrs with Amy Orant 
"Tha Na.t T-rv. I Faft"|; hssh- 
oscfc ssgmant - Tommy Roa 
(  'Shads")   in stsrso 
■ OUT OF THE FIERY FUR- 
NACE An asdnwiaSJon of Qrsat 
B'ltsm 1 industrisi Rsvolutton and 
its graat in van oons whach aross 
from tha nsad to da ■ slop nsw *n- 
srgy sowrosa aftsr a 17oVosntury 
snargv cnars. g 
• MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE "Psradsw Postponad" 
Whas «n Hoflywood 10 work on a 
han senpt. Hsnry marnaa Agnaa 
SaMar; Lsakss luocaas at buai- 
nsaa snd potties dosa not srtsnd 
10 hat msmsd kfa (Pan 4 of 11) 
m    MAMA'S    FAMILY    A 
stsamy lovs kmsr tsfla into ths 
wrong hands si rhs Harpsr houoa. 
0    WHAT'S    HAPPENING 
NOWII 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
(TMC)  MOVIE   ** H      FUttch 
(1966) Chsvy Ctiasa    Jos   Don 
Bafcar   An LA. rsportar with an 
array of dtsgtssaa attampU to un- 
rsvsi a plot rmrohang a wsafthv 
buSanassmsn   wrto   oonaacts   h»s 
own mudar   In sksrso    PG  Q 
7:30 
.•   8   SMALL    WONDER 
Vkoki   laarns   tha   ■mportanoa of 
havvtg a hasn. 
O DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Faaturad: Da* trvrtn. 
a ONE BIG FAMILY Uncls 
Jafca snd ths kid* arsn t rJvilad 
wrth Don's plsna for a (Smay 
eampsyg tnp. 
a WHAT A COUNTRY! 
CSPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL | 
Gaorgra as Auburn BjgaJ 
• :0O 
a a DOWNTOWN Fornsy's 
m jurad durmg a shoot-out with a 
svsstgsng. 
a NHL HOCKEY Dssrort Had 
Wtnga   M   Toronto   Mspls   I aafs  . 
ftJsal 
a PACTS OF LIFE Baas cooks 
up a syasam to rasa guys. In star- 
:s.g 
a LIFE WITH LUCY Luty's 
ssnsr drops by urtsspacksdry. g 
a GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Wagnsr Ths cornoos- 
sr's draam of a rhaaaar of ffta fu- 
tora bsxBvnsa s rsaMy wWt ths 
cornolation of OOnsSAJCtlon at 
Bsyrsuth. whara ha B»a»sas*uaV 
prsMana to) Ma's work. 'Ths 
Mng of tto Nftslwng.'' (Fsrt 4 of 
8 MOVrf  • * V,      Ths Shaggy 
o A " 11E76) Oast.   Jonas, 6u- 
a FtashstSi   WMs rwnnatg * 
[ Bssnct ataarnsy. s ktwyw fLnds 
totaSSff tna poaasaaor of an w*- 
casnt rmg tnat trsnarorms lam tnto 
• •hsgwowno. 
a WONDER WOMAN 
a NATIONAL Gf OORAPM- 
rC 
MO 
0 227 Tto Tsmetitaons "kt 
a guast sppssrsnos as Mary'a 
church tsasnt show In stsrso 
a ELLEN BURSTYN SHOW 
Mofy has sscond thought* about 
rseonosng writ, tor sstrsngad 
husband, g 
MOO 
a a MOVIE Drssms Of 
Gold Tto MsJ Fishar Story'' 
(Prarrvara) Ckff Robsrtaon. Loratta 
SvMt. Tto fact-bsssd story of an 
Amsncsn tsnWy • 1 7-yasr SSSrOh 
for sunksn trassurs thoughi to bs 
aboard a Sparash gsAson that 
csjpswjadrn 1622. g 
a GOLDEN GIRLS Btsnchs s 
fsttor ■Yksnda to marry a rtrucft 
youngar woman In ttarso g 
• LIFE: 60 YEARS 
Haghlaghia a*cluarva covsrsgs of 
tha Wa AfO tto World racord- 
mg limon and fto Msrcury sa- 
tronauta. sitsrvtswa with Norman 
Massr. Ssn Edward Ksnnsdy and 
Juks Andrsws: Audrsy Hapburn 
Bob Hops and John Gktnn acospt- 
svg LIFE Lacjands Awards at osra- 
morass tapsd st Radio City MusK 
Ha» m Haw Vort g 
a GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES Syivai Ftno Kaya'a Mu- 
ses' Comsdy Tonight III" Dtok 
Van Dyks. Ekans Snitch Pan. La- 
Baas snd Robsrta Psssrs ara 
among tto stsrs rsrorsailng 
Broadway mustCSrS rrrdwdbtg 
"Tto Boys From Syracuaa" snd 
Lsdy BsGoodl 
a MOVIE ***» Kay Lar- 
go (18461 rkjmphrsy Bogart, 
Lsursn Bscal. A Florida rasorl ho- 
tsl >a tsksn ovsr by s bunch of 
hoods. 
a  NATIONAL   GEOGRAPH- 
IC 
(TMC)      MOVIE     ***H 
Whosa Lrfa. la It Anyway?- 
(1881) RKhatd Draytusa, John 
Casssvskss. Psrsk/Md from tto 
nsok down m an sutortiObSjs SCO- 
oant. s BciA>tor rsmmascas about 
IMS lira bsfora snd stoqusnity 
arguss for has right to dra. R 
S:S0 
a AMEN Tto Rsv. Grsgory and 
go o 
rat-sat si tto srsdsmssi. In aw- 
so. 
8 MOVIE *S>H CoWsdo 
Tanrkary" 08411 Josl MoCrsa. 
Wgasa Mayo Afksr SSOIpIng 
•torn at-1, a man finds 
Una vsAsy with 
. Southsrn FaoaV psrforma TNng 
About You" and "Pk* CBBMSC." 
In stsrso. H 
X ROCKY AND PRIENOS 
6TO6 
■SPNI COLLEGE fOOTSALL 
REPORT 
(TMO MOVIE * H 'Tranosrs'* 
(1866) Tan Trkornsrson. rattan 
Hunt Hot on tha toskl of an 
mslsvolsni mystic with mur- 
dsrous plans, a cop rrtvsis back in 
bma from tto yssr 2247 to Los 
Angslsaof 1986 PG-13 g 
11:16 
QNEWSl P-Ovnc-Aflari I 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:SO 
a MOVIE *** Vt "Ssraaco" 
(18731 Al Pspino. Tony Robsrts 
An tonsst polosman sscrAoss 
ha carssr and almost has Ms to 
8)6*888 MBVRWSI corruption an tto 
Nsw York Pokes Dspsttmanl- 
• MOVIE *** '-SIM- 
Tough (1877) Btsl Rsynotds, 
Kns fratoffsrson. Two tootoss- 
P-av-ig bucktss compaks for ths 
hand of tto tsarn ownsr's bsovB- 
luf snd s»cspoonaay wsafth, 
dsughtsr 
8 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
in atarao 
0 WRESTLING 
a MOVIE **** Tto Man 
Who Knsw Too Much" (1966) 
Jsmss Stswart, Dons Day An 
Amsrpcsn coupka -1 Morocco kasrn 
of an iiissstrarbon plot whan 
ttoy witnsss tto niurdsr of a 
Frsncn sscrst agsnt 
12:00 
(FAMOUS KNOCKOUTS 
SOU-TRAIN 
ESPN) WRESTLING 
12:30 
■ WRESTLING 
12:48 
(TUCI   MOVIE **    Toy Set 
akm"   "9841   Jaaon   Mdtai. 
Claavon Lima. 
MO 
SJ HART TO HART 
■SPNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
fGaoriaa al AJwn (R) 
1:S0 
SJ HELEN KELLER 
2.-00 
■ MOVIE •»•    Una Faua* 
!And B.g Malay''   (1070) Rotan 
Radnxd. ahohaal J. Po*ard 
ffSNEWS 
MOVIE ***    Tha Ldng- 
aal v.d   110741 Bwl flaynoU*. 
Eddaj •an 
lohangaia bahat 
maamolwa»aiia»ai.q 
-
 NEWTON B APPLE » Uc* 
•aa: m* eauaaa d high Uood 
crlU htoaj* CJ 
H MOVBl *** "Mofcy Ok*" 
1(1960)   Graeoy  Pae».   PJohanl 
10:00 
fj) HUNTER A San Franciaoo 
dalaclwa ha»a Ikawr and McCal 
aohaj a aanaa ol bamng. mtadar*. 
toMaiao. 
■ TW«.K*HT ZONE 
ISEM 
■ COLLEGE     POOTBAU. 
Ohn Sut* at VWaoonaki (Taaaa) 
11:00 
JSJSlNEWS 
NATIONAL O 
MTV   TOP   20   VKJEO | 
COUNTDOWN ■ AUSTIN crrv LIMITS ; 
AFTERNOON 
12:00 
SPORTSCENTER   • TO- 
DAY 
MEETING   PLACE   Ra. 
E*aran  Meannan   nnlmin   a 
Hmoaa from Urn Fan SaokvB* 
Pnkiovlanan   Chvdi   al   Lowar 
N.8. (Rl 
EARLE BRUCE 
MEETTMEPRESS 
NOVA An ajaMBEBtB ol 
»UQ 
■ FAME Jnaa taoaa a laa otv 
ataolaa aman ha aata out k> draet 
IflktaohooTa 1830a-typa mualoaL 
jCTMCI MOVIE *** "Baaartv 
iHOaCop" I19B4I Sdaa Muphy. 
I Judga Ranhokt 
12:S0 
■ ■ NPL TODAY HoaaM By 
Brail Muahagar. 
■ NFL 'SB Hoaad by Bob 
Coaua. 
( PORTRAITS 
ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
ESPN) NPL OAME OP WEEK 
IBM 
■ NFL   FOOTBALL CNaasa 
Baa* a Adama Facona gjoal 
O   COUNTRY   CANADA A 
• dvoraola ol  ^aaailiaaai paa 
i lama* who loa monoy vahan a 
aMaajaJajj plant cloaad. 
! SJ NFL FOOTBALL Da.on Li- 
on* a Phaadaphi* Eaolaa Uva) 
■ NFL FOOTBALL Raaon* 
cova*o* ol llaawOM OEaa M 
Pdtabagh   Suaa*.   Mam Dol- 
Iphina *l Buffalo Ba*. a Saatna 
[SaaruwAa al CaieinnM BangMa 
ItaW 
« COMMUNITY CLOSE-UP 
■ WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVKWQ 
• MOVIE **» "Fun" 
118721 Bun Raynou*. Jar* Waa- 
'lon. 
4ESPNI HORSE SHOW 
JUMPING Grand Pra ol Maw 
York, from Madaon Sojaara Ga 
dan. rrapad) 
1:80 
0 HYMN SING BWa«B«l B> 
duda "Tha Tan* Far Singing Haa 
Coma." "My Fatah Look* Up to 
Thaa" aid "You am to 8* Bam 
■ MOVIE *** Tha Gai- 
a-ay (18721 Sana McOuaai. 
AI.MacG.aw 
■ ■ WALL STRErr WEEK 
"At tha Oracago Board OptJona 
Eaohanga    Guaata: FtnM Option* 
01 Chaago ChMrrnan Jan Porta: 
K«lda Paabody B Co. Vaa Praa- 
dani Vad* K. Loan. 
2:00 
SNOVA SCOTIA TATTOO 
• GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES "Wagna" Tha eompoa- 
a'a draam of a Ittlim of aha hr- 
*jn baoomoa a taakty wtth tha 
oemphtbon of corannjeoon a 
Bayrautn. afara ha I rrnakdy 
pramfaaa ha a* i aork. "Th* 
Ring Of tha Ntwlung ' (Part 4 Of 
|4IO 
■ MOVK ** "My Ffiand 
ana." 118491 Dap, Manm. Jvv 
.Laaia. 
(TMO MOVE] *** "Kidoo" 
118841   Soon   Vli.au.   Cav 
SarMfe 
S F 
I 
 
ACS 
2:80 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Fran- 
tar 600 Off-Road Raoa. from La* 
Vagaa IRI 
ass 
• HOCKEY HALL OP FAME 
DINNER 
■ LAWRENCE OP ARABIA: 
THE MASTER IXUSaONRTT 
tmrrluuiBr 
1 
Long Stem Roses 
Many Colors 
'9s0 a dozen 
Cash & Carry 
428 East Wooster Street 
Store Front On Wooster 353*1045 
*»T»t"»iV u'l»' ■jfio.f'r ~**4lgp 
OfHi: 
Mon.ThuPi. 6l'am-9pni 
Fri.6»«n-l(>pni 
Sat 8am I Opm 
Sun otnv9pm 
WlS.Ma*a 
Baaaaj Gm. Oki* 
352-0123 
IrridldVirjityUM) 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp    S6.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo    S5.95 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and dessert Buflet 
plus choice of potato. 
call us about our 
.«*«,Mito#Mn*U 'aiafflo'J 
of Thomee Eearord Inn, end 
•one raaed by No mm 
dee*. 
• OOO AND MONEY A loco 
M the con-ante and mdii of ■ 
I—Ml aeaar on po>nn worn 
AaeaTtoe a Roman Cethoec carh- 
op* 10 Mt two*. rhaaatgkig 
US 
• MOV* »» • Eya 0111s 
Nee*. Iigan Deratd &nh>- 
a»«tl(oaoi||Bgi   . 
1:10 
OTNI SOARING: THC QUI- 
ET CHALLENGE 
4:00 
■ MOV* ** n Eocope To 
AM" I1t7» Hoger Men, 
Devaj Nnajaj. 
• FRAGOLE ROCK Red and 
Me Gorg argue aaout bung 
tnenda with ■ taking meror 
naiadUM (Big 
• NRL FOOTBALL fVegjonel 
cover ego o» fleiiolonrt Browne at 
Loa Angela* Radar- IrvJtaapoa- 
CoNa at Naar von. Jala, Kanaaa 
City Cfaafo at Denver fjronooa or 
New England Peevjt- at Loa An- 
galee Rama. OJva) 
• STAB SEARCH 
■ CAPrrcx JOURNAL 
• CANCER. THC SECONO 
AND FINAL WAR Tha Focal 
piubl-ma of cancar ajajjajat 
8 MOV* **» TheLae.ee- 
Man" (1M1) Jerry leww. Helen 
IESPNI FISHIN' HOLE 
(TMCI     MOVIE     **       Tha 
bather Doubloon   11947) Nancy 
Guad. Gaorga Montgomery 
4:10 
■ CFL FOOTBALL Wanam 
Diroeon Serrefetal 1*0)1 
8 WILD KINGDOM 
MCLAUGHLIN OROUP 
6:00 
■ NATIONAL GEOORAPH- 
IC Bata. owto. hyenoe and aght- 
taaa cam owoaYiB rah ara e-e- 
nanad through Tha lana of a 
■oplvaticeied nejht aaaW camara 
CD 8 LIFESTYLES OF THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS Morgan 
leeched man a irwdrevel man- 
aon at England: automotrva en- 
aapunaur Joa Hrudka: a tour of 
Now YonVe WeMorf Aetone Ho- 
tat: tha ParepOakar Raay. 
« FIRING LINE 
COU8TEAU OOYSSEY 
(VW WRESTLING 
MO 
(TMCI MOV* •• Pole. 
Aeadamy 2- Thar Feat Aaaajrv 
maat" OMal Steve GunenOerg 
Boot* Smith 
■VtHMO 
SKW 
•JNCVV* 
■ FAME 
m COUtTTlAU OOTSejeTY 
• FRENCH CHEF Tha Lotv 
atar Shear" W 
• TID KNIGHT SHOW Mri | 
Steteon 
• CHECK IT OUTI The dee) 
Marana Mraa ■ oarceuege jao> 
Chneaan* edvanceo ■vedverteneV 
matalaa Howard for ha target 
JrOO 
«m DO MINUTE* 
ODD,   HOUSE  Kne    teec 
ghaahar a negative ohorocaa i 
eranco   that   could   tfttaejn   hor 
Purr* to amar rha A* Force Ace* 
amy. In taeeo. Q 
• MOV* "The Lartovar. 
(Phrmaaat John Damar. Cavev 
VeSarjiia. Aa uueanual iitnplni 
tfar* up near wave te aeero off 
• VOU WRITE THI 
BJQtl-M Quaaa. •*• rock tjaup 
Barkn Aoatmr-i A--«d--4nr»«« 
OMrgto 
of tha foatar horn* in arlaoh rht-yl 
-va bMflM C(IV Of*CB». 10  kaapf 
it* houaa opan A "Omwf Sun-| 
day Movw'' prawtouaan. Q 
. • WONDCRWOmCS "Ann*: 
I of Qraan Ottki" Baaad en fja,. 
atonaa by Lucy Maud Momgam- 
1
 an/. An aMarty apawtar and har 
i broiha. ■    (Co—an    Oaartturai. 
Kohard famawonh) daetaun 10 
adopt an orphan bov n ttalp with 
farm choraa a ovaraat whan rha 
«l»n»>Taga miatakanrv tanda iham 
a    haadairong.    m»achia-oua    g*t 
I Maoan Foaowtl   (Pan 1 of 4) Q 
• OUT Of THE FIERY FU*- 
NACE Iha co"apaa o* tha Bronia 
Aga ron'a r>aa to pranvawncai and 
tha faatJt-ng ahttt of iha oantar of 
ovaUahon horn tha MHMai Ea«t 
to tha Madrtananaan. Q 
{NEW GIDQE T 
FAME Chna «mda uo iak mg 
cara of ha, 9 mooth-oid naphaw 
fflPHf fj»«)«T»CENTEf» 
(TMCI   MOVIE   ***     Dont 
Cry.   It a Only Thundar    I1M2) 
DanMa Chnatophar. Suaan Sawn 
Jamaa   A woman Army dector 
and a PouMa prona madbc halp 
hwo nona cara for a group of Vktt- 
namaaa oiphana. VG 
7:S0 
0    BEACMCOM»ER8    Ntck 
laka. tha .hgaaphona Out to aaa 
m an attampl to o*m tana and 
pcavant a tpara crTicMa worn aatr~ 
■ng tha boat. Lama Kannadv guaat 
atara. (Rig 
O BEST Of SATURDAY 
NIGHT LIVE 
(EVff) NFL SUPERSTARS 
Frofaaa of Diiana i^iomaa and 
TomOampaay 
MO 
O S MURDER. SHE 
WROTE Jaaaaca mvaaogataa tha 
daatt of a powarful pubfwhar. 
hVarry Guarolno and Gratohan Cot- 
ban guaat atar. Q 
O MOVIE *•** O Goto 
an Pond" (1MII Katfwrtna Hap- 
bum, Hanry Fonda. Old farnay 
tananna faaurfaea aa an aMariy 
coupla ratuma to (haw Haw Eng- 
land ratraat and ara v-anad by 
• STAR TREK 
(Eartf) ROUfR DERBY 
MO 
I HOTLINE 
VICTORY HARDEN A ra-| 
aon. 
0 EASY STREET IK   ga<i a 
chanoa to ahow off har darielng 
taknt at • chanty eaamo party. In 
aaarao. 
• 0 NATURE  A kx*  at ma 
GaMpagoa Wanda1 inany bada. to- , 
ctu*^ iha wavad abatroaa. btua- - 
ibotad booby, fngaaa bad and fha , 
yound finch: a«ao man's ratooaw   I 
fJHPNI BABKETBAU. U St R 
attowafjUaa) 
000 
• VALERIE A baakatbal kn^ay 
•anda OaMd to   (ha hoapRal. In 
• PUTTIN' ON THI HITS 
Ltoayncad    tha   B-ft2i       noOk 
VAat Kava You Dona for Ma 
Laaatyr to atarao 
■MO 
01 0 FREBIIO Carol Buman. 
Charlaa Oodto and Dabnay Cola- 
man atar m ttaa parody of prtrna- 
Bma aoap oparaa focuatng on tha 
'•a*. awJaaary n Fraano. Caflf. 
(Pan I of S) g 
01 MOVIE **## TarmaOf 
Endaarmant" I1M3I SNrlay Mac- 
Latoa. Oabra Wtogar Jamaa L. 
Brooha' clVonwia of tha 30-yaar 
•voluoon of tha compta. but lov- 
ing 'atationahap Datwaan a mothar 
and har a^apandant daughtar. 
(Vwwar DaWBlM Ath-oad) g 
01 MOVIE ** W Suddan Im- 
pact" (1983) Cftot Eaatweed. 
Sondra Looha. Naar San franca 
oo. ■traatwata datacth-a Daiy Har- 
ry Caaahan aaarchaa for a rrojaaa- 
t>c Mia- (Vw*ar DiaoraOon 
AdMtvadjg 
01 fj MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Paradtoa Poaiponad' 
Chanotta taarna that Tom Nowt'a 
old cottaga haa baan aoid; aftar 
qualifying aa a doctor. Frad ba- 
comai Or Sahara partnar: a 
hunting accwJant mjurat Mum- 
phray (Part 6 of nig 
01 MOVIE * Tha Day It Cama 
To Earth (1977) Wtok Robarta. 
Rogar Manrang. Tha corpaa of a 
mcfH>akng vKhm ta -tnouad with 
bfa by a rad-oaetiva mataoma. 
01 WHAT'S HAPPENING 
NOWII 
(TMO MOVIE *** "Bavarly 
Hah Cop" (19841 Eddto Murphy. 
Jodga Ht-nhotd A faat-tafctog 
cop traaa Na baat fnancra ■*• 
from tha ataya of Daaort to tha 
poah grtanaa of Bavarty Hah. to 
atarao. «'g 
8:30 
• 8ANFOR0 AND SON 
1CVOO 
JCSC NEWS Q 
FOOLS ON THE HEX 
Waallfa avanta. pnKada>g tha 
■tart up of tha wortd~a Drat ragw- 
iar TV aamoa by tha 88C pra- 
vwJaa tha bacf>(pound for tfaa dra- 
ma cornrr»amoraong tha SO-yaar 
amNaraary of tSC-TV. Tha fto- 
t-onal atory taaa of a camara-dotV 
puahar'a ronvanttc advanturaa 
with a prtrn aaoratary and a atu- 
dto-cantaan aaa-atant 
« KIOSK 
WASHINaTON REPORT 
fESPNI BILLIARDS World Opan 
Prolainonal     Championship. 
man'a fanaa. (Tapadl 
10:28 
©VENTURE 
1f>M 
01 THE WEST Of THE IM- 
AGINATION   Jamaa VWawora 
narrataa tNa took at how vamua 
-rorraar ^anna of paa-tara Qaorpa 
Cadto and AaYad Jacob Mate 
• KENNETH CCIPtLANO 
I MO 
• 8J8JNEVVS 
01 TALES FROM THE 
OAfKStDE A naraaanoua akaaoh 
of    a    IBttr-oarrtury    noj-»orhon 
cauaaa aoubto for a BBl haalad 
•NTER 
(TMC)       MOVIE       ** Tha 
Braahar Ooubtoon" (1B47) Nancy . 
Guad Gaorga Mtontgomary. A 
rara ooai provldaa a dua to tha 
daati of a carnwaman and BRM8B 
to ba an a—hanga madtom for 
btao.maf .nformoaon 
IM0 
01 S8EKEL ft ISjEftT B THI 
MOVIES SolatduM r**mm 
1
 "Tha Moaourto Coaat" lltornaon 
Ford. Hatan Maran): "Sbaaia of 
Gofcl QUffua Mafia Brandauar); 
"Satty Bbje" EUawnei OaBa, 
Jaarr-HuguM AngMda). 
11:90 
01 8*8KEL a. EBERT 8 THI 
MOVIES    Schadutod    ravtawa: 
'Tha Moaqurto Coaat   (Hatitoon 
Ford.   Hatan  Maran):     Snaata  of 
Gold     Ktoua   Mana Brandauar): 
"Batty    Biua      (Baavtca    OaBa. 
Jaan Huguai Anglada) 
■ iwOVVE***   Srnaah-Up. 
Tha Story Of A Woman ' (1847) 
Suaan   Hayward.   Laa   Bowman 
Tha    wtfa    of    a    struggling 
aongwntar hnda aha cannot copa 
with laa nagtoct or har own faa> 
aiga of Liiiiiinm and tuma to 
alcohol aa a raautt. 
I NEWS 
CARING FOR   THE AL- 
ZHEIMER'S VICTIM 
tBIX LIVES 
ABBOTT AND C06TEL- 
LO 
#J FOR MY PEOPLE 
s 
MONDAY 
NOVEMa« ,,   ,g 
aaa 
taaa NEWI 
PM MAGAZINE latry Hag- 
man I "Oaaaa"! and ha temp/: ex 
one ammaei 
a ADAM SMITH'S MONEY 
WORLD 
S    MACNEK.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
8a OIFF'RENT STROKES 
IESPNI 9PORT8LOOK 
1:10 
( CBS NEWS 
NSC NEWS 
AJJCNEWSQ 
1US1NESS REPORT 
GET SMART 
FACTS Of LIFE 
IESPNI ACTION   OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS SOROS 
7900 
« CSS NEWS 
COUNTRY   CANADA   A 
aewaorananl. (Pan 3 of 31 In a can Weat    at TNa epaode 
faWmva who -oat  rrvonaY wheaTi a 
grocaaafajoameaoaad. 
(WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
NKXT Interyamr aeth actor Her- 
a NEVAYWEO GAME 
/    LEHralR 
eejTWSIlOlJei 
a MOV* * » H The Ceeta 
•ajy Coaakoy'' IIS74I ran I of 
31 Jamaa Gamer, Van Maee. A 
Taaee ccaapoka aMl more Maaal 
than ha aaoacaed neangaog on a 
Haetaaan cattle ranch A Won 
darfU World of Oianey" 
tGIMMC A WaVWO 
M*A*S«H 
(ESPHI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI MOV* **H "Angalo. 
My loue" MSS3I Angalo Evana. 
Michael I vena An American gyp 
ay boy alee to lealeai a remey 
herloom ailaoh yraa Molen   " 
7:SO 
a PM MAGAZINE Sergen 
Horaen-. Larry Hagman I "Oalaa "I 
and ™a fanwy. Fraano Fawar; an- 
nourvcairvant of tha faorwdy Con- 
taat 
0 RACCOONS Only Ralph and 
Matiaa luiow what'a about to 
happan at tha Foraat Bowl whan 
madaval   hmghta   auddanfy   ap- 
p**.g 
JEOPARDY 
I TAXI 
I DATING GAME 
TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
i FORT 
• THREE  S COMPANY 
i fESPNI     NFL    FILMS    PRE- 
SENTS 
OEM 
8J 8J FRESNO Carol Burrwtt. 
Charwaa Groda. and Oabrtay Con- 
man atar m tha parody of prtma- 
oma aoap oparaa rocuasng on tha 
raaan ttiduatry m Fraano. CaM. 
(Part 2 of B) g 
O FRONT PAGE CHAL- 
LENGE 
88 FAMILY TIES Shapya 
aiatad to bacoma tha obsxi of a 
crual fiMarnrty prar*. In atarao. 
• MACGYVER MacGyvar am- 
barka on a hang>-glKlng adwantura 
a. tha wadarnaaa Q 
m DAY THE UNIVERSE 
CHANGED: A FERSONAL 
VIEW BY .JAMES BURKE 
Tha Induatrval Ravo*ut»on'« roota 
at IBth-cantury England and 
changaa brought •bout by avdua- 
tnatirat*on. g 
m WONDERWORKS "Tha 
tkum of D— Our VValtar 
Small and ha farnay muat daada 
whathar or not to atay to tha 
houaa that waa onca a atop on 
tha uodarg/ourvd ' mk uad   (Part 2 
of 21 (R) g 
I GUN SMOKE 
MOVIE ***V» 'Notional 
vampoon'a Animal Houaa'* 
(1978) John Satuah.. Tan Matha- 
*asn. In Ota aarty 1060a, Datta 
Houaa. tha laraaat and wldaat 
gang on a ooBaga campua batdaa 
tha mava OmaflB Houaa and tha 
.vchool • daan 
CSPNI    MAGIC    YEARS    IN 
SPORTS   A   took   at   tha yaar 
1975   With   a   foatura  On  rormar 
anna atar Adhur Aaha 
S:M 
fONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
ALF   Inll.N 
(ESPN) MONDAY NIGHT 
MATCH UP A pravtow Of to- 
r-ght ■ gama batwaan tfta San 
Franc 1MB 48ara and WMnatgnon 
Rada»->« 
•KM) 
ffj BJ  NEWHART An outkdar 
Larry and ha broaMra. Q 
« RACING GAME 
MOVIE   "Kaaaa   Sacat 
nay. (award Aanar. Tha aaama.| 
iy parhKt Ma of a houaawtta and 
moBar la otoudad by an aaatng 
at couw itfttosoaat. 
Bfa. In atwao. g 
m NIR. POOTBAU. San Frotv- 
caoo 48ara at Waahngaon Raa- 
aUnafLnolQ 
8J MAKING OP A CONTV 
NENT A portran of tha Maata- 
aopa Rnar. tha paopb) who bana- 
flt from trwng along « banka and 
tha futura poaanhal tor wMa- 
■praad    rtaateucrton    of   8fa    and 
| proparTy raauMng bom gaotogKai 
changaa wrougM by tha rtvar'a 
iwaaara.g 
■ JACQUES COUSTEAU'S 
NORTH AMERICAN AD- 
VENTURES 'Cnaa From Tha 
Daap" Jacouaa and Jaan Mtchal 
Cuuataau awaaagna acologlcal 
probtama off Canada's aaa tarn 
aaaboad. a auraian Sparaah gat- 
toon, tha undaratda of a gtacar 
and tha ptght of a baby hump 
baohwhata.   * 
8J MOVIE *** Way Marty 
For Ma" (1871) Clint Eaatwood. 
Wal An 
woman tr -M to foroa har affao- 
nora upon a dtoc acfeay who -» 
afcaady arrvorvad wth anothar gal 
(ESPN) SKATE AMERICA lea 
Oancng (TapaCD 
(TMCI MOVIE ***V» Tha 
Lavanda Hat Mob' (I8B2) Atac 
Gursrwaa. Stantay hVaoway. An 
unMuftband of bank robbara at 
lampta ona of tha oddaat bank 
haati a hatory. 
OBOO 
01 S DESIGNING WOMEN 
Payna dataa a much otdar coftoga 
profaaior. 
1O:O0 
01   EB CAQNEY 8   LACE Y 
Cagnay'a dafarrninad to avanga 
tha daath of a dactcatad aaawtant 
okatnet attorrtay   g 
0   NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
m 01 HOLIDAY ENTER- 
TAJ NING WITH MARTHA 
STEWART Author and chat 
Martha Stawart aharaa hot-day 
antanarnaig idaaa. from planrang 
and praponng tha food to caateng 
a faauva aatttng at tha tabta. 
©NEWS 
(ESPN) ROLLER DERBY 
HMO 
CD HONEYMOONERS 
(TMCI MOVIE ** Baat Da- 
fanaa (1984) Oudto, Moora Ed- 
da Murphy. A hapktaa angaaar'a 
pfana for anaw tank gyo ara faa- 
atg aa naaarabfy •*> ha marnaga. 
and oMraaaa two yaara turn, a 
tank corTtmarvOar anOLraa tha ra- 
euhe   » q 
UrOO 
«eaa»!wi 
OHIO   SUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
« DARK SHADOWS 
LATE   SHOW Hoot:   Joan 
River-   StheeUaot ecaaae Suaan 
Loco,     country      emger     Randy 
Tiewi lortereo 
a WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
■SPNI SURFER MAGAZINE 
11:10 
a TAXI 
A TV 
to era. 
-act hen Pom a ha man. M 
a HIT OF CAP.SON From 
Auguet 19SS. uei—aan Rceart 
Uan. emaa paeyar Bone Seokar 
and ceaM Vo-Vo Ma loin heat 
Johnny Careon. In aaa ao. A) 
a NATURE A look at pel OeJo- 
pagoe Moavda' many bade, eidud- 
evg »m enured aftoaooa. baja* 
•ooead booby, tngete bed end Pre 
ground Mnch: oao. mana leaSJSW 
ahej aeth the aaande changng 
enveor-ieeu. (Pan 3 of 31 at eap. jog 
a "USINESS REPORT 
a   LATE   SHOW Hoot: Joan 
Schectaed   actreee Suaan 
Locci       counay      emger     Handy 
netereo. 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
TUESDAY 
NOVEMMII II. ISM 
•■00 
taaaNEws 
PM MAGAZINE An AIDS 
vtebm end ha euppomve lampy; 
beevg amgha m Hofvarood. 
COED 
MACNEl     I    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
a a DIFF'RENT STROKES 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
•:90 
! CSS NEWS 
NSC NEWS 
ABC NEWS CJ 
BUSINESS REPORT 
GETSMAfTT 
FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN) NBA TODAY 
MO 
a CSS NEWS 
SCOUNTRY REPORT 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINME-n   TO- 
NH3HT   Larry   Megmen   profae- 
Ova hen career of Gary Coopar 
«NEWLYWED GAME 
MACNEa.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
a MOVIE *#» TheCaetp 
way Cowboy' (1S74I (Fan 3 of 
21 Jamaa Oamar. Vera MeM. A 
Teaee cowpoke hnda more trouble 
then he eapocled wrangkng on e 
Hawaaan catta rancn A inrorv 
dertul World of Oanev pre-anta- 
oon. 
« GIMME A BREAK! 
M-A-S'H 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI MOVIE   ***   TOdco" 
IIM4I    Scott    Schwam.    Cav 
namon    Idee     An     I l-yeer-co 
Southern   Cekluiiai   eneeprerveor 
■   eo   -uoceeehe   that laa ache. 
eTfaaSfSeaTS1 hn-iii-im begar to 
eufter end del aajjeapaaj take the 
boy to eoun. -PG* 
7:10 
a PM   MAGAZINE how ec- 
ru- deal wnh ortaorean aSeaSSSi 
an Oavapy - uemg art to help #. 
cohoece: urtjan wngte - botervet 
of Oo.eoa-I Mueaam of Natural 
Haaory. Jm Saeel kak tat. 
a SHELLEY 
# JEOPARDY 
a TAXI 
a DATING GAME 
a TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
906 Napoleon Rd. 
(at S. College) 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
43402 
Jou re 
iometninc 
A I. ipecia 
o 
mmm 
Hours:      Mon. —PA      8 - 5:30 p.m. 
Saturdty 8 - 4:00 p.m. 
B.Q'S only fu. Nne Florist 
Complete Una pots ■ soil - insecticicles 
4&    ^P    '&/ • Priming 
>V  t^V (Jy ' Typesetting 
' ^i $■/ • Word Processing 
^^V     "^/ ' Screen Printing 
/XY   tJrjf ° Trophies • Plaques 
Cf^   £*/      ' Wedding Sutionery ' Flyers 
JJJP/ ' R»ffle Tickets • Booklets 
' / • Photocopies 5<   " Programs 
/ Brochures • Envelopes 
/ • Labels • Postcards 
r        • Ad Specialties "BusinessCards' Posters 
117 EAST COURT STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402 
Hours 9:30-5:30 Monday-Friday 
Phone (419) 3)2-4068 
i^ 
GETA 
PERSONALIZED 
STYLE FOR THE 
HOLIDAYS! 
PERMS • HAIRCUTS 
EAR PIERCING 
"/ Care About Your Hair" 
LEAH-BOWEN 
at the Hair •• Gallery 
143 east wooster, B.G. 
352-HATO 
• THRU* COMPANY 
MPHI      NFl»     OMATirr 
MOMENTS Son o< taM FaV ■aa. 
MO 
• ■ FRESNO Card Surnan. 
Chart* Orodn and Oabnvy Cola- 
man gtar at Into paraoV of arma- 
ama Mas OPWM liaiaaiy on tha 
raaln mataarv n Fraano. CaM. 
IFm3o<SIQ 
«TO M ANNOUNCED 
MATVOCK A .ija.ii. in 
cop a tuapoctad of murdamg ■ 
hood. In atarao. 
■ WHO'S THE BOSS? Tony 
•noouraoM JonaEwn to MOM at 
oymnamea. Q 
■ • NOVA Tn» loot m ongo- 
•ng acaartttnc attempt! 10 (Meow 
irHilganl bra at space features 
oomaioaan   l#r   Tomen.   ckrsctcr 
Sleven       SpMfcsTQ.      ——W 
Csri Segen and Frank f>*k*  in 
into, g 
IOUNSMOfCE 
(MOVIE *** Biwny 
Saddee' (19741 Cteevon LIU*. 
Gen* Wedar. In Mel Brook* 
■VMkarn parody ■ l—Voed -worker 
•n th* Old Weal 4 appc-ntad aher- 
•ff of a town marked for deaouc- 
bon by ■ go ■amor and • buaanee* 
tycoon. 
ffSPtt) NHL HOCKEY St Louai 
Blue* at Minnesota North Star* 
(I iwtl (Subject to baaokout) 
MO 
0   GROWING   PAINS   IMa 
baoomaa a modal amptoyao at a 
two** ewrt. g 
9:00 
0 0 MOVIE   Panaftv Phaee 
(rVamsara) P*ter Strauaa. Mrichal 
Ryan In tha m*dat of a ri ill ebon 
campaign, a |udga muat maha a 
dacstjon that could coat r-m he 
career, personal mteprih, and tha 
rMpact of in* coaeegue* Q 
0     HI      SHOOTS.      HI 
SCORES Pierre >* conftontad by 
haa old nval DanN) attar be-no t ese- 
gated to tha m«non   and muat 
deal with h<a feoanga of huma*) 
tson whan Dane) (a calked upon to 
play tor tha Nationals. 
0 CHIME STOflY Toreao i * 
vorca bacomaa Anal: Luca oraa- 
aurao Torafto's beat fnand to con- 
tsnua   provrdma   tha   mob   wrth 
.segelloen* In otereo 
0    MOONLIGHTING    Oevd 
con****** 10 Maddx that ha waa 
onoamantad Q 
0 0 THE AFRICANS A look 
■t tin orobWma armng From Afn- 
ca'a producton o* products it 
doaa not contumo and consump- 
tion of products it doaa not pro- 
duce. Q 
0MOVIE**** O OOO 
an Pond HMD Katharma Map- 
burn. Hanry Fonda. Old famav 
tanarona i-eeurfeoe aa an aUarty 
coupta ratuma to thar Now fng- 
land ratraat and ara yeaned by 
tha* daughter, har hence and hra 
•on 
ITMO MOVC *#v* Ftetoh" 
(19851 Chavy Chaaa. Joa Don 
Baker. An L.A reporter with an 
array of ttagu——i attempt a to un- 
rawal a plot nvoMng a waaRhy 
buasnaaaman who oontracta Mi 
own murdar. In atarao. W Q 
10:00 
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
0  1»M5cr»<UM   carMad 
fima   I    oyaM li a—:   42- ' 
| ywcH Tarpon Springe, Fia   tv 
auranoa aaaVjarttan Tun Ch**a '» 
I' ceas   b*jpr-a   part   of   atee S-man 
Manna Honor Guard at Praaidani 
Karwvadv'afunaralin IM3. Q 
'   0   JACK   AND   MIKE   MM 
gats ceoght up n ■ ch4d cuatody 
,   nght batwaan hsa akalar and har 
huaband.g 
0 0 MANAOtNO OUR 
MIRACLES: HEALTH CAM 
IN AMERICA Chad abuaa and 
tha cortfklantialitv of tha doctor- 
pattant ratauonahip ara aaanvnad 
by modaralor Harvard profaaaor 
Arthur R Mfaar and panaaata, av 
' tduov-j madkcal adnor Or. Arnold 
, S. Halrnan. Supnama Coon JuoVca 
Harry A Blackmun and fthoda la- 
land Anomay GananH Arlana 
VtokM. 
• NEWS 
HMO 
0 HONEYMOONERS 
11:00 
«0000NEWS 
BOWLING   GREEN   FO- 
;  RUM 
.   0 DARK SHADOWS 
0 LATE   SHOW Hoat    Joan 
Rnrtfl      Schadulad:     William 
Shatnar.   Laonard   NEmoy.   muaE- 
oan HartM Hancock. In atarao 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
(ESPN) TRACTOR PULL 
(TMCI MOVIE *#*    Savarty 
HsM Cop" (19841 EddM Murphy. 
Judga n^athold. A faat-talung 
cop traaa hw baat fnand ■ k«ar 
from tha aityt of Oatroit to tha 
potfi oaMrsM of Bavarfy HSa. In 
•tarao. *R' Q 
11:30 I 
I TAXI 
HOT SHOTS An amnaa«c   i 
i» auapactad of kakng tha kindly 
ownar of a failing ahoa factory. 
0     TONIGHT    Hoat:     Johnny 
Caraon Schadukad actor Staphan 
Lang ("Cr>ma Story"). In atarao 
0 NrOHTLINE 
0 MAKING OF A CONTI- 
NENT A  portratt  Of tha  Mtaaa>- 
•apc" Rrvar. tha paopta who bana- 
ht from living along its banki and 
the   hrtura   poktntMtl   for   wtda- 
spraad   daatrucoon   of   kfa   and 
property rsasjreng from gaolooKal 
Changs* wrought by tha ffcrsr't 
water* Q 
(BUSINESS REPORT 
LATE   SHOW Hoai: Joan 
Riveia.     Schadulad:    William 
Shatnar.   Laonard Nimoy.   mi*- 
can Herb-a Hancock In atarao 
«SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
WEDNESDAY 
NOVEMSER 19. 1BSS 
CopyneM • i*aa t V Data im 
EVENING 
6:00 
(000NIW8 
PM    MAGAZINE    Nancy 
Ssnetrs. how actor* deal with on- 
iNSICNaTWS 
ABCNEWSg 
BUSINESS REPORT I 
0 FACTS OF LIRE 
aUPN) ACTION OUTDOORS 
WITH JULIUS SOROS 
7:00 
0 CM NEWS 
0 DATELINE: ONTARIO 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0    ENTERTAINMENT     TO- 
NIGHT   Interview  Wftfl P*W La- 
(MB* 
0 NtWLVWTD GAME 
0    MACNII.    /    LEHRER 
NfWSHOUn 
0 WONDERFUL WORLD 
OF DISNEY Tha Advanturaa 
Of Galighar Gaaaghar tRogar 
Mobfayl aata out to prove that po- 
aoa Cfesf O MeSey *■ not involved 
with a enme ayndkeat* 
« GIMME ABREAKI 
M»A»8»H 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI   MOVIE   ***    Thraa 
Little   Words"   (19501   Fred   A* 
taas. Red Skefton   The team of 
Bert   Katmar   and   Harry   Ruby, 
aongwntars of tha Roanng T wen 
us*, live and love thea- way to 
«OCD 
MACNCH.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 0 DtFF'RENT IITROKES 
«SPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6:SO 
10 CBS NEWS 
7: SO 
0 PM MAGAZINE Nancy 
S-new*. interview wrth Edward 
Woodward of Eouafuar: lov* n 
Hoaywood: M> on the Mt; pn> 
vktw of holiday entenatoment 
corrwngup 
O DANGER BAY Grant and 
Jonah have opposing vtevrs on 
how to praaarva tha vaaey when 
an utasposkad wstarehad • dae*g- 
neteo for logcang g 
0 JEOPARDY 
0TAXI 
0 DATING GAME 
0 TOO CLOSE FOR COM- 
FORT 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN)   COLLEGE    BASKET- 
BALL    PREVIEW   0«*   VrtaJe 
give* hat vtawi on tha 1986-87 
coaegtata aaaacn 
BOO 
0 0 FRESNO Carol Burnett 
Chens* Grockn and Dabnay Cola- 
man atar m tha* parody of prima- 
nms soap oparaa focusang on tha 
realm induatry   m   Frseno.   Cakf 
(Part 4 ol 6} g 
O TO BE ANNOUNCED 
0 HIGHWAY TO HEAVEN 
A 14-year -old coaaga atudant and 
hi* football-playing roommate fa- 
to hit it of* in atarao Q 
0   PERFECT   STRANGERS 
Larry and Baati baby ait an mfsnt 
for the weak and, g 
0     0     SMITHSONIAN 
WORLD (Season Prem-ar*) Blus- 
trator NC.   Wyeth's crsldren - 
artists   Andrew,    l-snmtte   and 
Caroryn;   invantor   Nathanasl and 
composer Arm - 'sm*>iece about 
lhae father through horn* movkM 
and mtsrvaswa. Flmad at the Wy- 
*th ferrety home m Cnedda Ford. 
Pa  Host: David McCueough   g 
GUN SMOKE 
MOVIE    *#*       War- 
Garnaa'   119*31 Manh*w Brodar- 
<*   Dabney Cokwnan A nan agi 
computer wha Ertedvertentfy gesne 
ecoaaa to tha Pente«cn'e etnNa- 
gc compuiar system and naartv 
begsne Wortd We. Ill 
MO 
0   HEAD   OF   THE    CLABB 
s 
ICharke a-troduc** a modernaeid 
version of   Ksmkrt    to ma daaa. 
Q 
CSPT4I BASKETBALL USSR 
etKanaMdrvel 
MO 
0 0 MAGNUM. P.I. Maf- 
r*»n Mnos to. euper aleuth Jeee. 
c* Fletcher (Angala Lanebury) to 
heap ham aoNa a beffkng murdar. 
0 MARKET PLACE A look et 
wf«ch ia safer tanr-ng mech-iM 
or the aun en age-by age guide to 
this year ■ baat buys on Chnst- 
maatoyB. 
0 GIMME A BRBAKI Nafl 
■sna an anamal-nghts group after 
i Joey reocusa a hamakar from an 
aapanmantaf lab. In atarao. Q 
[ 0 OYNASTY Ceraaa r-aii 
har rsaaaa* from   a   Veneruelen 
I prison oe"  g 
0   0   IN   PERFORMANCE 
' AT THE WHITE HOUSE (Sea- 
son Pnsrnejrel From tha Eaat 
Room of tha White Houaa. thai 
anbuta to George Oarshww fsa- 
turs* musrcal performenoa* by 
Sarah Vaughan. Tha MannaTtan 
Trsnafsr. opera Bangers George 
Morrffl and Pnscels BsefeeWSB, 
and hoat cernpoaar-parformer 
Marvwt Hemhsch AJao. KftTy Car 
i-aki Hart there* personal memo- 
r*M of the eompoeer In atarao. 
0 MOVIE ***H Murdw 
Oh   The  Orient  EjsprSM"   M974I 
■ Albert Fmney. Lsuran BscsN   Bsl- 
1 o. an aaauth Harcuki Porot mVM11- 
g*tM the murdar of an American 
Kidoatnsfcai aboard a luaunoua 
and tsmous tram. 
fTUO MOV* *V) Tfancars" 
(19S6I Tan Thornarson. Helen 
Hunt. Hot on tha heels of an 
malevolent myshc wfth mur- 
daroua plan* * cop travel* beck m 
ume from the year 2247 to Los 
Angslssof 1M5   PG-13'Q 
9:30 
0   MAN   ALIVE   Mennonnea 
dkecuss thee tradmonaitv aactuded 
I've* as they one* agasn recede 
from tha thrssta of modern kfa 
Lssg 
0 YOU AGAIN? m ataroo Q 
10:00 
0   0   EQUALIZER McCaa"* 
«*ctEnwed m an alaborat* ecam 
designed IO frame h»m for murdar 
0 NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
i 0 ST. ELSEWHERE Luther 
I- aaka Oaig to perform a megac set 
lor the children * ward. Q 
0 HOTEL Chans* and Elizabeth 
try to create a ntt between Peter 
and ChraSbna. Q 
0 0 NEWPORT JAZZ 86 
Taped **• at Rhoda i aland "a Aug- 
uat 86 Newport Jan Faatrval. 
performenc** by asaophonens 
Wayne Shorter and Garry MuaV 
gan. gaBtanat Stsrsay Jordan, and 
atngars Msohaal Franka and Natal- 
•a Cola ara tfiktrsparead with *> 
tervsew* with the partaapanta and 
archryal fern caps and aoaa from 
aarker feenvaM In atarao 
0NEW8 
10: SO 
0KONEVMOONERS 
(ESPN)     AMERICAS     CUP: 
CHALLENGE    DOWN    UN- 
DER   Second   round   hlgtaaghts. 
rTapsct 
OUCI MOVIE #»» "Ttm 
Shoottng Party" (1994) Edward 
FOB, Cfsvyt Cajwpbat. The eiaskV 
1
 nence of World War I herakJ* the 
end of an era for • group of sVn»ah 
aneioarat* who gather for a fhree- 
dey ahoof at a country Mtata In 
1913 
11:00 
0000s* NEWS 
0 ART BEAT 
ft DARK SHADOWS 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
11:30 
«TAW 
ADOERLY A Rueeean baaet 
dancer •• pumped for kdsitntWion 
Si RGB agent 
TONIGHT   Hoat:   Johnny 
Amartoa Keaye Oaah: aaasty town 
• apacsaf program for pre 
•choose* kesng sstQla In Mc*V 
INIOMTLINE 
HOLIDAY INTIRTAIN- 
ING WITH MARTHA STEW- 
ART Author and chef Martha 
Stewart aharaa hoMey antartakv 
ing ideM. from paenrsng and pra- 
panng the food to crating a faa- 
trve setting at Ova Hbaa. 
(BUSINESS REPORT 
0 LATE SHOW Hoat: 
Joan R.ver* Scheduled Judith 
Martin (' Mate Manners"), coun- 
try amgar Rrcky Skagga. In atarao. 
ffSPN) SPORTSCENTER 
THLaaSDAY 
NOVEMSER 20. 1BSS 
C-e^e-' ikMtv Oe**.M 
EVENING 
6:00 
100 NEWS 
PM      MAGAZINE     MIM 
Amanca Keaya Cesn    LA. Law 
oo-stars JH Efeanbarry and M.- 
chaal Tucker 
0GCD 
0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
CB 09 OIFFRENT STROKES 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
6: SO 
0 CBS NEWS 
SNBC NEWS 
ABC NEWSQ 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
0 GET SMART 
I 0 FACTS OF LIFE 
(ESPN)   FISHING:   BEST   OF 
BILL DANCE 
7;O0 
0 CBS NEWS 
j 0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
110   ENTERTAINMENT   TO- 
| NIGHT     Intervrsw     wrth     actor 
Mark Harmon 
0 NIWLYWEO GAME 
f0    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0   WONDERFUL    WORLD 
, OF DISNEY Oavy Crockett In- 
dian lighter VVcVng for Gen 
Andrew Jackaon. frontasramen 
Davy Crockett (Fss* Parker) 
track• down a auppOMtty hoat** 
Indkan ohaef. (From 1964) 
« GIMME A BREAKI 
M"A*S*H 
' (ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
fTMCI   MOVIE    ** *      Beverly 
HBtCop'   (19B4) EddM Murphy. 
Judga   RaaVwad-   A   tan-talung 
oop trees Na bee* Mantfe kBsr 
from tha aaeys of Detron to th* 
POtn  geeere* of Beverty Hale   In I 
ikrto    RQ 
7:S0 
0    PM    MAOAZINE    Mass | 
ttpe on er-ieriSEnment lor the hoaV 
JEOPAROY 
TAW 
DATING GAME 
TOO CL0S« FOR COM- i 
eh*) of two army eesdkari oanlln- 
0 THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) SPEEDWEEK 
BaOO 
0 0 FRESNO Carol Burrwtt 
Chens* Grodm and Dabney Coia- 
men ner m it-a parody of prvne- 
tsne soap oparaa focuesng on th* 
nkskl ■nduetry tn Fresno CaM. 
(Part B of 51 g 
fTO BE AN NOU NCE D 
COSBY SHOW Dsr-M get* 
• "D" on an Eiygkeh paper. In 
starso. Q 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Los Anga- 
laa Rakfcws at San Dajgo Chargara 
UaStQ 
0 LIVING PLANET: A POR- 
TRAIT OF THE EARTH Devrd 
Attentoorough tuaploraa gnsat nv- 
sre of tha world, indudmg the 
Amaion. and tha vaneckM of a** 
foundntham. (Rip 
0 THIS OLD HOUSE Blue- 
board: work on th* new deck * 
foundation continue* a v*att from 
the plumber   [J 
IGUNSMOKE 
MOVIE * Oaath Wash 9" 
(1982) Charkst Bronaon. JB Ira- 
land- A v-o-ente move* to Loe 
AngafcM to continue IMa nght 
agamat onm*. 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING NAS- 
CAR Atlanta Journal 800. from 
Hampton. Ga. (RI 
MO 
S FAMILY TIES in ataroo. p 
WOOOWRIGHTS SHOP 
BustaJng an   I Bttt-oantury fokfcng 
apnngKeturn lathe. 
8:00 
80 KNOTS LANDING Q 
GZOWSKI B CO. A prof* 
of underground fwnmaker Ron 
Mann and hat incentive art chooe- 
mg to make auch contro isriial 
far* aa "kmecena the Sound" and 
"Poetry m Motion." Q 
0 CHEERS Oh" convtnea* 
I Norm to »om hE* fraternal orgenr- 
i ration the Kisghta of Scimitar In 
ataroo. p 
0 MYSTERY! Brat Farrar" 
i Simon scheme* to discredit hta 
elder term M the raet of th* Ash 
by .amity prepares to waktom* 
Brat, aa Patrick, to Latchette. 
(Part 2 of 3) Q 
0 LIVING PLANET: A POR- 
TRAIT OP THE EARTH A look 
at a variety of flying creature* in- 
cluding frogs and ap-dara. and 
tha* aurvivsl tschmqua*. (R) p 
MOVIE *#* North Del 
Forty (1B79) Na* Nohe. 
Mac Dav** Groupta. pte-popping 
and af>nrght partymg begin to 
take thee toF on two fur>4ovtng 
but over-the-h-i footbaF ptayara 
CTMC) MOVW **> Poke* 
Acedarny 2 Thee Few Assign- 
ment 119861 Slave Gultenberg. 
Bubo* Smith. Whan BeBeseBI 
bagsva to njn rampant. authaWass 
raaruft the mottey poke* ecedemy 
BTSduakM M a »at-ditch caaen up 
effort  In ekarso   1*0-11' CJ 
OBSO 
0 WAY WE AM The iTkind- 
forekXKkng caastty. Sears OsMd 
Ranson end lam* Dvewi p 
0 NIGHT COURT Wh*e Har- 
ry'a on vacehon. Dan lo*fca ko 
acora brownra pc-nta wfah the 
aubetrtute wdge 
lOtOO 
10 KAY O'BRIEN 
NAT>ONAL / JOURNAL 
0 FAST COPY Edrtora from 
eoma of th* rvetwn'a Naitng mag- 
ailne* introduce atonaa 
Irtss^agMa »Oude a look back at 
197S. and a profae of author Syd- 
ney Brddkt Bsrrows In ateteo 
0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE raracM* Poetponsd 
Charlotte teams met Tom Nowt * 
old cottage haa been sold: after 
auetrhnng M a doctor. Frad b* 
coma* Or. Setter * pertner. a 
humatg acc-dent IOEJM Hum- 
phrey (Part o Of 1 Dp 
0 MYSTERYI Bret Ferrer 
Sanon acftarnesi to dkagadR his 
elder twtn M th* real of the Ash- 
by farneV pnaparaa to avafooma 
BraL M Patr-A 
(Part 2 of 3) p 
0NEWS 
(ESPN) KICK BOXING 
10:SO 
0 HONEYMOONERS 
11O0 
NEWS 000001 
0 TIME OUT 
0OARKSHADC 
0 LATE   SHOW 
SHADOWS 
 Host:   Joan 
Rivers    OthsdufcsO   Alan ThKft*. 
| Safy Kaasrman. In *t*reo 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
i (TMC)        MOVII       •  * *   -1 
''Whoa*   Life   la   R   Anywav?'' 
11981)    Richard   DrsyfuM.    John 
Caaeeh-akaa.   Parafytad from   the 
neck down m an automobea ace 
dent    a acceptor remeiEece* about 
Ma   Sfa   before   and   aioe^awitk/ 
ar gue* for In* right IO Cks.   R 
MiOO 
0TAXI 
0 NK3HT HEAT A young wH* 
(Ms when her e-pon amooe-ye <a 
0    TONIGHT   Hoat: 
Caraon in ataroo. 
XNIGHTLINE 
IN PERFORMANCE AT 
THE WHITE HOUSE (Season 
Premiere) From th* Eaat Room of 
tha White Houee. thai trrbute to 
George Gershwan feature* muaical 
performancee by Sarah Vaughan 
The Manhattan Transfer opera 
singer * George Man ill and Pn*c*>- 
la BaakarvtMe and host eompoeer- 
performer Marvm Hamkech A.ao. 
■ itty Carfcele Hart aharaa peraonaj 
memorwa   of   the compoaa*    In 
(BUSINESS REFOBT 
LATt   SHOW Haal:   Joan 
RMra. SdiaduM: Alan Thk*a. 
Saty KIMPW. In narao 
esnu spotneciNif ft 
cwes*e «».* 
Eaaakn **#» 
Va^Oood *** 
OooO **M 
MM ** 
i» *H 
Paa. « 
FORAreRFECTPAHTY, 
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER... 
ELK'S CLUB 
Lei is punpei you 
ayournexl 
caMd«ariioa 
Barque! Rooms 
Ofl you car enjoy 
IreEh dekious 
bnehes serwd r 
Carapbdl Hill Rd. 
elegant slyisti 
lashonewiy 
•eeWayliom 
11.00*3 I 30 
Make Dial paly 
banquelor 
luncheon extra 
specs 
UIMIMIIUMIMM 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
LARGEST MOVIE SELECTION 
INBG! 
OVER 5000 MOVIES! 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED 
NOW SHOWING:   ««W"UITU 
•CSAWISPACI 
• iwouesi 
• ANDY KAUfMAN SOUND SIAGi 
p/ia many new fcMMM moWsi 
I ItMT A VCI FO* JJ.M 
|  rVOUMNT 2 MOVIES OVBMGHI I 
MOMDURS. I 
10000 WTH MS COUFOH1 j 
•«»*« n/*i/»» j 
IJ     I2.E. WASHINGTON..    , 352-4171 
w 1111111111 n 
Monday and Tuesday 
SPAGHETTI (til y*a can eat) 3.49 
ClAMS (all you e«n *tt) '4.99 
Wednesday and Friday 
PERCH (til you ctn «tt) 3.49 
Thursday and Saturday 
CHICKEN (all you con err) 3.49 
SHRIMP (oil you em art) <5.99 
Across from Harshman Quad 
1450 f. Wooslr 
317 7331 
Hours: 6 am. 
Green Sheet 
Vol. XVII, No. 7 
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alex 
Haley wi deliver the keynote address 
of the Third Annual Conference on 
Ethnic Studies Wednesday and 
Thursday (Nov. 19-20). 
Author of "Roots," the top 
bestseller In U.S. publishing history, 
Haley will present the annual Hollis A. 
Moore President's Lecture at 6 p.m. 
Wednesday in the Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, Union. His talk, which is 
free and open to the public, is entitl- 
ed "The Family: Find the Good...and 
Praise It." 
Haley is one of five speakers who 
will take part in the conference, 
which wi also include a series of 
panel discussions. The theme for the 
two-day event is "Crossroads to the 
21st Century: Cultural Diversity." 
Other conference participants are 
Dr. Carlos Cortes of the University of 
California. Riverside: actor J.A. 
Preston: Dr. Charles V. Willie of Har- 
vard University; and Dr. Mary Jean 
Moseley of Fort Lewis College in 
Durango, Colo. 
"The purpose of the conference is 
to address higher education's com- 
mitment to the recognition of ethnic 
pluralism and the need for expanding 
cultural diversity in the curriculum," 
said Dr. Ernest Champion, an 
associate professor of ethnic studies 
at the University. 
AH conference sessions will be in 
the Assembly Room on the second 
floor of McFall Center. 
The conference wi begin at 9:30 
a.m. Wednesday when Cortes, chair- 
man of the history department at 
Riverside, win discuss "Villains, Vix- 
ens and Victims: Holywood's Ethnic 
Stories Textbook." He has written 
and lectured extensively on the 
ethnicity of blacks, Mexican- 
Americans and American Indians and 
is the author of three major book 
series: "The Mexican American," (21 
volumes); "The Chicano Heritage," 
niversity 
Alex Haley address 
to highlight 
two-day conference 
(55 volumes) and "Hispantes in the 
United States," (30 volumes). 
Dr. Alee Tait of Central Michigan 
will respond to Cortes' talk and her 
response wi be followed by a panel 
discussion. 
At 1:30 p.m., Preston will present 
some dramatic monologues about 
"Milestones in the Black Theater." He 
has made appearances on numerous 
television shows, among them, "The 
A Team," "Magnum P.I.," "Amazing 
Stories," 'Hardcastte and McCor- 
mick," and "Roots, The Next 
Generation." 
His Mm credits include "Remo 
Williams, The First Adventure," and 
he co-starred In "Body Heat" and 
"Americathon." He also starred in 
"White Lions." 
rPinafore sets sail for musical adventure-i 
Spend an adventurous holiday on the "H.M.S. 
Pinafore" as the University Theater, in conjunction with 
the Student Arts Association, presents Gilbert and 
Sullivan's famous musical at S p.m. Thursday through 
Saturday (Nov. 20-22) and Thursday through Saturday 
(Dec. 4-6). The show wi be staged in the Eva Marie 
Saint Theater, University Hall 
The show's director, Rich Hetdobter (Ph.D. student in 
theater) says that "Pinafore is an exciting production 
packed with beautiful songs and a lot of fun." 
As H.M.S. Pinafore begins Its adventure, we find that 
Ralph (senior Eric Perkins) has fallen in love with 
Josephine (senior Lori Kuntz), the daughter of his com- 
manding officer, Captain Corcoran (senior Thomas K. 
Kleffer). Likewise, Little Buttercup, a buxom peddler- 
woman, has fallen in love with the Captain himself. Class 
pride, however, stands in the way of the natural Inclna- 
lions of both the Corcorans to reciprocate Ralph's and 
8urter««p1ra*»c»efts- Tr* C 
ranging a marriage between his daughter and Sir Joseph 
Porter (senior Greg Thomas), First Lord of The Admiratity, 
who is of the social class above even the Corcorans. 
Josephine finds Sir Joseph insufferable, so when Ralph 
again pleads his suit and finally threatens suicide, she 
agrees to elope. Upon teaming of this, the sailors rejoice 
at Ralph's success. 
Sir Joseph teHs the Captain that Josephine has 
thoroughly discouraged him and that he wishes to call the 
match off. All seems test for the Captain, but, as luck 
would have it, Buttercup possesses information that turns 
a dismal condition into a festive occasion for at. 
Tickets for "H.M.S. Pinafore" are $2 for students and 
senior citizens and $4 for at others. Reservations can be 
made by calling 372-2719. Tickets can also be purchas- 
ed at the door performance nights as well as at the 
Chamber of Commerce, 139 W. Wooster, during regular 
m *m#***M* boors. iwwmmwm 
November 14,1986 
Preston has also performed 
Shakespeare and several plays in- 
cluding "The Death of Bessie Smith," 
"Freeman," and "Black Visions." 
Thursday's program will begin at 
9:30 a.m. with Willie's talk entitled 
"Gifts to America from the Black Ex- 
perience." A highly-acclaimed 
sociologist and specialist in race rela- 
tions, WWe has actively resisted 
racist and sexist oppression in 
several sectors of our society. 
Very active in the Episcopal 
Church, he participated in the ordina- 
tion of women priests in that church, 
considered at the time to be a con- 
troversial issue. 
Willie's talk will be followed by a 
response from Dr. Robert Newby of 
Wayne State University and a panel 
discussion. 
At 1:30 p.m. Thursday, Dr. Mary 
Jean Moseley, director of the division 
of intercultural studies at Ft. Lewis 
College, will speak on "A Model for 
Cultural Diversity in Native American 
Curriculum." 
An expert on American Indians, 
Moseley has received more than $2 
mUkon In funding to support her 
research. 
Bowling Green ethnic studies facul- 
ty members Dr. Robert Perry, Dr. Win 
Stone, Dr. A. Rolando Andrade and 
Champion will preside over each of 
the conference's sessions. 
Discussants include Dr. John Scott, 
resident-playwright at the University; 
Errol Lam, a Horary research 
specialist at the University; Susan 
Paury, a teaching fellow in ethnic 
studies; Dr. Michael Marsden, 
associate dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences; Dr. Charles Cortey, a 
recent doctoral graduate of BGSU; 
Dr. Edmund Danziger. professor of 
history at the University; Dr. AdeKa 
Peters and Dr. Conrad Pritscher, both 
education professors, and Dr. Joe 
Somervifte of the University of Toledo. 
IPTCCH Slicet 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowing Green State University Office 
of Pubic Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Green Sheet will 
be the test for the semester. It wi be 
pubkshed Dec. 5 and will cover 
events occurring Dec. 8 through 
commencement. The deadline to sub- 
mit information for that issue is noon 
Wednesday, Dec. 3. 
Al events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
806 Administration Building. There is 
no charge to have an item listed. 
Editor: Monica Karrer 
Calendar Editor Carrie Roads   *. 
Friday 
November 14 
a, 10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"Down and Out In Beverly Hills." starring Richard 
Dreytuss and Bette Midler, wa be shewn $1 50 
with BGSU ID. 210 Math Science 
• p.m. - University Theater Production 
The  Christopher   Ourang   comedy.   "Beyond 
Therapy."   wi   be  performed.   Admission  Is 
$ 1 SO. Joe E. Brown Theater. University Hal 
( p.m. - Concert 
The Fat Wind Ensemble and Concert Band win 
perform under the direction of Mark S. Kety. 
Free and open to a* Kobacker Hal, Moore 
Musical Art! Center 
t p.m. - Planetarium Snow 
"The Universe of Or Einstein." s multimedia pro- 
gram which creates a biography ot Albert Ems 
Mn. wa be presented This program carries the 
audience into Einstein's universe and 
demonstrates res discoveries In everyday terms 
Open to an. $1 donation Planetarium, Physical 
Sciences Laboratory Buedlng. 
Saturday 
November 15 
430 p.m. - Football 
BGSU at University of Toledo 
8,10 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See B p.m Friday. Nov  14. Hating 
» p.m. - University Theater Production 
See B p.m Friday, Nov  14. listing 
0 p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Dock 
The non-alcoholic campus bar wi be open to all 
Food and mocktails will be available Live Band. 
"The Wigs," w« perform from 0 p.m. to 12:30 
a.m. Food coupons accepted. Mld-Am Room. 
Harshman 
0:30 p.m. - Hotkey 
BGSU at University ot Illinois-Chicago at Franklin 
Park Arena 
Sunday 
November 16 
3  p.m.  - Men's  and  Women's  Choruses 
Concert 
Richard  Mathey  wi  direct  both  the  Men's 
Chorus and trie Women's Chorus   Free and 
open to al Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Series 
Based on the novel by contemporary writer Anne 
Hebert, "Kamoureska." wa be shown Free and 
open to all Glsh FUm Theater. Hanna. 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting 
Open to all  Active Christians Today    Alumni 
Room. Union. 
a p.m. - String Quartet Concert 
Faculty chamber musicians Paul Makare, violin, 
VasHe Beknka, vtosn. Pamela Ryan, viola, and 
Alan Smith, ceto, will play Free and open to all 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Monday 
November 17 
7:30 s.m.-Ncon - Coffee and Doughnut Sale. 
Each weekday coffee and doughnuts wH be 
available. Sponsored by Phi Bets Lambda. Lob- 
by, Education 
7:45 a.m. - Prayer Meeting 
Inter-Varsity Christian Feeowship will hold prayer 
meetings each weekday at this time. Prout 
Chapel 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Refreshments wH be provided. Free and open to 
al  Sponsored by the Work) Student Associa- 
tion. 411 South Hat 
a p.m. - Peace Issues Discussion 
Soup provided, bring your own sandwich. Open 
to al. Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship 
313 Thurstln 
0:18 p.m. - PI Sigma Alpha (PoliticsI Science 
Honorary) 
Meeting Professor Robert Andersen from the 
I of Law at the University of Toledo w* 
i entering, toKuachooL Oftai).to al  200 
Its* 
7 p.m. - Overeaters Anonymous 
Meeting Free (donations accepted) and open to 
al Wood County Hospital. 950 W Wooster 
7:30 p.m. - Auditions 
Auditions wH be nek) for "Everyman" Open to 
al. 405 University Hal 
8 p.m. - Fashion Show 
"On the Coverl" wB be presented by the 
Fashion Merchandising Association. Men's and 
women's clothing wa be shown, from ekerclse 
gear to evening wear Free and open to al. Joe 
E Brown Theater, University Hal. 
8 OJH. - Undergraduate Alumni Association 
Meeting. Open to al. Miefl Alumni Center 
8 p.m - International Film Series 
The 1979 Soviet Mm "The Mirror" wi be shown 
Free and open to al Gtsh Fkn Theater, Hanna 
9:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Motel Her' wa be shown. St with BGSU 10. 
210 Math Science 
Tuesday 
November 18 
330-5 p.m. - Study Skills Workshop 
Speed reeding wa be discussed by Jams Woks 
Sponsored by the Study SkBs Center and 
Counseling & Career Development Center. 
Registration United, sign up In 213 Moseley 
213 Moseley 
7-0 p.m. - American Marketing Association 
Formal Meeting  A panel of graduate students 
from   different   universities   wa   speak.   Co- 
aponaored by the Graduate Student Option 
Assembly Room, McFal Center. 
7:10 p.m. - Auditions 
Auditions wM be held for "Everyman." Open to 
al. 405 University Hal 
7:304 p.m. - Bible Study 
Open to al   St   Thomas More  Parish,  425 
Thurstln. 
7:J0  pjn.  -  American  Society  of  Interior 
Designer! 
Meeting. Open to majors Home Economics Liv- 
ing Center 
8 p.m - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m Friday, Nov  14, listing 
8-10 p.m. - Skating Club 
Meeting. Open to al. Ice Arena. 
8 p.m. - Criminal Justice Organization 
Meeting  Judge Bachman from Wood County 
Municipal Court wa be speaking on judicial pro- 
cessing and sentencing 302 Hanna. 
8:30 p.m. - Pal ChUJ.P.A. 
Meeting. UP A representative elections will be 
held. There wa be s movie, with refreshments 
provided. Open to al members, psychology ma- 
jors and minors. 112 Life Sciences. 
Wednesday 
November 19 
8:30 i.m. - Education Majors Meeting 
Al education majors planning to student teach 
lal semester. 1S67, or spring semester, 1988, 
must attend one of the sign-up and information 
meetings. Campus Room, Union. 
0:30 a.m. - Creative Problem Solving 
Or. Sam Mtcktue, CoHege ot Technology, BGSU 
visitation and creator and founder ol the "OM 
Program," wa discuss creative problem solving. 
Free and open to al 127 A and B, Technology. 
8:30 s.m. - Education Majors Meeting 
See8:30am listing 
0:30-11:30 s.m. - HIP Advising 
Sandy Lengyel. HIP advisor, wa be available 
Cal 372-7372 for an appointment. 365 
Education. 
1040 s.m. - Education Mafora Meeting 
See 8:30 a.m. listing 
11:30 a.m. - Education Majors Meeting 
See 8:30 a.m. Hating 
12:30 p.m. - National Student Exchange 
Information meeting. Sponsored by the Center 
for Academic Options 231 Administrstion. 
If t&8J p.m. -^*J9^DoTreekfeK»3weeting ., 
9W830 am. letlng 
1:30 p.m. - Creative Problem Solving 
"OM Association Division IV: College. Creative 
Problem Solving Competition" wa be discussed 
by Or Sam Micklus creator and founder of the 
"OM Program." Open to al students interested 
In forming teams and faculty Interested ki 
coaching. 127 A and B. Technology 
2:30 p.m. - Education Majors Meeting 
See 8:30 a.m. eating 
3:30 p.m. - Education Majors Meeting 
See 8:30 a.m. letlng. 
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
"A Shrew's View of Winter" wa be presented by 
Joe Merrttt of Powderma Natural Reserve, 
Csrnegle Museum of Natural History. 
Refreshments wa be served at 3 p.m. In 204 
Lie Sciences Sponsored by the department of 
biological sciences. 112 Life Sciences. 
4:30 p.m. - Education Majors Meeting 
See 8:30 a.m. letlng. 
840 p.m. - HSA Presents. 
Dr. Richard Uneback. professor of philosophy, 
w* discuss controversial topics In medicine: 
euthanasia and defective newboms. Free and 
open to al Sponsored by the Honors Student 
Association Honors Center, Kreiacher 
840 p.m - UCF Souptlm. 
Feeowship meeting. Soup provided, bring your 
own sandwich. Open to al Sponsored by United 
Chrtstlsn Feeowship. 313 Thurstln 
7 p.m. - Selling end Sales Management Club 
Meeting. Phi Koester, sales representative for 
Speedo, wa speak. Open to members 
Assembly Room, McFal Center 
7 p.m. - Phi Upslkxi Omicron 
"Careers in Home Economics" wll be discuss- 
ed. Home Economics Living Center. 
Association lor Childhood Education 
Meeting Open to all 305 Moseley. 
7 p.m. - Psychology Colloquium 
Dr. Cameron Camp, department ot psychology. 
University of New Orleans, wi discuss "Cogni- 
tion In the Elderly." Free and open to all Spon- 
sored by the psychology deportment T. A.R.P.S 
112 U)e Sciences. 
7 p.m. - Creative Problem Solving 
"OM - Getting Involved." Or. Sam Micklus, 
creator and founder of "OM Program," will 
discuss how to put It together Open to al. 127 
A and B. Technology. 
7:30 p.m - Advertising Club 
Meeting. Mr. Pete Taylor of the Stephenson 8 
Taylor Ad Agency In Toledo will apeak. Ohio 
Suite. Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Ski Club 
Meeting. Open to al. 70 Overman. 
7:30 p.m. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting. Open to al. 127 Hayes 
8 p.m. - Hollls A. Moore Lecture 
PuMzer Prize winning author Alex Haley wa 
speak on "The Family Find the Good..and 
Praise It" Free and open to al. Haley wa be 
speaking as part of the two-day Third Annual 
Conference on Ethnic Studies Lenhart Grand 
Baaroom, Union. 
0 p.m. — Piano Concert 
Pianist Walter Baker wa perform works by 
Mozart, Debussy and Rachmaninoff Free and 
open to al. Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
1 pan. - International Television Association 
Meeting. John Scrumpf, regional vice president 
ol ITVA, wa discuss International ITVA. Free and 
open to al. WBGU-TV SturJo. 
8 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting. Open to al. UCF Center, 313 Thuratn. 
9 p.m. - Circle K 
Meeting. 108 Business Administration 
Thursday 
November 20 
10 s.m. - Overeaters Anonymous 
Meeting. Free (donations accepted) and open to 
al. St. Thomas More Parish, 426 Thurstln. 
11 a.m. - Philosophy Colloquium 
"A Critique ol the Ideal ol Impartiality'' wa be 
presented by Dr. Iris Young, associate prc-fe 
''    at Worcester Polytechnic In 
to al. Capital Room. Union 
2:30-4:30 - Singapore Coffee Hours 
Sides wa be shown and Singaporean food will 
be provided International students from FBidlay 
College wa be visiting Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the World Student Association 
411 South Hal 
3:30-4:30 pjn. - Cafe Converaetlon 
Conversational French with cake and coffee 
Bvaasble. Free end open to al Sponsored by the 
French House and the French Ciub. The French 
House, sorority row. 
4:30 p.m. - National Student Exchange 
Information session  Sponsored by the Center 
for Academic Options Town Room, Union 
7:30 pjn. - French Concert 
The Paaltery Group wa perform songs from 
France and French Canada. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored  by   the  department  of  romance 
languages  121 West Hal. 
7:30 p.m. - Women's Colloquium 
"Women Recovering Our Clothes" wa be 
presented by Dr. Iris Young, associate professor 
of philosophy at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. 
Free and open to al. Reception to follow at 9 
p.m. In the Town Room, Urson. Sponsored by 
the women's studies program Campus Room. 
Union 
7:30 p.m. - Home Economics Association 
"Successful Dressing tor Your Career in Home 
Economies'' wa be discussed. Home Economic 
Living Center 
8 p.m. - UAO Campus Rim 
"Some Uke It Hot," starring Marilyn Monroe, 
Tony Cures and Jack Lemmon, wa be shown. 
Free and open to el Glsh Film Theater. Hanna 
8 pjn. - University Theater Production 
Gfcert » Sullivan's "H M S Pinafore" wa be per 
formed tickets are $2 for students and senior 
citizens and S4 for others Tickets can be pur- 
chased at the box office or at the Chamber of 
Commerce. 139 W. Wooster Eve Marie Saint 
Theater, University Hal 
8 p.m. - Jazz Lab Band Concert 
The band wa pay tribute to the late jazz trumpet 
player and band leader Thad Jones, and perform 
music by Bob Florence and Phi Woods, among 
others. Free and open to al Kobacker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8:30 p.m. - Lesbian and Gay Alliance 
Meeting  Open to al St. Thomas More Parish. 
425 Thurstln 
Friday 
November 21 
0:30 s.m. - Health Colloquium 
Speaking wa be Dr. Nancy O'Hara. a faculty 
member ol the University ol Texas Medical 
Branch In Getveston, and the director of a pro- 
gram designed to reduce cardiovascular risk fac- 
tors for children by altering their school pro- 
grams. O'Hara wa discuss the goals and results 
of the "Go For Health Project " Free and open to 
al. 140 Overman 
12:30 p.m.-Fridays 
Max Apple wa present readings from Ms work. 
He Is a 1986 Guggenheim winner In the 
category of Action, teaches at Rice University, 
and Is the author ot "Free Agents" and "Zip: A 
Novel of the Right" Free and open to al. Faculty 
Lounge, Union. 
0 p.m. - Fantasy end Wargamlng Society 
Meeting and open gaming. Open to al. Off- 
Campus Student Center, Moseley. 
0 pjn. - Shabbat Service 
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group. For 
more information contact Bruce Kottier, campus 
coordinator,   at   118   Psychology.    Faculty 
Lounge, Union. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs Miami University. Anderson Arena 
740 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs. Ferris State College  Ice Arena 
7:30 p.m. - Hand Papermaklng Lecture 
"Traditional Hand Papermaklng Techniques: 
Japanese and Western" wa be presented by Tim 
Barrett, director of the paper ma at the University 
of Iowa. Free and open to a*. 204 Fine Arts 
Building 
7:30,0:48 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campue Film 
"Heartburn." starring Meryl. Streep and Jack;, 
*ro$son, wa be shown  U.*j0 with BGSU H 
"21 fJMeth Science 
• p.m. - Boy* Chok of Harlem Concert 
The concert will include classics, Jazz, gospel 
music and "America Is," me official song of me 
Statue of Liberty. Tickets are $5.50. $8. $10 
and $12.50 and can be reserved by calling me 
box office or bought at me Bowling Green 
Chamber of Commerce. Kobacker Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
I p.m. — Unwersity Theater Production 
See 6 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 20, Hating 
Saturday 
November 22 
9:30s.m-4 p.m.-Hand Pspermaklng Lecture- 
Workshop 
Tim Barrett, director of the paper mill at the 
University of towa, on present traditional hand 
papermakirtg techniques from Japan and 
Weatem culture. Sign up at the School ol Art. 
204 Fine Arts Budding. 
II i.m.-1 p.m. - HPER Saturday Recreation 
Program for Youth with Disabilities 
Open to al Group 1 wi be at Cooper Pool. Stu- 
dent Recreation Center Group 2 will be at rhe 
gymnasium, Hayes. 
6-11 p.m. - International Festival 
International food, booths and entertainment will 
be available. Singing, dancing and square danc- 
ing w* be provided. Free (donations accepted) 
and open to al Proceeds will go to Save the 
Children Amani and Northeast Commons 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs Bal State University. Anderson Arena 
7:80 pjn. - Hockey 
BGSU vs Ferris State College Ice Arena 
7:30, 9:45 p.m., Midnight - UA0 Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. Nov 21. listing 
S p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday, Nov 20, listing 
« p.m. - Llla Muni Qamelan Ensemble 
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
I p.m.-1 a-m. - Dry Dock 
The non-alcoholic campus bar wi be open to all 
Food and mocktaits available Live Bands,  "The 
Law of Fear," "Kabuki Drama" and "The House 
of Abuse," will perform from 9 p.m to 12:30 
a.m. Food coupons accepted  Mid-Am Room. 
Harshman. 
9   p.m.-2   a.m.   -   Foundere-Kohl   Formal 
Thanksgiving Dines 
Door prizes wi be given to early arrival8 and 
prizes raffled off during the dance. Open to 
residents 18 and over, must be 19 to drink 
Tickets are $3 and can be purchased through 
Lori Etzfer or Peter Betsch. No tickets will be 
•ok) at the door Zza's Cafeteria, Founders 
Sunday 
November 23 
3 p.m. - Orchestral Concert 
Seventy ot northwest Ohio's best high school 
musicians wi perform under the direction ot 
Robert Spano. Free and open to all Sponsored 
by the Ohio Music Education Association 
Kobacker Ha*, Moore Musical Arts Center 
3 p.m. - Marching Band Concert 
Band, under the direction of Mark Kety, will 
present Its annual concert  Admission wi be 
charged Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union 
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Series 
"Pour la Suite du Monde," "Moontrap," wi be 
shown Not subtitled, but can be followed with 
inatruction given November 16  Free and open 
to al Gish Film Theater, Manna 
• p.m. - Clarinet Recital 
Clarinetist Edward Marks wi perform works by 
Mendelssohn. RMer, Bernstein and others 
Assisting wi be Robert Spano, piano, and 
Robert Moore, bassoon. Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center 
Monday 
November 24 
Noon-0 p.m. - Student Recreation Center 
Thanksgiving break passes wil be for sale. The 
passes are valid from Nov. 28 to 30 The Center 
W* be closed on Thanksgiving day, Nov. 27. 
Main office, Student Recreation Center 
2:304:30 p.m. - Cotfee Houri 
IJetreshments wil be provided. Free and open to 
fl.   Sponsored   by   the   World   Student 
4 p.m. - Intramurals 
Desdlne lor men's and women's 3 player 
basketball entries 108 Student Recreation 
Center. 
6 p.m. - Peace Issues Discussion 
Soup provided, bring your own sandwich. Open 
to al. Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship 
313Thurstm 
7 pjn. - Overeaten Anonymous 
Meeting Free (donations accepted) and open to 
al Wood County Hospital. 950 W Wooater. 
I pjn. - International Film Series 
The West German Mm "One of Us Two" wi be 
shown. A university teacher from the upperclass 
is blackmailed for plegansm by a student who la 
driven by burning ambition to be a part of the 
very establishment he hates Free and open to 
al. Gash Fern Theater. Hanna 
I pjn. - Percussion Ensemble Concert 
The program includes The Marriage of Figaro" 
arranged for marimba orchestra by Cla» Omar 
Musser, "Concerto for Drum Set and Percus- 
sion" by John Beck and 'Toccata" by Carlos 
Chavez Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
9:15 pjn. - UAO Campue Film 
The Natural" wi be shown $1 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science 
Tuesday 
November 25 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU  vs.  University  ol  Windsor   Anderson 
Arena. 
7:30 p.m - Society tor Creethre Anachronism 
Meeting Open to al 309 Moseiey 
6 p.m. - Planetarium Shew 
See 8 p.m Friday, Nov  14, listing 
8-10 p.m. - Skating Club 
Meeting Open to al Ice Arena 
Monday 
December 1 
2:304:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Refreshments wil be provided. Free and open to 
al. Sponsored by the World Student Associa- 
tion. 411 South Hal. 
0 pjn. - Peace Issues Discussion 
Soup provided, bring your own sandwich. Open 
to al. Sponsored by United Christian Fellowship 
313 Thursbn 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
Auditions will be held for "The Foreigner." Open 
to al Those interested should sign up tor an 
audition slot at 322 South Hal before the audi- 
tions 400 University Hal 
7:45 p.m. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting. Open to al. Canal Room, Union 
S p.m. - Basketball 
Men's team vs. Heidelberg College  Anderson 
Arena 
8 p.m. - International Film Series 
The 1983 Japanese film "The Makioka Sisters" 
wil be shown   Free and open to al.  Giah Film 
Theater, Hanna 
8 p.m. - Guitar Concert 
The Guitar Ensemble wil perform works in- 
cluding Tequila by Wea Montgomery and 
'Tom Cat" by Tom Scott Wendell Jones wi be 
the guest soloist on vtbraharp in "Holiday for Str- 
ings" by David Rose. Free and open to all Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center 
9:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"A Christmas Story," the story of a boy's strong. 
desire to receive a Red  Ryder BB gun for 
Christmas, will be shown $1 with BGSU ID 210 
Math Science. 
Tuesday 
December 2 
7 pjn. - Auditions 
See 7 p.m. Monday. Dec. 1, listing. 
7 pjn. - Famine Documentary 
"Hungry tor Profit" wi be shown Free and open 
to al. Sponsored by the Environmental Interest 
■ Gsaiai   lui nnnsTrnslinMiil iinlli im   - 
I p.m. - New Music Concert 
The New Music Ensemble wil perform The pro- 
gram wi feature ' Echotalia for Solo Flute," with 
Jeffrey Zook featured on flute Free and open to 
al Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musics! Arts 
Center 
8 pjn. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m Friday, Nov  14. listing. 
8-10 pjn. - Skating Club 
Meeting. Open to al Ice Arena. 
8:30 pjn. - Mar-Varsfty Christian Fellowship 
Student-led Bible study. Open to al. 305 Univer- 
sity Hal 
Wednesday 
December 3 
3:30 pjn. - Biology Seminar 
"Reproductive Effort by Male Noisy Miners. 
Communaly Breading Australian Honeyeators" 
wi be presented by Mary Whltmore. University 
of Michigan Biological Station Refreshments wi 
be served at 3 p.m. In 204 Ufa Sciences Spon- 
sored by the-biology department 112 Life 
Sciences 
8:30 p.m. - UCF Seuptlme 
Fesowsrsp meeting. Soup provided, bring your 
own sandwich  Open to al. Sponsored by the 
United Christian Fasowahip. 313 Thursbn 
7 pjn. - Selling and Sales Management Club 
Meeting. Open to members. Assembly Room. 
McFal Center 
7:30 p.m. - Advertising Club 
Internship information night  Learn about them 
and how to get one Ohio Suite. Union 
7:30 p.m. - Beeketball 
Men's team at Akron University 
7:30 p.m - Ski Club 
Meeting Open to al 70 Overman. 
7:30 p.m. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting Open to al  127 Hayes 
8 pjn. - viols Concert 
vloest, Pamela Ryan, wi perform works in 
eluding Duet for Viola and Ceso "With Two 
Eyeglasses Obiigato" by Beethoven and "Fairy 
Isles' for viola and piano. The assisting artists 
wi be Robert Spano on piano and Drew Owen 
on ceso Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8-11 p.m. - Col legs of Technology Co-op 
Workshop 
Barry Piereol. director of coopersttve education, 
and Margaret Meghdapour, coordinator of 
cooperative education, wi discuss the co-op 
opportunities. Required for al College of 
Technology students who have not completed 
any co-op requirements. Sponsored by the Col- 
lege of Technology and the Co-op Office 127 A 
and B. Technology Building 
Thursday 
December 4 
10 s.m. - Overeaten Anonymous 
Meeting Free (donations accepted) and open to 
al. St. Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thursbn 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
Refreshments wi be provided Free and open to 
al. Sponsored by the Work) Student Associa- 
tion 411 South Hal. 
3 pjn. - Washington Center Internship 
Progrsm 
hfonnatton meeting Open to al majors. Spon- 
sored by the Center for Academic Options State 
Room, Union. 
3:304:30 p.m. - Cafe Conversation 
Conversational French with cake and coffee 
available. Free and open to al. Sponsored by the 
French House and the French Club. The French 
House, sorority row. 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday. Nov. 20, listing 
8 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"It's A Wonderful Life.'' starring Jamas Stewart, 
wB be shown. Free and open to al. Gish Fern 
Theater. Hanna 
1:30 p.m. - Lesblsn snd Osy Alliance 
Meeting. Open to al  St  Thomas More Parish. 
■ es-SJfcyrilB. ... ——......... 
Friday 
December 5 
5:30 p.m. - Basketball 
Women's  team  vs.   University  ol  Evansvie 
Anderson Arena. 
8 pjn. - Fantasy and Wargarrlng Society 
Meeting and open gaming   Open to al   Off- 
Campus Student Center, Moseiey. 
8 pjn. - Shabbet Service 
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group. For 
more Information contact Bruce Kottter, campus 
coordinator,   at    118   Psychology    Faculty 
Lounge, Union. 
7:30 pjn. - Hockey 
BGSU vs   Western  Michigan  University.  Ice 
Arens. 
7:30, t:45 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campua Film 
"El The Extra-Terrestrial" wi be shown. 
$1.50 with BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
See Thursday. Nov 20. listing 
3 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p m Friday. Nov  14. Dating 
Saturday 
December 6 
8 s.m. - UAO Trip to Frankenmuth 
Vans wi leave for the bavarian village In 
Michigan that celebrates Christmas al year long 
Transportation cost n $8. Register m the UAO 
office, third floor of the Union Union oval 
11 a m. -- Gymnastics 
kitrssquad meet Eppier Complex. North. 
2-4 pjn. - Mortar Board Easter Seals Party 
Members wi have a party tor the Easter Seals 
chedren St Thomas More Pariah. 425 Thursbn 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs   Western  Michigan  University.  Ice 
Arena. 
7:30, 9:45 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campua Film 
See 7:30 Friday, Dec  5, ssbng. 
8 p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m Thursday, Nov 20. listing 
8 p.m.-1 a.m. - Dry Dock 
The non-alcoholic bar will be open to all  Food 
and mocktaas wi be available Live band. "The 
Attitude." w* perform from 9 p m to 1 2 30 a m 
Food   coupons   accepted.   Mid-Am   Room, 
Harshman 
Sunday 
December 7 
10:30 s.m. - UAO Trip to Franklin Park and 
Southwyck malla 
Approximately 3 hours wi be spent at each mal. 
Transportation cost Is $4  Union oval 
1:30 p.m. -Basketball 
Women's  team  at  University  of   Wisconsin 
(Madison). 
3 p.m. - Phllhirmonla Concert 
Guest soloist wi be cellist Alan Smith Free and 
open to al  Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
3 pjn. - Golden Key National Honor Society 
New Member Reception 
Dr. Richard Weaver, professor of inter personal 
communications, wi speak  Free and open to 
al Lenhart Grand Balroom, Union 
4 p.m. - Gospel Choir Fall Concert 
Open to al Tickets in advance are $1 50 for 
students and $3 for others, and at the door, $2 
for students and $3.50 for others Joe E. Brown 
Theater. University Hal 
7 p.m. - Canadian Film Settee 
"Rial," starring Christopher Plummer, William 
Shatner and Raymond Ckxitier. wi be shown. 
This docudrsma tells the story of a revolt led by 
Louis Rlel In 1888 against appropriation of 
Western territories by the Canadian government. 
The short fern. "Quebec Christmaa." wi also be 
shown. Free snd open to all Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m Friday, Nov  14, listing Stargaze to' 
■> till in, asm psnM—n  •——"" »'*J 
Festival features feast 
Harlem choir presents 
America's musical history 
Getting inner city boys off the streets of New York City and onto the stage 
to give them a creative outlet is the philosophy behind the Boys Choir of 
Harlem, which will perform as a part of the 1986-87 Festival Series at 8 p.m. 
on Friday (Nov. 21) in Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
The choir was created to help youngsters realize their creative potential 
- through music and has evolved into one of the finest boys choirs in the world, 
with a repertoire ranging from classical, contemporary, gospel and spirituals. 
The program wi include "Christ Lag in Todesbaden" by Johann Sebastian 
Bach; "Battle Hymn of the Republic, arranged by Peter Wilnousky; "Celebra- 
tion" by Kool and the Gang; and 'Take Me Back" by Andre Crouch. 
Choir members are between the ages of nine and seventeen and are under 
the direction of Dr. Walter J. Turnbal. Membership is open to all children 
regardless of race, creed, color or sex and most participants are from all five 
boroughs of New York City. The choir consists of three separate choirs: per- 
forming, training and gins choir, for a total of 125 young people. 
The group was founded by Turnbal and Ruth Nixon in 1968 as the Ephesus 
Boys Choir, named after the inner-Harlem church where they sang. It was In- 
corporated into the Boys Choir of Helrem in 1975 and in 1979 a girls choir 
was added. 
According to the New York "Times," "The Boys Choir of Harlem is a testa- 
ment to discipline, high standards and commitment. Trie thought of these 
young people joyously embracing the sort of challenge their music requires is 
nothing less than a clarion cal to optimism." 
The group has traveled extensively throughout the United States and has 
sung at the Official Recornmemoration of the Statue of Liberty on Liberty 
Island on Jury 5, 1986. They have also appeared at the White House, the 
opening session of the United Nations General Assembly, as wel as having 
given concerts at Avery Fisher Hal, Alee Tuly Hal, Carnegie Hal and Radio 
City Music Hal. 
Tickets for the Festival Series event are $5.50, $8, $10 and $12.50 and 
can be reserved by calling the ticket office at 372-8171 weekdays between 
10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Tickets can also be purchased at the Chamber of 
Commerce at 139 W. Wooster during regular business hours. 
Rush tickets wi be available for students for $2 at 7:45 p.m. the night of 
the performance In the Kobacker Hal tobbv. 
Students will have the opportunity 
to experience as many as 17 dif- 
ferent countries at the International 
Festival being held from 6 to 11 p.m. 
Saturday (Nov. 22) in the Amani and 
Northeast Commons. 
Food from Indian curry to baklava 
to tortMas wi be available from 6 to 8 
p.m. in the Amani. Booths will be set 
up to display a part of each country's 
World hunger 
topic of film 
Is our food bought at the price of 
famine in the Third World? 
That's the question documentary 
filmmaker Robert Richter tries to 
answer in his latest fHm, "Hungry for 
Profit." The 87-minute film will make 
its Bowling Green debut at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday (Dec. 2) in Joe E. Brown 
Theater, University Hal. It is free and 
open to the public. 
The fHm showing is being spon- 
sored by the Environmental Interest 
Group, the Center for Environmental 
Programs and the departments of 
biological sciences and political 
science. 
East meets West 
in paper exhibit 
A lecture—demonstration on 
"Traditional Hand Papering 
Techniques: Japanese and Western" 
wi be given at 7:30 p.m. Friday (Nov. 
21) In 204 Fine Arts Building 
Tim Barrett, director of the paper 
ml at the University of Iowa, will pre- 
sent the program, which is being 
sponsored by the School of Art, the 
Medici Circle and the College of Arts 
and Sciences. It is free and open to 
•I. 
Barrett wi also conduct a lec- 
ture—workshop from 9:30 a.m. to 4 
p.m. on Saturday (Nov. 22). In- 
terested persons can sign up at the 
School of Art. 
Theater auditions set 
Auditions for two University Theater 
productions wi be held in the up- 
coming weeks. 
Try-outs for "Everyman" wi take 
place at 7:30 p.m. Monday and 
Tuesday (Nov. 17-18) in 405 Univer- 
sity Hal. Callbacks wM be at 7:30 
p.m. Wednesday (Nov. 19). 
Auditions for "The Forekjner'rwi 
be held at 7:30 p.m. Monday and 
Tuesday (Dec. 1-2) In 400 University 
Hal with callbacks at 7 p.m. the 
following evening. 
Open to al, interested persons 
should sign up for an audition slot at 
322 South Hal prior to the audition 
date. 
culture; souveniers, clothing and 
music will be shown off. 
Entertainment, beginning at 8 p.m., 
wi be provided by students with 
songs from the Philippines, England, 
China and Russia. Dances wH be 
presented from Spain, India and Italy. 
International students wH be expos- 
ed to American culture later in the 
evening. Everyone is invited to par- 
ticipate in square dancing at 9:30 
p.m. 
There is no admission charge, 
although donations wi be accepted. 
The proceeds wil go to the Save the 
Children fund. 
The event is being sponsored by 
the World Student Association, USG 
and the Graduate Student Senate. 
Other clubs and organizations par- 
ticipating in the Festival will be the 
African Peoples Association, Malay- 
sian Student Association, German 
Club, Spanish Club, Italian Club and 
Russian Club. 
University dance clubs 
perform ethnic art 
On Ssturday (Nov. 22), a pair of 
ensembles from the College of 
Musical Arts will join forces with two 
University ethnic dance clubs to pre- 
sent s special evening of world music 
and dance entitled "East Meets West 
Meets East." 
The concert wH open with the 
University's Ballnese-styte Uta Muni 
Gameian Ensemble. Next on the pro- 
gram wi be examples of Spanish, 
Italian and Armenian dances by 
groups led by Linda Francescon, an 
instructor of Spanish and Italian in the 
department of romance languages. 
The program begins at 8 p.m. in 
Bryan Recital Hal In the Moore 
Musical Arts Center and is free and 
open to al. 
Break changes hours 
As Turkey Day approaches, so do 
changing University hours. 
Library hours for the week of 
Thanksgiving are as follows: 8 a.m. 
to 10 p.m. Tuesday (Nov. 25); 8 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesday (Nov. 
26); closed Thursday (Nov. 27); 
1-6 p.m. Friday and Saturday (Nov. 
28-29); and 5-10 p.m. Sunday 
(Nov. 30). Regular hours wi 
resume at 8 a.m. on Monday (Dec. 
D- 
The Student Recreation Center 
wi also have special Thanksgiving 
Break hours. The Rec Center wi be 
closed on Thanksgiving Day (Nov. 
27). Hours for Monday through Sun- 
day (Nov. 24-30) are noon-9 p.m. 
for the Center, noon-2 p.m. and 5-8 
p.m. for Cooper Pool and 1-8 p.m. 
for Andrews Pool. 
